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CR6549 1 UNITED STAT 9S OF AICRICA !
j

C*ELTZER 2 HUCLEAR REGULATORY COMM.ISSION !
PARKER -

MADELON 3 -------------------= I
.

mpb :
4 In the matter of: :

i
*

S DCSTON EDISON COMPANY, et al : Dockat No. 504471 '

:
G (Pilgrim Nuclear Generating Station, : ,

Unit No.2) :
,

7 : .

-------------------x ;

8
|
,

3 Plymouth Menorial Hall, f
Plymouth, Massachusotts

10
,

Tuesday, 28 Auscat 1979 ;
' '

11
The hearing in tha above-gatitled matter was-

.,

*12'
reconvened, pursuant to adjournment, 4.t 9:00 a.m.

*13
( BEFOP3s

14
ANDREW C. GOODHOPE, Esq., Chairman,

15 Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

16 DR. RICHARD F. COLE, M d ar

17 DR. DIXON CALLIHAN, Member
/

M mss18

gg GERALD H. IM01D, Esq. , Ropas & Gray,
225 Franklin Street, Boston, Massachusetts; and

D M G. MM , sq., Bostcn M aca % any,20
Legal Dept., 800 Boylsten Stract, Boston,

.

.1 Massachusetts; on behalf of the Applicant.,

g MICHAEL B. MEYER, Esq. , and FRANCIS WRIGliT, Esq.,
Assistant Attorneys General, State of1

~

Massachusetts; on behalf of the Commonwealth23
of Massachucetts, Intervenor.
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ALAN R. CLEETOU, Pro so.j
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1 C,, o, g g E_ g g g
''~ 2 WITNESSES: DIRECT VOIR CROSS REDIRECT RECROSS DOAI:D CROSS C!l

DIRE BOARD |
2

(Resumed)
4 Falk Kantor , )~ 11,502-- -- -- -- - --

Locnard Soffer)
5

6 Philip Herr 11,590 11,621 11,631 11,687 11,688 11,70:--

*

7i
,

8s
.

9

10

11
EXHIBITS: IDENTIFICATION EVIDENCE

12
Commonwealth No. 112

13 (Report from E.G. Case to
NRC Commissioners dtd

14 3/7/78) 11,537 11,537

15

16

17

18.

19
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da' rid 1 g

t. ass 1 .P .R .O .C E__ E._ T. _I. .I.'.! .G _S.

F CHAIRM?.3 GCODEOPE: The acari:.9 vill be in order.
3 .

Thin F. continuation of the heariags of tha
' 4

Boslon Edison Company, et al. , Pilgrim Nuclae.r Ganarat:.r.c

5
Unin Ko. 2, Dockat No, 30-471.

Will counsel please ete.t3me.at thair appaarances.
i

'
7

IIR. L2WALD: My name is 7ecrge E. Lawald. ily

8i
1 address is Ropes & Gray, 225 Frank'.in .3t rs st Scoton,. .

9I
Massachusetts.-

i
'

I

10 | With me is Dala G. Stoedley, .tssi:; tant general
4

11 'I
counsel for Boston Edison Company, su0 30y13".u 1 Street

12
}

Boston, Massachusetts, representirF thc- t.p plic ' tnt.

13 MR. WRIGHT: My name is ?ra".cis .t _;ht. I.

(
14 rep:fosent the Commonwealth of Massachuestts.

la MR. SMITH: My name is Earrj n. 3mith; I'

16 represent the NRC staff. My address is l'ashington, D. C.

P MR. CLEETON: Alan R. Cleeton, 22 Macintosh Road,

- 18 Franklin, Massachusetts, representiag myself.

O CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: One :natte:r before we proceed:
*

'0
,

Mr. Lewald has requested the iaanance of suisponnas, and the

El board has considered his request. The srbpocnas will be

22 granted and will be issued immediately upon ny return to
( .

23 Washington.

1137 1382. MR. W2IGHT: Mr. Chai_m n ?'

-

25 CHAIRNJ1 GCCDEOPE: Yes?
.

O



8 1 1 ,4 9'S

david 2 I MR. WRIGHT: May I be hearc. ,a :hab, please?

2 CHAIRMAN GOODROPE: Are you '! Jing to object to'~

3 presenting the witnesses? This is an n:: parte matter, as I*

4 understand it.

S I'll hear 2res you, thor.gh.

ti MR. WRIGHT: Thara is one th:.ng, s:.r . Firsr. of
'

.

7 all, we just received this request for en5peena yesterday. '

i
!

S We're still considering it. I'd ark tdr t you hcid youc i

~
1

9 r'11ing until we can respond to it. The ona t!.ing that
.

|
|

10 immediately comes to mind is it's certain?.y corr unch sut of i

11 the crdina.m.f, and that's the recuiremu r . v. hat the witnesses

12 in this caea that are being oubpoenaed ;tsr 2 f:.lo writtan
:
,

1 t.?stinony,2
s

14 I don't think that's usual, at 1 cast to my
;
'

;5 k.acwledge, for that alone; we'd like a opportunity to

16 respond in detail. As socn as these hearings are concluded, ,

i

g I intend to get back to my office and file a uritten f

10 response..

,

t

19 I'd ask that you withhcid any rilling until

20 wa've had a chance to respond in writiaq. !

21 CHAIRMAN GOODEOPE: We'll go ahaci and isses the

22 subpoenas as requested. If you have co jad.N to i.- then
,

a file your objections then."

'

MR. WRIGHT: Do I understand that would be24
.

-w

requi-ing the witnesses to file written aatimony? That's whati3
:
;

t

!
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david 3 1 the subpoena asks for.

2 CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: Is that unusual? It's the^

3 general custom to file written testimany.

4 MR. WRIGHT: If the party is, presenting the

5 witness, yes, it's customary. But if comebody is being

6 subpoenaed, I think it's very unusual to force them in advance
.

7 of that to sit down and write up testimony to be filed.

8 CHAIRIGN GOODHOPE: Well, I'n a sauning that the
,

3 purposes of this are to permit the witnesses to testify as to
'

10 what the arrangements were and how they're going to pr: cued

11 along the lines of tha letter of July 25, 1979. to Mr. Abbott

12 and Mr. Moulton, as signed by Alan B. Scheer (phonetic) ,

13 assistant attorney general.
(

14 MR. WRIGHT: I think there are many occasions in

15 which witnesses are subpoenaud into these kinds of
.

16 hearings.

17 But in all cases they are subject to direct

18 namination and then cross examination. I've never heard of a-

19 party forced to come in who was not sponsored by a party

.

20 directly and be forced to write it all out.

21 CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: If they're unable to prasent

22 written testimony, and they have a reason to present written
I

'

23 testimony, I think that wotild still be in conpliance with'

-

n the subpoena, if -- aven if it does call for it. If they

'

don't have a basis for preparing written tastimony, why, they25

Il37 140
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david 4 just say they don't have a basis. They don't know what

2
testimony they want. Therefore, they're unable to present it"

3
or file written testimony.

.

s
MR. WRIGHT: Well, if you --

5
CHAIRMAN GCODHOPE: That's another thing. Do

6 you know that Mr. Parker or whoever he desigr.ates is going to
.

object to it?

MR. WRIGHT: I have not had a chance to look into-

o
' this matter at all.

C3 AIRMAN GOODHOPE: Wa'll issuo the subpoena. If10

'I you have objections to the subpoona, file ycur objections.
I MR. WRIGHT: Well --'

CH IRMAN GOCDHOPE: I'm just putting you on notice13 A'

I# now that the application will be granted.

15 MR. CLEETON: Mr. Chairman?

16 CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: Yos?

37 MR. CLEETON:- You made a reference to a letter/
I8 to Mr. Abbott and Mr. Moulton. That's in reference to*

39 Pilgrim 1 and not Pilgrim 2. I don't know if this is
.

20 relevant to this subpoena, but the attachments thereto are

2I a matter regarding Pilgrim 1, not Pilgrim 2.

22 DR. COLE: I think thay're related to the

23 emergency planning. It's difficult to separate Pilgrin 1
,

l

24 and Pilgrim 2 when you're talking about emergency plans

25 and emergency planning.

1137 141
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david 5 1 11,498 |
CHAIRMAN GOODHCPE: Thank you, Dr. Cole.

'
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I

1 MR. WRIGHT: If I may, Mr. Ch0.irman, may I maho aa

'avidG 2 request that ycu withhold your ruling on the subpoena

3 until we set a chance to res pond to it? It'll only be a couple

4 of days and. I thin't it's an infair position for us. We have

5 a novel question, here, whether or not a witness can ba

6 required to suhait written testinony in ahead of time. And
.

7 I just think fairness would call for an opporitunity to

8 respond to that particular cuestion. We just received this in
.

9 yesterday, since we've been down here and simply have not had

10 , the time to work this thing through.

i
13 | (Board Conferring)

i

12 | CHAIIU1AN GOODHO' ?: We'll issue the subpoena. If youe

i

13 have objections, file them. With that we'll proceed wita the

14 witnesses.

MR. SMIT 11: Mr. chairman?
15

CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: Yes, Mr. Smith.
16 ,

I
I MR. SMITH: That was one of the preliminary mattersg

I wanted to report back what I know on the subject we discussed.

18 ,

yesterday relating to emergency planning. Unfortunately, I
99

1
.

g| don't know more today than I did yesterday. I think that the

best course then, is for me - as soon as I get back, if anyg

thing changes in the nature that I discussed yesterday, to
i

i inform the board and parties, and otherwise go ahead as'
23 '

planned. On that matter, I talked to the other parties and

~'
at least the parties are in agreement to have testimony filed,

25 ,.

1137 143.
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i
'david 7

I rather than on Septemb6: 11, which is chill within the rules
c ;

-

I for filing t2 sit =eny. And also, thoro'a 1:ecn interrogatories
,

a
3 [. filad by the Cormanwealth and we've agrasd aneng our:21vac !

4h to, of the dato of September 10.

il.1

5] CHAIRMAN GOCDEOPE: All right. :3ut cn hhut, if
!,

33 thore are changer, hacause I certainly want to get a nctico
il-

7 ;! out at least two weeks and a presa relcaco out at least two
a

e :: weeks in advance of thoso hearings, so if wo're going to do -.

4
h

-

9 Ii anything, let us knew as quickly as you can cc that tha boarde
d

'

-
,

", is not going to end up in a bind of ganting a notice out

n 2 under the fedaral register and a preaa ralcano out for those
:.

:2 h, October 1 hearings.
-

;

;3 N, MR. SMITH: I understand thatcsir. We could have !
.i
n .

pt " a conference call or set up individual ecl1 with the parties.

gh DR. COLS: We orpect to find cut,iM. Smith. What :

;! '

<s ; are you looking for?
i. ,

;7 i| MR. SMITE: I an 1 coking for whether the cor=1icsion ,

!!
-

<g ] is going to suspend licensing activitica relating to THI. Andj
:. .i,,

;; ; meergency planning would be one of those things that they may j
.i j.

Iy, not want the staff to go forward with.

;; DR. COLE: They did not cake a dacision yestarday. .

n' MR. SMITH: The peopic I know didn't know if they |
.!.

'l made a decision. I am going to keep in contact with them-- I

23

they don't knew what the results of the ccmmissions meetinga |24
- .

.

'

3 will be today.

i
1137 144 :
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300R ORIG N4
david 8 1 DR. COLE: Okay, thank you.

2 CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: I don't think I :,cado myself

'

3 clear on this yesterday, but I have a little problem on this.

4 They talk ir. terms of no further licensing but they do not

5 talk in terms of no further hearings on applications for

6' licenses. I don't know if it's a valid dictL.ctions I think
.

7 it is.

O Int. SMIT 3: I would agree with you ,Mr. Chai2. mn,.

9 '' we have the carse problem.

10 CHAIRMAN GCODEOPE: It is a prob 1p.

If MR. SMITH: I don't wknow what the cmmtlissione a

12 response will be and I hope when they cake a response; if they

13 make a response, they'll maka clear as to what they see their
'

14 role as and what they want the staff to do.

15 CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: Are there any other

16 , preliminary matters? All right. We have two witnesses uo had

17 yesterdays Mr. Soffer and Mr. Fantor. They have returned.

18 Mr. Wright, you are cross a M ning.
'

19
,

20

2:

22
t.

23

ul j*

i
'

" f, 1137 145
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e

i
tape .L-B I Whereupon, !

!
'

Ciavid9 2 FALK KANTOR i,
,

3 and
I,

'i | LEONARD SOFFER l

| 1

5| uore callad as witnessas, and having been previously duly I

ij sworn, were eynmined and testified as follows:
:

. ,

i! CRCSS EXAMINATION (Resumsd)
I

,

'', f| BY MR. WRIGHT: '
:.

l

7. || 0 If we could, gentlemen, could we turn to staff's

ic.l ' Oxhibit 66? That's the tables t$ hat you passed out yestarday..

,

;; Mcw if you would look at table 3, just for purposas of ;

.{ !

12 9 identification, this is the table that new rzprsconts your ,

f f

3 latest calculations as to populatica figures based onthe ERT i

'1, ,

y,; study,4

y A (Wi+nm Kantor) Yes.
t

| h

p;I O Will you look at colt =n L, please labelled: i

t
'

i-

g| Tourists. Now, I notice that all of the tourists within

i
. 16 30 miles of the Pilgrim 2 site, you have placed in two rings. j

!

The two to three mile ring and the four to fire mile ring. {3 :

lg,,hcouldyoutcIlme,doosthatmeanthattherearenotourists
~

8
i

g ,' between zero and two milon, for nennnle? j

h I
gj A We do not believe there are any si9nificant |

| It

(' : .

|

,

.. ;; concent- ations of tourists of two miles, such that when they
- :: I

h ;

y. ' , are weighted, that when thet would be a factor in the over" ,
,

!

all' population. !
,. 5,

|

1137 146 ;.'
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david 10 I

I Q But you did have the ERT ctudy with you at the |

2 time, that indicates,at least in terms of peak numbers. There

3 are several thousand people in that area. Is that correct?

4 A The ERT study indicates there are tourists within
I

5 zeroto three miles. As I indicated yesterday they aro

6 associated with the Pilgrim Shorefront and Overlook.
.

7 0 That is a restaurant?

S A No, it's a -- it's a recreation facility. And,

3 visitors center associated with the nuclear plant. It's
|

10 owned and controlled by the applicant.
|

11 Q And for what reason did you decide that there |
!2 should -- that the number of tourists there is so negligible |

13 that you should call it zero.
;

i

|14 A The information that we had on the amount of time
t

:5 that the tourists spent there. So wo weighted tne . |,

|

16 the avarage time. The result was 'not

(7 significant, also the fact that the -- the tourists in this j

18 area are under the control of the applicant was another-

tg factor.
.

'
20 Q Now, there's a beach within two miles of the

:

27 Pilgrim site. Is ther not aPriscilla Beach?

22 A Priscilla Beach is within two miles. Yes, it is.'

'

23 Q Presumably, there are people who go to swim and'

24 Spend the day there?

-

A All right, now Priscilla Beach is a private beach25

1137 147
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david 11 ! to my knowledge. And the people who would use the beach would

2 he the permanent residents or the season residents in the

3 Priscilla Beach area, which are accountad for in the odd data.

4 0 What about tourists betueen fiva miles andthirty

3 miles? I take itu are not saying there are no tourists in that

6 area?
.

7 A That's correct,

We have found that short term vistors and are8 ,

.

significant only within the first several miles of the Ig

plant,about71vemiles.- -- .;o

Beyond.five miles it takes a tremendous amount of-

33

shorttermvistohstohaveaneffectontheoverallpopulation
12

distribution.g

For example, between 10 and 30 miles to increaseg4
I

the population roughly by 100 per squars mile, you need somethiE.g
,

g

a the order of 75 million daytimo tcurists; just a
16

tramandous number as you get further away from the plant andg

Me area hereases.- ,g

DR. COLE: Excuse me. I didn't understand your
gg

'

anwr d y u repeat dat?
20

I thought you said to increase the population byg

so many squaro miles -
*

t
WITNESS X.4NTe;- No. To increase the population~

2.,a,

- 100 per square mile -g
~_

;

25.
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david 12 I BY MR. WRIGHT:

2
,f- O Mr. Kantor, did you gather figures for the

3
_

tourists from five to 30 miles?

4 A No. We don't have the figura on daytime,

5 short term tourists beyond five milos.
.

5 I have reviewed some reports on tourism, but I

* 7 have no report, specifically, on short term visitors into

8 the population data base. |
i

*

9 Q And if we go out 30 miles from unit 2, we're i

I

to including a substantial portion of the cape, are we not?
.

11 A Yes, sir.

'

12 O And Provincetown?

13 A No, I believe Provincetown is beyond the 30
t

14 miles.
'

15 Q Would you like to check that?

16 I believe it's 20, but go ahead.

17 A You're correct: Provincetown is 25 miles.

18 Q Thank you.
.

19 MR. LEWALD: I suggest Mr. Wright be sworn if

20 he's going to be offering testimony.*

21 CHAIRMAN GOODEOPE: Continue, Mr. Wright.

22 BY MR. URIGHT: g
b 23 Q Mr. Kantor or Mr. Soffer, for that matter, I

y, compared the original figures that were provided you in
~ the ER between those given you in the E9 study, and there25

are obviously substantial discrepencies between the two
I

!

.
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david 13 I now that you have attempted to work into your new tab.'.c.

2 Do you have any explanation for hou this cuenrred?

3 Let ce ack you a for instanca: for =cro to one M lp, for

i-

4}l examplo, according to the environment 1 repor.t suhqitted
0 -

by Boston Edison, thara were only 452 Joacenal rasidents thera.0 '

]
6 g, However, the ERT study that you just received, indicates

ti-

7ij that thore were 1361 people there.
4 .

4

3;! MR. LENALD: I object to the fora of the question.
,

9 ,||'i CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: We haun't gotten to th3
|

10 i question yet.

11 BY MR. WRIGHT:
0

12 0 I'm anking you, sir, what -- or have you investigated

13 why there was auch a discropcacy between those tm figures.
,

14] MR. LEWALD: Still object to the questicn. It '

V

15 j,' reeks with argument.
i!

7ti y CHAIRMAN GOODEOPE: Well, I -
l'

17 ! MR. IrdALD: I think the question can be put to the:

I
Tej witness without prefatory remarks where the interrogator has

'

-

li
ja j' examined the results of the investigation.

ii
!6.

20 4 CHAIRMAN GOODEOPE: I agrce: the question can
!i
'l21 !i be asked quite a bit =cre sharply.
H

32l can you explain the difference there?
!

23j I don't call it "discrepency." There in a differenat

22 in the numbers; can you explain it, Mr. Emntor? 1137 i50
'l

25 ' WITNESS ZANTOR: I believe the differenco results i.l

o

il
li
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david 14 I the fact that the ERT study today is a lauch more thorough and ,
2 systematic review uithin a short distance ofthe plant ,

3 than what was done originally, and came up with a significant
-

4 number - additional nunber of seasonal residents; in turn,

5 they multiplied that by a factor cf five, assuaing five

4 rondents por seasonal resident.
.

7 And I think the fact is the aucter five is also

9 larger than the number that was used in the original study;.

9 the five people per seasondl resident was meant to be a weekenc/

10 seasonal peak occupancy number.

M CHAIIGIAN GOODEOPE: In your study?

12 WITNESS KANTCR In the ERT study, which I '

13 indicated, I believe, was higher than used in the original
.

!4 study.

TS BY MR. WRIGHT:

16 Q Mr. Kantor or Mr. Soffer, did either of you

17 gentlemen work on the calculation that went into establishing

ga the -- '-

19 CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: I'm sorry; I couldn't hear ,

*
,

20 the question.

21 MR. WRIGHT: I asked if either of them worked '

|

22 on the calculations that went into the establishing of the

'

23 low population zone?

24 WITNESS SOFFER: Yes, I did.
!

1137 151.
1
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davidl5 1 BY Mil. WRIGHT:

2| 0 Would these new figures supplied by the CRT study
! ,'

3 make a dif'ference tin the size of tha LPZ?
'

4 MR. SMITE: I'm going to object on the grounds

5 ofrelevans[.
'

.

end 1 6|
.

7

8 |
.

9'

10

11

12
|
4

10

14

i

15

16 j

17

18 ;-

I

19 '
.

20

I

21 il
22 '

l

23[
i i

_
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C 9 I
CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: What are you trying to show,3 33

C 2 Mr. Wright?

3 HR. WRIGHT: Mr. Chairman, as you know, there is an

4 area surrounding the site called the Low Population Zone, and te
5 a certain extent it is based upon the number of people contained
6 therein and the ease with which they can be evacuated in the

*

7 event of a nuclear emergency.

8 We havo just received thic infermation now as to

9 substantially higher numbers of seasonal residents in this

10 area. And it seems to me -- and I only have a couple of

11 questions on this -- that it might be info mativa for all of

12 us to find out whether or not these figures have now been

13 employed in looking again at the LPZ, because the LPZ originally

14 was based, as I said, to a certain extant on the number of

15 people.

16 CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE:
.

Well your question is, will these

17 new figues change"his original figures that he presented in

18 the LPZ?.

19 MR. WRIGHT: Yes.
-

20 CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: All right. I'll let that question

21 be answered.

22 WITNESS SOFFER: I have not investigated the impact
'

23 of these new figuras on the LP2.

3 However, based upon just a recollection,and a
.

25 urs ry examination of the numbers, and my understanding of

il37 153
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,

1 them today, my judgment is that it would trot change our

2 conclusion regarding the LPZ for the following reasons:

3 'he calculation that went into the establishment of

4 the LPZ was primarily a calculaticn thGt was ai: cod at

5 determining what the population center distance was. Population

6 center distance is the requirement that is imposed by 10 CFR

'

Part 100.7

g And what we did, and wnat I dic, and what was
.,

reported in I believe Supplement No. 3 to the SER, was to make9

10 an examinati n of p palation concentrations in the area around

the plant, and to determine where we believe the nearest
;,

P Pulation conter was.12

The Staff at tnat time had reason to believe nhat

the contiguous communities of Plymouth, North Kingston and

Plymouth Center.would become a population conter within the

meaning of 10'CFR Part 100. And the question was then to

determine where the edge or where the distance to the

population center was.
,

: This was determined on the basis of several critaria :
19

population density, community institutions such as schools,-

hospitals, nursing homes and a determination saa made that the
21

population center distance was approximately 3.1 milos. That
22

is the distance frcm th* plant to the Plymouth Nursing Home.
23

Therefore, using the requirements in Part 100 that
24

the population center distance must be at least 1 1/3 times the-

25
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.

mm3 1 LPZ, it was determi~ed could ba no larger chaa 2.3 miles. |
~

2| The Staff requested ths Applicaan to reduce tua
i

3! LP and the Applicant has done so acecrciny.'.y.

4 The new numbers that have bson prosantad in the ERT |

3; study indicate than the populatica in the 1cu population zone
!

3 I may be acmewhat higher than the values that we a criginally
l| !

-

7||reportedbytheStaffintheSERcupplemertaof1974and1975. jr -

t

3! Hcwever, this does not change the conclusion as to where tha,

I Ir
9 populatien center distance is. |

7
!

10 i BY MR. URIGHT:

ti i Q I see.
;

12 A (Witness Soffer) Consegnantly, ny judgmann is that |
' t

;3 no, it does not change tha LPZ. ',

!
14 O Mr. Kantor, tha ERT study contains tables for ton-

:1

15 ! year in=rements. In other words, 1900, 1990 and so forth.
,

;

TG And yet your charts, looking at 1985, could you toll me how |

37 : you got those seasonal figures frem the ERT ctudy for 1935?
/

;g| A (Witness Kantor) I interpolated between 1980 and-

;

! !
gg p 1990. !

i.
.

DR. CALLIHAN': What kind of interpolation? Lincar? |3|
i.

: WITNESS KANTOR: Linear.21 |
t

12 DR. CALLIHAN: Thank you.
'

I
BY MR. WRIGHT23 ;

1i -

1

Q ! did some averaging last night myself, and for I
24 i

-

" n e ncw ERT study, I determined25 !
! Il3/ 155
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'

*

:.m4 .1 that the peak population -- in otner words during the i
I

2 summertime -- was 10,762.

3 Does lhat sound reasonabic to you, Mr. Kantor? '

f.

4 MR..$MITH: I object.
,

t5 MR. WRIGHT: Mr. Chtirnan, I can have him do it. -

6 I just want to speed things up a bit.

'

7 MR. SMITH: I object to that, tco.

8 CHAIRET GOCDHOPS: What ic your question?
-

9 HR. WRIGHT: I want to establis.d what the peak

10 populatien is in 1985 between sero and tuo mil-as.

11 CHAIRMAN GOCDLOPE: Why don't ye2 aok him that.

'

12 question.

BY MR. WRIGHT:13 g

1

14 Q Mr. Kantor, what is the peak population in 1985

15 between zero and two miles, if ycu could Ilaase using the ERT

16 study?

A (Witness Kanter) I have to review the numbers here.37

18 We are talking about peak daily population, is that corrsct?
.

,.
-

gg Q Yes.

MR. SMITH: Mr. Chairman, if the witness could-

20

respond to the question, he would have to perform calculations.21

He doesn't know without doing the calculations is22

what I understand frcm his testimony.g

CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: Have you done this? Have youg

made these calculations?
25
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-

mms 1 WIT!y'ESS 1(ANTOR: Thic particular one, no, sir.

2 CHAIRMAN C00D110PE: Can you do it rapidly?

3 MR. WRIGHT: bir. Chairman, I can tell him tha

4 pages that the two --

5 CHAIRMAN COODHOPE: Wa ara not going to sit here and --

6 you are trying to maka thia your witness. We are not going to .

-

7 sit here and have him present a statistical study under the

8 I guise of cross-examination.
I,

,

9 If you want to present the study and point euc that

10 yours is much better than what they have dona, you have an f
,

t; opportunity to do that.

12 MR. WRIGHT: Mr. Chairman, I understand that. |

13 And if you wculd indulge me in this one -- all I

14 need is this one more figurn.

15 CHAIRMAN GOCDHOPE: All right. Let's go to this one ,

16 figure then. But remember, this is the end of it.
|
!

37 Do you understand the quastion, Mr. Kantor? !

18 W M ESS N TOR: Yes, sh.
|-

-

,.

;g BY MR. WRIGHT:

g Q Mr. Kantor, I believe the charts you want are on-

2'i [ pages 75 and 76.
|

|
A (Witness Kantor) Zero to two miles?3|

- .g Q Yes.
,

A I
g In 1980 peak population zero to two miles is 9404. ;

.

g In 1990 the peak is -- peak cumulative population ;

i
i

i .
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mm6 I is 12,121.

' 2 It appears reasonable that 1985 would be about

3 10,700 peak daily population.

4 Q All right. Let's use that figu o then.

5 That would be the number of people that we might

6 expect to find on a, eay sunny weekend day inthe summertime.
.

7 Is that correct?

8 CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: What is that figure?

9 I mean, how do you arrite at it?
'

10 WITNESS KANTOR: That figure includes permanent

it residents, peak seasonal residents, and pesk seasonal transientt ,

12 peak motel capacity, peak beach use, peak institutional

13 capacity, hospital and so forth. Everythir.g filled to the

14 maximum.

15 CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: All right, Mr. Wright, do you

16 have any further questions?

BY MR. WRIGHT:17

18 Q Could you tell me, Mr. Kantor, ed this is of-

19 course not much of a problem in this particular aspect in the
.

20 final supplement --

MR. LEWALD: I'm going to object to these quesstions.21
'

CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: This is what did you say?22

' MR. WRIGHT: I will withdraw what I said.3

CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: Ask your question. We will go24

ahoad that way. If you have comments, we will give you plenty25
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of time to make them.

?00R BRIBlUL
"' '

.T . W - ,:
2

0 Why is it more rctional to use, or more ac=urato
3 .

to use your figure frcmzero to two miles, your weighted
4

figure which is 3943, than a figure that represents what might
5

be found there on a summer day.
6

MR. SMITH: I object.
,

7
He used the term rational and summer day for

8
'

foundation. It is argumentative.
9

MR. WRIGHT: I don't think it is argumentative at
10

all, sir.

11

CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: I don't know ahcut " rational.
12

Again, can you explain the discrepancies between

the two figures 7

14
I think we have been over this.

15
Or, is there a discrepancy? Or, what are the

16
differences? Can you explain them?

17
WITNESS KANTOR: We have responded to this previous

18.

comment by the commonwealth in our responses which are contained

19
in the Final Supplement on page 5-10. In doing an alternative

.

20
site study we'believe it is appropriate to use the annual

21
average population.

22
However, for emergency planning we would use the j

g
'

23
peak population.

24
BY MR. WRIGHT:

25
Q Well, look at page - first of all, .you said

1137 159
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g 1 yesterday, I believe, that there were three other sitas in

2 the district of Pilgrim that you have seasonal information for.

3' Is that correct?

4 A (Witness Kantor) I want to -- there are three

5 sites among the original alternative sites. Also for Seabrook

6 and Millstone, seasonal residents were also included for

7 those sites, also.-

8 Q And what were the three sites?,

9 A The coactal sites, sites 18, 19 and 20, plus

to Seabrock and Millstone.

gj Q If you would look, please, at pago 448 of the

12 Final. Supplement, that is the population distribution chart
,

13 for the Montague site.

14 And what is the zero to two mile cumulative.,

P pulation figure, please?15

MR. SMIT 3: Mr. Chairman, the figures are in the16

exhibit.

' Y*

18 '
. ~ ~ ~ -
\

N. BY MR. WRIGHT:19 - -
''

'

Q For 1985.

.A (Witness Kantor) 3181.

CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: Zero to three? I thought he

did"-- did you say zero to Ehree? ~ ~ ~

tMR. WRIGHT: Zero to two, sir.
1137 160
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,

MM* 1 CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: Kilometers had me mixed 'up.
'

2 BY MR. WRIGHT:
,

3 Q So that is roughly ccmparable to your woighted

,'4 ficJure for the Pilgrim site, is it not?

5 A (Witness Kantor) It is the namn distance, same year.

6 The Montague site includes only permanent residents.

~

7 The judgment was made that the amount of seaecnal residents

8 and daily tourists, sithough there are some in the Montague
.

9 area, we not significant, so they were not included in these

end T2 to numbers.

11

12

13

14
'

15

16

17

18-

19

.

20

21

22

24

25 ||3[ }6}

.
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43 MADELON I| Q The numbar itsolf, 3131, 13 ch.'3c, is it not, to
fNs minio I

Empbl your weightod figuro for the Pilgrim si?:_, '.7hich in 3D43?

,

" $' A Yoc.

O And so for that raacen you uauld ccy thora is no |
*

. {|
"g appracieble diffsrance between th'a two?

4

60 A Wo would censidor it nch to be a significant
t.

'l | difference, yes.
l

3| Q And yst on one of those peak days sh the Pilgrim.

i

G{ sits the.ro are not 3900 peoplo thero, aru thars? Therc ara

10f 10,000,

!

I1| MR. SMITH Object.
I

12 ' DY MR. WRIGHT:
;

13 | Q Is that correct?
I

14- CIIAIEHAN GOODEOPE: Overruled.

15 dITNESS KAITTOR: On a peak day in Pilgrim ther.a

16 are, as I indicated, assuming full capacity of all facilih-

17 iss, there are appro:cimately 10,000 people, bassd on tha ERT

18 study.-

19 BY MR. WRIGHT: ,

.

20|| Q And yet you would still naintain that your
,i I.

weighting method gives you sces kind of handle on tho :
21[' '

I
21 possibla risk to the surrounding population of various altos? !

._

23 , MR. SMITH: Objsch.,
{

!
24 e CHAIP. MAN GOODHCPE: C1carly argumentative,1ir, j

! >

25 ] Wright. !
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.

mpb2 Don't answor that.

* BY MR. NRIGET: L

*e>

,i 0 In this problem of peaking one of the reasons

4 why you call population donsity a crude indicator of riak?

3 MR. SMITH: Object, in tans of problem of peak.
'

. :13
.| What is problan of paah?

7, CHAIRMAN GOODIIOPE: Do you understand tho qusstion,

il3 Mr. Kantor?,

9 WITNESS XMTOR: No, sir.

10 ; MR. WRIGHT: I can raphrase it.

! l
:T : BY MR. WRIGHT: |

,, -

12 O Is this phanccoaon of peak, the fact that d7dn

13 toward Pilgri:2 you have 10,000 poople on a smm'r day

14 does not appear in your weighted figura. Is that one of the

i5 reasons that you say that this weighting method provides a
.

16 cruda indicator of risk?

17 MR. SMITH: Mr. Chairman, I object again.

- 18 CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: Did he say that?

I

to ;, MR. WRIGHT: Yes. That'o the way it's character-
r

-

20 |] ized in the Final Supplement, sir.
.

-

j

g i

| CHAIRMAN GCODHOPE: Did you say that, Mr. Kantor? f21 |

1 !

22[ WITNESS KANTOR: I don't believa we said th.it |

23 no, sir.

I
I CHAIRFLAN GOODEOPE: Could you show where he said |24
k >

I

25 '' it?

I
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,

Impb3 HR. WRIGHT: 'les, j ,

^ 2
WITNESS SOFF3R Wo may have said that.

3
y I believe we've talked about populatica density

# as being a crude indicator of risk. But this entire subject

5' of the weighting of transient population has cosa up over and

6 over again. And I baliava that we have answered it and
.

7- described our rationale und the reason for tha rationale vnry

8 co=pletely on page 5-10 of the Final cupplement.,

9- CHAIRMMI GOODHOPE: Well, was this elsnant of

10' peaking that ha discussed, van that taken into consideration

i t' in your rationale?

12 WITNESS SOFFER: Itss one of the things that was

13 taken into censideration, that's right. Thero rish is

14 dependent upon many things, of course. It's dopcadent upon

15 the population distributions it's dopendcat upon the metaor-

16' ology that nay asist at the time and what sort of an accident

17. may occur at the ti=e, what sort of warniag times. There are

18 a whole host of imponderables that cannot be easily calculated-

19 at all.
s

20 They all affect the risk of population. Ths idea

21 ; of taking an annual average popul&tica which involves waight-
i

22 ;ingoftransientsisprimarilytoarriveatanoverallnu=ber
~

;by which to evalu5te one site as e pared to another site.23

24 I believe we have said this a number of timos and-

i

25 :in/a nu=ber of places. If you insist en looking at the peak
.
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1mpb4 summertime population, than it would bo caly fair to say
-

2 what about the wintertime population as well.

#3 CHAIlt!AN GOCDHOPE: Let's not get into that,

4 argument. We understand. I think you'va snewered the

S question.

/ WITNESS SOFFER: Okay. i IL6 ,

!
.

1

7 / CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: Go abend, Mr. Uright.

8 MR. WRIGHT: Wall, if I may ask a questic:. about,,
,

9 the wintartime population, sir.

10 BY MR. WRIGHT:

11 Q Mr. Soffer, lcoking at Table 30, once again, of

12 Staff's Exhibit 66, could you tell % what the wintertime

13 population is zero to two 1311es?

14 A (Witness Soffer) I think I'll defer to Mr. Kantor

15 on that since he was responsibis for prsparing the actual
.

16 numbers on the table.

ty Q Mr. Kantor?

ja A (Witness Kantor) The wintertime population would-

je be as shown in Table A. Parmanent residents at two miles, it
.

20 indicatos 2699.

2g Q So thct is about 1300 less than your weighted

22 averago, is that not correct?
1137 4i05
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'mpb5 A Yes.
~ 2

Q All right.

3
Now in tho Final Supp1 m nt on page 3-4, you say

4
that - and I'm referring now to the cocond paragraph frcm the

5
bottom. You say that Bosten Edisen Company in gathering the

6
data and reaking its initial submission to you reliod upon the

.

7 cumulative population valuos as a guidaline, is that not

8 correct?,

9 A I believe that was one of the guidalines they

to used in evaluating the population distributica around the

11 proposed sites.

12 O And this is a =athod that is described in a
13 1973 AEC working paper?

14 A That's where I believe they obtained tha cumulative

15 numbers.,

16 Q And as I understand this particular fo:mula, if

17 the cumulative population surrounding a sito exceeds 30,000

18 people at five miles or 500,000 people at 20 milas or two-

19 million people at 40 miles, then something also happena, is
.

20 that correct?

21 A Well, the working paper was an aarly Staff paper

22 which di: cussed population guidelines. Sono of tho guidelines

23 proposed in that paper were the ones you have just mentioned.

24 I think it works out to approximately 400 por equara milo.j

2' Q 400 people per squars mile.,

';
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09 b fi
mpb6 I A Right. m6 '

2 Q Now, of course, you'ro using 500, is that correct,

3 undar Reg Guide 4.7?

I4 A Yes, under Reg Guide 4.7 it's 500 people par

5 square mile.

G! Q And if these population values con >ninad in this
i

7' ! AEC paper were exceeded, then is it not correct that there
~

,

I
Bi then must be a showing that the proposed site offars signifi-

1
=

9 cant advantages from tha standpoint of enviromaantal, economic

10 ' or othar factors?
'

11 Mr. Soffer, do you ramemner that?

12 A (Witness Soffar) That was the proposed Staff

13j paper. I emphasize, of course, that that Staff paper was

14 never approved by the Commission. It never rocaived any

15 ' official sanction. And i a was superseded, in fact, by

16 Regulatory Guide 4.7.

17 CHAIRMAN COODEOPE: By what?

- 18 WITNESS SOFFER: . Regulatory Guide 4.7.

19 i BY MR. WRIGHT:
*

go O But it; any event, in the early days, that was the

21 guideline that was used in preparing the data for the Staff?

22 A (Witness Soffar) No, that was a proposed guide.

23 line.
.

y Q I mean, that was the guideline that Boston Edison

used. Isn't that what you'ra saying hara?25

!
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!
mpb7 A (Witness Kantor) That was one of the guidelines

,

- g ;
'

they used as an indication of what ABC-MP.C policy was at that

3| tina, in the time frame they did the original study. !

#
Q Mr. Soffer, isn' t it also true that in aceltion

,

5 to those numbers I just mantionod, the proposed guideline !
O

'

also stated that if at the time of decommissioning thero were
.

7 60,000 people at five miles projectsd, or one million people '

8 at 20 miles, or four million people at '.0 miles - in other,

'9 words, double the valus - oncs age.in it <rould trigger this

i
10 special procedure? ,

11 MR. SMITH: Mr. Chairme.u, I object. I think it's

12 been established this is a propossd guideline, and I don't

13 know how it's relevant in this line of cross. I

14 MR. WRIGHT: The relsvancy, sir, if I may, is |
'

|

15 that as is obvious from the Commonwealth's comments to the |
|16 draft supplamant, we s.re very troubled by the, if I may, the
i

17 fuzziness of the Staff guidelines in this particular area. ;
t

18 It is a 'rery critical problem. They have gone through a |
-

I19 number of difforest methods to try to de** m"ne which site
j

8.

20 is better from the standpoint of population, surrounding

21 population.
5

22 The method that they're now using is contained |
I"

23 in Reg Guide 4.7, but that's by no means written in stone. f
24 It's not like, for example, sacething that you'd find in :

25 10 CFR Part 100 that we're not allowed to challansa. And I'n
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,

mpb8 merely trying to show today through cross-e-L-ation that
-

2
there is substantial doubt as to just uhat the appropriato

3-

method to analy::s this particular problem is.

4
And I'm not going to take icng on this, but I do

think I'm antitled to shew that under those guidelines, that

6 s

at one time was considered by the Staff to be rolavant and
.

7 helpful in making this assesamnt, that the Boston Edison

-
8 plant is in excoas of the guidelines of thosa figuros that

8 -I mentioned.
10 (The Board conforring.)

II C3 AIRMAN GOODHOPEs All right. What is your

12 question?

U MR. WRIGHT: My question, I believe, was to

14 Mr. Soffer, and I was asking him if it was not true that at

15 the time of decnmissioning if tha plant-the projected popula-

16 tica trore to exceed four million at forty miles than it would

17 trigger that special procedure that I read earlier.

- 18 BY MR. WRIGHT:

19 Q Is that not corract?
.

20 DR. COLE: Excuse me.

21 What special procedura that you raad earlier?

22 Demonstratica something?

.

23 MR. WRIGHT: het s, thasc levels are exceedad,:s

24 Dr. Cola. The Applicau is req dred to present an analysis

25 of alternative sitaas including a shcwing that the proposed
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1apb9 .s.ite offers significant advantagos from tha standpoint of

2h
e vironmental, aconcmic, or other factora.

3} MR. COLO: All right. ~

i.
4 MR. SMITH: Can the record ho cicar as to where

3 j that statamant is coming from?

## CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: Wall, it's out of the Staff
.

I proposal, is it not, that was never apprevsd?

O b MR. W2IGHT: 20s.,

9 CHAI21WI GOODHOPE: Tha one that Mr. Soffer just

10 described.

I1 MR. SMITH: All right.
I

1?- ! CHAIRMAIT GOODHOPE: And that's what the

13 Applicant worked with at the time, as I understand it.

14 MR. WRIGHT: 'Yes.

15 WITNESS SOFFER: I'm not very familiar with the

la Staff working paper of 1973 any longer, primarily because it

17 is no longer - it no longer represents any official policy.

13 In fact, it never did. It represanted maroly an internal- -

)9- Staff proposal.
.

20 However, I believe you are correct in that regard.

21 - I would like to add a fsw rsmarks on the nature ~
,.

22.; BY MR. WRIGHT:
i

2$ Q I'm sorry, that answers my question. Thank you,

2d sir.-

!

2d,, A (Witness Soffer) I haven't finishrA yet.

i [})f )D -

p
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I 8CHAIICLE GOODEOPS: If you :a going into this,mpbl0 <

2 we'ra going all the way, not halfway.
,

3 Ma. WRIGHT: Well, I just think ~--
|

4'' MR. SMITH: The witness is a11 cued to_ qualify.

5 WITNESS SOFFS2: I'd lii:e to ' add a feti ramarks
G 1in regard to what I believe is a misund2rstanding in regard to

!
*

'[ population density criteria.

3 Part 100 dcas not include any populaticn density,

I

*! criteria, that is true. The commissica has maroly said in its

l>

M'
. statementofconsiderationsthatnuclearpcuerreactorsshouldj
!

11 I be located away from dansaly populated centers. For a long
L

12 |1|tima there were no numerical criteria that wora used by tha
:
1

'3 , Staff, and tha Staff judged nach sita on an ad hoc basis,
i

14 | endeavoring to keep in mind the spirit of Part 100.
!

15'| As a rasult of the Newboldt Ioland casa, which
I

ts '. arose in 1972, the Staff began to propose sumerical criteria,
!

!7 and one of the earliest proposals by the Staff was the Staff i

18 | working paper of 1973 that Mr. Wright has cited from. That-

s
i

19 was never approved. But the guidelines were rejected, and |
>

.

20 j) I'm not sure why.
t

21 i However, the critaria that later appeared in
i

22 i Regulatory Guide 4.7 were promulgatod. They have been used
g

.I by the Staff sinco they have been promulga'ted, and they have i
23 i

1

24 , been used in a consistant fashion in the raview of I would |
! ;

25 i. imagine about IS cr 20 cases at the present time. The Staff 1,i

!i .
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mpb11 ' has done so consistently. !9)
DR. COLE: Excuse me. "" "" -

Can you tall me what you mrrt by " promulgated",

Mr. Soffer?

5 WITNSSS SOFFER: I me:= a regulatory guide

6 published by the Staff uith the concurrence of the Advisory
.

7 Committee on Reactor Safeguards.

8 DR. COLEt Okay.-.

9 WITNESS SC /FER: It is not prcmulgation in the

10 sense of regulaticc, thatss true.

II DR. COLE: It's a guideline that'0 acceptable to

12 the Comminaien.

13 WITNESS SOFFER: I don't believe that ths

14 Commission has fomally reviewed it.

,
15 DR. COLE: So it's just the regulatory Staff.

'

16' WITNESS SOFFER: It's a regulatory Staff positica,

17 yes.

18 DR. COLE: Thank you.
*

19 BY MR. WRIGHT:
.

20 0 So it's no diffarent than an NBC working paper?

21 A (Witness Soffer) No, an AEC Staff working paper

22 is an infomation paper, a propcsod paper that was in fact

23 rejected by i.he Commission.

24 The Staff originally proposed that as a regulatory

25 guide. The Cour11ssion rejected it and _ later raleased that,
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mpb12 paper to the public. That regrasents a rajected proposal.

2^

, O It released the paper, it did not reject it?

'' A Pardon?

4
Q It raleased the paper and did not reject it?

5 A Yas, sir.

Q All right.
.

7 Mr. Kantor, just two last questions as to this

8 AEC working papor..

9' It's trus, is it not, that in 1980 the surrouad-

10- ing population out to 40 miles from the Pilgrim sita is going

1i to be in excess of two million?

12' A (Witness Kantor) Did you say 40 miles?

13 0 Yes, 40 miles.

14- Do you have the PSAR with you, by the way?

15 A I have excerpts from it.

16 cHATRMAN GOODEOPE: Where are we going now?

17 8You ve asked the question and you've got something working,

-

18 and you've pretty thoroughly discredited this working paper,

19. but apparantly you want to keep chasing it around.
.

20 MR. WRIGHT Yes, I'd like to ask a few mors

21 questions about it, Mr. Chairman.

22 BY MR. WRIGHT:
'

23 0 I asked you about the PSAR only because they do

24 contain the 40 mila figures. If you'd like, I'll show you my

25 copy. ;
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mpb13 A (Witness Kantor) I have an excerpt from it.

2-

O This is Table 2.18.

3
A Tabla 2.18 indicates cumulative permanent popula-

4
tien at a distance of 40 miles to be in oxcess of two million.

I might point out that in accordance with tha

4
guidelinas of Regulatory Guide 4.7 we considsr 30 miles to be

.

7
the region of interest for population purpocos.

O'
Q And in the year 2020, Mr. Kantor, it's true, is.

I it not, that out to 40 miles the population exceeds four

to
million?

II A The projected population for 2020 at 40 miles

12 exceeds four million as shcvn in Table 2.1-8.
U Q And that table contains only pomanent residents

14' in that 40 mile area, is that not correct?

15 A That's correct.

16 Q Now going back to once again page 3-4 of the

17 Final Supplement, you state that the other guideline used by
18-

Boston Edison was, in preparing its initial figures, was an

19 envelope population distributicn for Indian Point and
.

20 NewBoldt Island?

21 A Yes. We have to consider the time frams when
22 this was being done.

23 MR. SMI"'H: Mr. Chairman, there's no question. I

24 think the questica has been answered.

25 CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: I still don't know what tha

.
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mpbl4 question is. -

2--

MR. WRIGHT: I asksd 182. Kantor what the second

of the two guidelines was that was used by Boston Edicon la-

4
Preparing its initial population.

5
CHAIRMAN GOODlIOPE: Answer that question.

0
. avid f1wsd

7

9.

'

9

10.

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

*

18

19
,

.

zo

21

n
'

23

24

25 '

.
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2 david WITNESS KANTOR: This second guideline was an
-

davidl envelope of population distribution arcund sites that had

take 4 been involved in the liccsing process, al in particular the
<

high population sites, such as Newboldt Island and Indicn

Point.

BY MR. WRIGHT,

Q And could you exp uin how that partic-lar guideline

*

works?

A It's simply a -- an envelope of the high cummulative

population around sites that have been licensed or in olved

in the review process.

It's simply a comparison of the population

distribution of theprt.: W site against the envelope of these

other sites.

Q So, the Boston Edison submission involved concerning

the Pilgrim site and Newboldt Island and Indian Point --

A I believe the criteria were used more in a regional
.

fashion than in a site-specific fashion.

They were attempting to screen cut high population
,

areas which would not ba suitable for nuclear sites, and

they were using information as was best avaSable to them at
.

that time.

Q Do you know where Newboldt Island is located?

A I'm not sure of the exact location.

A (Witness Soffer) Roughly, I know where it is, yes.
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david 2 Q Is 1- located on water, on a river?

A A river.

Q Not on the ocean?

A No, it's on the Delaware River between Philadelphia

and Trenton.

O And the Newboldt Island site, as I understand it,

was rejected, turned down?

'

A That's correct.

Q The Indian Point rite is, as I understand -- is

located on the IIndson River?

A That's correct.

O Now, the latest guideline, as you said earlier,

is reg guide 4.7. That's the current guideline you're

using in assessing population?

A Yes.

O could you explain briefly how that particular

guideline works?
.

MR. SMITH: Mr. Chairman, I think the guideline is

self-explanatory.
,

CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: Well, is your question: how

was that guideline used in this case?

MR. WRIGHT: I'm asking how it operates and how

it was used in this case.

CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: All right. ad.ain how you

'ap*<,ied that guideline in this matter.
'
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david 3 liITNESS KANTOR: The reg guide gives population

density guidelines for the proposed initial operation of

the lifetime of the proposed facility.

The guidelines are meant to be used as indication

of high population density sites.

Originally the reg guide indicated that if a sita.

exceeded the population density guideline, then the population
"

density shuld be examined in the context of an alternative

site review.

And the emphasis was on an applicant trying to

find the high population density site, when possibly lower
s
'

population density sites were available. It was not a go-no go

' , ' criteria.

If a plant site exceeded those guidelines, it

did not mean it was unacceptable. It simply meant that

population densities should be looked at closely in an

alternative site review.
.

BY MR. IfRIGHT: -

O And the guideline says that, as I understand it,,

if any radial distance out to 30 mile, the population per

square mile exceeds 500, then special consideration should be

given to ulternative sites.

, A Yes.

Q Now, would you tell us juct what "special

consideration" means?
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david 4 MR. CHAI1UiAN: For accuracy, cince the partinent
-

part of reg guide 4.7 is found in Appendix B to the

final supplement, and the phrase, "that special attention

should be given to the consideration," not --

MR. WRIGHT: I stand corrected. "Special attention."

BY MR. WRIGHT:.

Q Can you tell r.e what you understand "special

,

attention" to mean?

A I understand it means an applicant waild have

to demonstrate the cronomic and savironmental and other

factors which might weigh for or against an alternative

site in comarison with all factors, of which population
.

would be one.

Q You don't understand, in other words, this thing,

special attention, the doing of a class 9 analysis.

MR. SMITH: Object to the form of the question.

He answered the previous question of what his understandirg
.

was.

MR. WRIGHT: I'm asking does it include the doing of.

a class 9 analysis.

CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: Overruled.

WITNESS SOFFER: You want an answer to the question?

CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: Yes.

WITNESS SOFFER: The staff prepared a paper for the

enmmis'sion. The paper was known as SECY 78-137, where the
.
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david 5 1 staff pnposed that in the ev.ent an applicant submitted a j

i
- 2 high population dansity site - that is, a site that exceeded

;

i

3 ,500 people per' square milo, that is one method of considering

4 alternative cites or is one part of that.
|
!

'

5 The staff proposed to perform eraminations of

6 or comparisons ofe let us say, other risk frem class 9 accidents
j
.

.- 7 between that site and the alternativa sitos. -|
!

a That was a proposal that was undo by the staff. ,

i,

g There was no action that was formally made by the commission. !
l

10 But I would like to read you a letter that was addressed !
;

;} from the Secretary of the Commission. To Mr. Lee Gossick, !
i
:

32 the Executive Director for Operations that's dated July 12, !
I
'

g 1979. The subject is theSECY 78-137 and the text of the

!

14 commission letter is as follows: |

g The commission notes that they've asked address this

16 subject in a briefing on May 17, 1978. Referring to my

'
g7 memorandum to you dated June 15, 1978, attached. The

y commiscion indicated that further action by them should j

gg await the completion of the Lewis Raport. The commission
!

20 | has now decided to return the paper to the staff without |
.

'

i

consideration. Pending receipt of the policy task force |21
P

22 report, the commission does intend to provide the staff with

g further diraction in this general area in the near future. |

j., So at the present time, I would say that the staff has made f

inf rmal proposals to the commission to look at class 925

11-37 179 ,'
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i
david 5 t accidents. The com:nission hasn't taken any action.

2 BY MR. WRIGHT:-

3 Q In fact, it's been returned to'the chaff.
t

4 A Yes. Pending action on the setting policy task

3 force. That's correct.

s Q And that is a documant that Mr. Snith gave un

2 7 uesterday.

8 A I believe so.
A

Q Now I show you a copy of this. Is that the so-3|
10 called--

g; MR. SMITH: May counsel see it.

12 BY MR. WRIGHT:

13 Q The so-called SECY 78-137 document?

A Yes, Tt is.
14

jg (Counsel distributing the documents)

MR. WRIGHT: I would like to have this marked16

as Cozamonwealth's exhibit 112 for identification.37

(The above-mentioned document18-

jg was marked Commonwealth's
*

20 Erhibit 112 for identification.)

And I would like to move it into avidence.21

CHAIRMAN GOODHCPS: What is it?g,

MR. WRIGHT: This, sir, is the staff document that*

g

Mr. Soffer has been testifyu:g about. That recommends to theg

full commission in the event that thoso Reg Guide trip levelsg

I

!
i

i
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david 7 1 are exceeded a c1 css 9 accident analysis should be performed.
!

r 2 MR. SMITH: Mr. Chairman, I object. |
|

3 CHAIRMAN GOODEOPS: Well I want to find out first |
\*

~ 4 what it is. This is from Edcon G. Case. And who is he?

5 ;IR. WRIGHT: He's tha Acting Director of the

G Office of Nuclear Raactor Ragulation.,

'

7 CHAIRMAM GOODEOPE: All right.-

6 And it's through Gossick, the Director for
.

9 Operations. -

10 What is the date on this? I can't see. March 7,

11 ' 1978; is that correct?

12 WITNESSIDFFER: Yes, sir, that's correct.

f.3 MR. WRIGHT: 1978. It's reflective of staff practic4,

14 and I'm going to get into that in just a minute where they've

15 already done class 9 analysis.

16 WITNESS STOFFER: Let me 2nd you tne icst two

17 | sentences from the July 12th memorandum of the Secretary

. . of the Commission.

19 MR. CLEETON: Mr. Chairman, is that the date that

*

20 it was sent back?

21 CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: Is the document --

22 MR. CLEETON: The documant was sent back on

23 July 12th; is that what this letter is?

24 , WITNESS STOFFER: Yos.

'

25 The lattor is dated July 12th, 1979, and the
i

+
.

! i
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f
'

david 8 1 last two sentences, which are the most pertinent say:

2 The Commis-ion has now decided to raturn the paper to the

staff without further consideratica, pen' ding recgigt of the3

4 siting policy taskforce report.

5 The Commission does intend to provide the staff

6 with further direction in this general arca in the near
:

7 future.

8 MR. WRIGHT: But in the meantime, if I may ask*

9 Mr. Stoffer a question --

10 MR. SMITH: Mr. Chairman, there's an objection

11 pending. e

~~
112 CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: That's what I'm t_7 ng to

13 decide. I don't know what value this documant is going

14 to be, but I think under these circumstances, with the

15 descriptiens of it, and what it's situation is now, I

16 believe the board has to receive it for whatever it's worth at

a this time.

.

ts (The above-mentioned document,

19 previously :rarhed Cow nmtealth's
.

20 Exhibit 112, was received into

21 evidence.)

22 MR. WRIGHT: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

23 MR. LEWALD: It''s a document that was sent by the

;4 staff to the Commission and returned - not that --

25 MR. WRIGHT: I think it's already in the record.
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david 9 I If that's what it was, Mr. Stoffer has explained it

2 in detail. He said the Commission didn't reject it; they ,

!

3 simply returned it to them. They said they're still working- |y

.-

4 on this. So we don't know where it stands, really.

5 Dut apparently it indicated staff pol'.cy 16 months

6 ago, what they thought was useful.

7'I
-
'

MR. LEWALD: The staff proposed the policy.

3; CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: Well, yes..

9 MR. LEWALD: Which was not policy, but at least as c'f

10 now has permission or approval or adoption.

11 f CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: That's correct. I think the

12 record is clear on that.

13 ' So the document will be received.

14 Before you go a'iead, while we're still on this,

13 Dr. Callihan has a questihn he'd lika to ask Mr. Soffer.

16 DR. CALLIHAN: Does this document, commonwealth's

g7 112' 'hTve any'stEttire within the Commission at this time?

'-
is WITNESS SOFFER: Not to my knowledge, sir.

19 . DR. CALLIHAN: What is used by the staff as a
I.

t20 guideline in absence of the content of 112?

23 WITNESS SOFFER: The staff is using -- has used and,

22 is using the criteria as given in regulator'1 guides 4.7; thern

23|I
has been no applicant since this has been proposed to the

h24 Commission that has prosed a high density population sito.

25 Consequently, I do not know shat the staff would do if the
,

\\ \ '
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david 10 I staff were to offer a high population density site at the |
.

2 present time.

3 DR. CAILIHAN: So, it's not clear to me what

4 value this document has at the moment.

5 Do you tsve any information that would help?

6 WITNESS SOFFER: I would say it represented, as

7 I indicated earlier -- it represented a staff proposal to the'

8 Commission that was made as of the uate of the paper.
,

9 DR. CALLIHAN: But it's not being followed by uhe |

10 ' staff as of today?

11 WITNESS STOFFER: It's not clear whether it would

12 be followed or not.

13 DR. CALLIHAN: How is this document reflected
i

14 in that which lias been presented by the staff in thesa

15 proceedings thus far?
.

16 WITNESS STOFFER: The staff has gained some insight

into the nature of class 9 accidents in relation to population .
17

This document arose out of the alternative site study that'- 18

1g the staff did for the Perry 1 case, which was a high populatic a

~

20 density case submitted by applicant about two years ago.

In that particular case, the staff did an21

22 examination f class 9 accidents at the Perry 1 site and for

a number of alternative sites.23

And there were a number of conparisons that were~

g

made and are given in this document. The staff has used those.
25
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davidL1 I comparisons to gain insight into what the consequencas of j

2 class 9 accidents would be, and what would be signifiernt

3 with regard to population differences among sites.

4 So, I'd say that the staff has gained some insightsi

5 from this document.

6 DR. CALLIHAN: Did the staff make use of this

7 information in Commonwealth 112 in its revies of the

8 application of the alternative site study in Pilgrim 27
,

9 WITNESS STOFFER: Yes, it did, in the sense that

10 the insight that was used in arriving at the differences betwe m

11 the various sites was used at arriving at the tost of

12 significance, that is, the factor of two significance given

13 in the final supplemc..tt.

14 DR. CALLIHAN- Does the recent action by the

15 Commission in referral or return, as the case might be,

16 to the staff of Commonwealth's 112 negate in any way the

17 analyses presented to this board on alternate sites in May

'- 18 of this year?

19 WITNESS SOFFER: In my opinion, it does not.

.

20 While it's not clear to me what the staff proposal -- what

2r | legality the staff proposal has, I believe that the insights

22 the staff has gained in examing populations at risk and the

23 consequences that might be involved and the comparisons

g4 between a high population density site and a lower

25 Population density site remain valid.

And I believe that those insights are valid today
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davidhe 12 1 as they were a year and a half ago.
,

^ 2 DR. CALLIHAN: You're saying that the July 1979

3 action by the co=missioners is not causa for any revision
-

4 or alteration of the staff'c positien on alternate.

5 sites for Pilgrim 27
.

6 WIThiESS SCUFFER: That would be my judgment, sir.

7 DR.CALLIHAN: Thank you.

8 BY MR. WRIGHT:
,

9 Q Mr. Soffar, reading from page 1 of this where '

.

10 it says: Purpose -- half way dcun - "The staff has
,

i

tI concluded that in such instances -- in other words -- where

12 you have relatively high population d esity, analysis of
I

13 tho relative differences in class 9 cccident riska should be
.

14 included as one element of the site comparicons. !

15 Could you tell me hcw you would go abcu'. 6:sessing
.

16 aclass 9 accident risk.

17 MR. SMITH: Objection. Mr. Chairman, this

18 Commission - excuse me. Strike that.'-

This b ard cannot consider class 9 accidents, and19

20 although the staff may present it to the Commission that

21 it should be considered, it - in this case the Commission

22 has sent it back and said wait for tha siting taskforce

23 _ study.

21 I just handed this out to the board and parties.

That's not in the hands of the connicsion.25
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davidia 1 No, it may be that the Ccmmission will cose down

2 and say, yes, we agree with you. And itra no secret that^

- t

3 in this again the staff recorcends that class 9 consideration t

4 should be used in daterming siting =riteria.
I

5 !! Again, we'll have to wait for the Comiccion. For i
:

.
}

l t
6* right new, this H mn, clasa 9 considerations cannot bo j

i
considered.*

7i
'i

B' CHAIRV107 GOODHOPE: We don't hava a class 9 cententr.o't
,

!

9 in this proceeding, do wo? (

!0 |' MR. WRIGHT: tTnat we have ir. hare, Mr. Chairman, I

i

11 is a contention by the Comomrealth ths.t the staff '_ has {

12 paid inadequato attentSn to the differences in population

13 and how they would be impacted in the event of a major

i; nuclear accident.

I

15 ' CHAIRIGN GOODHOP3: What are you reading from?

13 ;, IiR. WRIGHT: I'm not reading from anything.
.

'

C3AIRMAH GOODHOPS: Oh, right.17

tg , MR. URIGHT: I'm just telling you what our'.

19 : contention is as to population densities. Mr. Soffer has
'
,

'

go - already testified that ---

33 | CHAIRMAN GOODHOPS: What contention is that?
I
I' MR. WRIGHT: Contention 12.u

' *

MR. SMITH: I don't have a copy of that. But In
~| 1

y! don't recall seeing those words. |

: 1
,

2s i i

!! i
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T5 mm1 I MR. WRIGHT: It didn't say all of that. It said

- 2 that, if I remember correctly, it said that the Staff has

3 done an inadequats analysis of alternative sites with
.

4 respect to population density. -

5 DR. COLE: That is diffe. rent, sir.

6 MR. WRIGHT: Well it is a difference, sir, but

7 obviously we can't spell out every particular problem that is

8' involved in population .densitics.
,

9 But what was a key here we.s, as we established

to yesterday, where the population density is used is as a test

11 of the risk that is involved in the event of nuclear accident.

12 CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: Well, I have the Commonwealth

15 contention No. 12 before me which was acopeted by the Board, ,

14. and it is as follows:

15 "Neither Mpplicants nor Staff have adequately

16 considered /the alternative of locating the proposed

17 plant at a site more suitable from a population

. 18 density and environmental standpoint."

19 That is your contention.

20 Now you say this requires us to go into examination
. ..,

21 of class 9 accidents.

22 MR. WRIGHT: Indeed it does, sir.

~

23 Mr. Soffer and Mr. Kantor testified yesterday the

\
24 reason that they looked to population density is it is their

25 one method of dete.Wng the relative risks between one site

'

|
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mm2 I and another. The risk, that is, to the surrounding population

2 from a nuclear accident.

3 Now, one of those accidents is a Class 9 accident. -

4 CHAIPRAN GCODHOPE: The Board continues on in its

5, ruling on that contention. The Board continuos on:

6 "As rewritten, the Board does not consider it

*

7 a challenge to 10 CFR Part 100. The contention ss

8 stated enters the proceeding on the basis of NEPA
A

9 considerations of alternate sites, which, incidentally,

10 is the same basis for the Uswboldt Island Siting issue."

11 It is a NEPA consideration, not a health and

12 safety consideration.
.

13 MR. WRIGHT: Right. And that's what tre are talking
*

14 about.

15 Under NEPg there has to be some concideration

16 given to the risk to the surrounding populations at the

17 various sites that are under consideration. That is one of

. 18 the NEPA issues, sir.

gg (Board conferring).

*

< 20 CHAIRMAN GOODHCPE: Do you have your quotion at

21 hand, again?

22 MR. WRIGHT: I'm sorry, sir?

23 CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: Do you have your question that
~

you asked? I <<as going to have it read back, but I think24

that you can state it.
25
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mm3 1 MR. LEWALD: I would like to join in an objection to

2 the question.,

3 CHAIRMAN GOODHCPE: I want to hear the question

4 first.

5 MR. WRIGHT: What I did, Mr. Chairman, is I read a
'

6 stato:nent, first of all to Mr. Kantor. The statement ccmes
*

7 from SECY 78-137 as Commonwealth's Exhibit 112.

3 CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: Starting with "The Staff has
.

con'luded. ."?9 c .

10 MR. WRIGHT: Yes.

11 "The Staff has concluded that the instances and

12 the instances of relatively high population density,

13 the assessment of relative differences of Class 9

14 accident risks should be included as one element of

thesitecompar[ sons."15

16 That's under NEPA.

17 CHAIRMAN GOODuGPE: What's your question.

. 18 MR. WRIGHT: My question a.s, what would be

19 involved in assessing relative differences in Class 9 accident
*

20 riska?,

21 CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: And your objection is what,

22 that Class 9 is not invcived in this proceding?

23 MR. SMITH: It is not a contention. It cannot be

24 involved in this proceeding.

25 CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: ?7hy?

\ \ 51 MD
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mm4 1 MR. SMITH: Okay.

2 First of all, leds start from the beginning of-

3 how the Staff used population density.

4 Staff admits that they use it as a crude indicator

5 of residual risk.

6 Now I could not object if the Commonwealth wanted

*

7 to go and . probe behind this factor of two.

8 MR. IfRIGHT: We intend to.
.

- 9 CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: Let's let him finish now. I

10 asked Mr. Smith a question. If anybody else has any cormnents,

11 keep them to himself.

12 MR. SMITH: Going beyond that, the Staff cannot

13 assess the risk of Class 9 accidents at t.his particular site

14 or any alternatives. It is prohibited by a long string of

15 case law, particularly tne most recent, Off Shore Power, where

16 the Staff -- and I believe the cite is 8 NRC 194. In that

37 case,the Staff undertook a Class 9 study of the off shore

- 18 Power systems, arguing the Staff's position ms they thought

19 the consequences were greater than that of the land-based

~

, 20 Plant.

21 h Appeal Board struck down that argument saying

22 it was prohibited of considering Class 9 accidents. And you
|

can t, n y ur wn, without permission of the commission23

consider Class 9 accidents.g

Now in the specifica of that case, the Appeal Boardg
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mm5 1 allowed the Staff to consider Class 9 because they felt

- 2 floating nuclear power plants were not part of the annex,

3 which sets forth the parameters of the accident analysis
'

4 for NEPA.

5 In this case we have a land-based plant. The

6 Commission law and the Appeal Board law is we cannot consider

.' 7 Class 9.

8- It is true, the record will show from SECY 137 from
*

.

s the Siting Task Force Study,tlat the Staff's position is

10 that there should be some consideration, and they are trying

it .' to argue that to the Commission. But, until the Commission

12 says all right, you can in this - whatever, how they describe

13 the parameters, the Staff cannot do it.

14 Now one could argue, I guess,md I wouldn't want

15 to, that maybe even 6 sing the population density is against

16 Commission policy. I think that is still within the

17 parameters of alternative site review. But there is no doubt

. 18 that this number comes fr a Class 9 consequence analysis.

19 But thatis the basis, and I just think we are

; 20 prohibited by commission law.

21 It could be that they will come down the line -

22 one more additional point, The'cammission loes have before
~

23 it the Off Shore case. We are awaiting a' decision. It may be

24 that the Commission will turnaround their policy, or the

25 Siting Task Force Study may be the inntrument where they say
.

O
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mm6 1 in- population criteria development, go forth and do Class 9

2 gener r 'onsidorations. ThF.t may cCne.
~

.

3 But, as of this data we are bound by Ccmmission

4 caso law and we cannot considor it.

5 And a further point. The Cer.: con tcalth claims that .

3 this is all aloisg has been part of their centantion on--

! 7 population densitv.

SI I would submit the record shewn that the first
I.

< l

9j time this appeared was in their cc=ments no the Final

;c Supplement on Alternative Sites.
t

:p | I don't think this has all along been in their
t

-

12- | contention.
I. ,

13 (Board conferring)

jg MR. WRIGHT: Mr. Chairman, viay I reapond?

g. CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: Mr. Lewald, do you join in this?
'

i
.g g, . MR. LEWALD: I join in that. '

1,, ,. I did want to say on the racord what Mr. Emith has

,said, giving a history of -- a brief history of the Class 9,, ;g.

;g, accident question, referring again to Off Shore Power Systems

2@ | in 8 NRC 194, which the Ccemission through the Appeal Board has-

.

! ' spoken that Class 9' accidents with~ respect to land-based
21. |
,,, j plants rae not to be considered in 'envircamental' reports.~

, .

; I would not object to the basic question that -

| well, I object to the question that Mr. Wright was presenting
** t

i

j to the witnacs. But we would not object to questions along |
.

{

! !
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'

i
1 these lines to the witnesces, as to what they did in thic

|
!

2$ particular case. I

k
3 But we would sub: nit that any Class 9 analysis for {

i-

4 FES purposes is wholly unnecessary and is no;. qualtfied j

i

3 Cc:maission regulations. -

6 And if the Staff delved into this fiold for their
r

I.' 7 own particular purposes, I':. not saying that the.t can't bsi ,

! !

8' I inquired into. But it actually has no hearing on any i

| $
~

<

9 determinations that ought to be made in uha caso. !

10 And indeed, as a matter of latt, as Mr. Smith has f

11 ' pointed out, this Board would be precluded frcm entertaining

12 any cuch evidence that might derive from tha staff enamination <
i

13 of class 9 accidents, which is an area that the Camission i
,

!
!4 has removed from the Staff, if you will --I shouldn't say

|

15 '' removed , "'
.

the Staff has nevar had that requirement and

16 it has been considered since its inception that these
!

37| accidents which are referred to as Class 9 accidents in,

! ,

18 Appendix B to Part 50, shall not be concidered in licensing f-

1
'

;g( prcceedings.
'

.,
~

20f ', And with respect to the Staff's Final snvironmental.

-

j
!

h Statment, there is authority for this again -- the last21

22 authority is 8 HRC 194,which is the Off Shore Power Systems !

Case. -

23
i

:
y In other words, we wouldn't obj. set to an inquiry

|
|

!
25 whac the Staff has done hara and repcried. But, to conduct !

J\ |
i
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mm8 1 inquiries as to what policies should c: cheuld not be

2 promulgated by either the Staff or the coumission with respect

3 to class 9, we submit is objectionable, and this was the tenor
.

'

4 of Mr. Wright's last question.

$ MR. WRIGHT: Mr. Chairman, may I be heard?

6, CHAIRMAN GCODHCPE: Yes, Mr. Wright.

7 MR. WRIGHT: Yes. Just a couple of quick points..

3 First of all, the .so-cal.1.ed Appendix S was never
-

( .

9 adopted by the Ccmmission. It still has the status of interim

to guidance, if you will.

gy Based upon the assumption -- f

12 CHAIRMAN GCODHOPE: What is this, now?

g MR. WRIGHT: Appendix B.is a Cc=missio:t document

14 that Mr. Lewald referred to as the reason why this Board is

g g. prohibited from looking into Class 9 accident analyses.

16
- DR. COLE: Mr. Wright, I think there are

,7.
j a significant mzmber of other questions also, which include

.

Shoreham versus NRC several years ago, which indicated,thntg,

i

provided guidance to the Commission that they are not1,,s

obligated to consider Class 9 accidents in environmental
-

,.g,

reviews. -

MR. WRIGHT: That's correct, Dr. Cole.

However in this case I am not saying that --4,3

al.'. I am trying to discover is what wanid be involved in a
8 C1sas 9 accident review, if the Staff chose to do one.

25 i

t 1137 195 |
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mm9 1 In other worda, Shoronam docen't forbid them from

2 doing one. It only says if they don' t want to, they don't have

~3 to.

4 DR. COLE: What would that profit us to have in

5 thic record, if we cannot consider it under the govern:nental +

6 environmental review? Are wo just filling pages of the i
4 ;.

*

7 transcript with that information and can't use it? j

8 MR. WRIGHT: I don't think so, sir,,

s

9 Ths Staff position as I understand it, is .whera
l
i

10- there is relatively high density, this cleas 9 analysis should f

15 be done.
!
'

12 It is our contention this la an area of relatively

13 high density.

g DR. COLES But the Staff ha9 ne right to --- well,

15 go ahead and finish what you wanted to *ny.
.

I
16 MR. WRIGHT: The other point I tcould like to make is '

37 that the Staff is, of course, taking -- and as'Mr. Smith

18 said, the Staff has taken a position before the NRC that it-

39 should be allcwed to do these kinds of analyses, and in

5
20 addition has already done some. It did one inthe Perryman casei

and has done one with the floating nuclear planta.21

22 And I think that under the circumstances it is *

rather disingenuous to say, no, we can't talk about it at23

this time.g

3 Now I am not prcposing to spend all afternoon gettint
i

1137 Mo !
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mm10 1 into the ins and outs of the CRAC ccde. I am just trying to

'

2 establish briefly whan wculd be involved if a Class 9 accident

3 analysis wers to be dono.

4 CHAIRMAN (DODHOPE: I don't know if you can -- you

5 said they made one in the Off Shore Power, and they made on

6 in the Perryman?

7 MR. WRIGHT: Yes.'

8 CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: Class 9 accident analysis?
'.i

9 HR. WRIGHT: Yes.

10 CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: Were those mado as a part of

11 the environmental review?

12 MR. WRIGHT: Yes.

13 MR. SMITH: Mr. Chairman, could I clarify that?

14 CHAIM GOODHOPE: Yes.

15 MR. SMITH: On the Perryman case it was done as

16 Part of the eaz!y site review. And one aspect of it was

g consideration of Class 9 accidents and other external hasards

gg MsMes mas 9 analysis. That was mt part of the contesM.,

19 Procaeding,and it was between the Staff and the Applicant,

20 and w rejstM eMng W it nm unt to hmW.*

On the Off' Shore we did do a Final Environmental21 ' , ,

Ingiact Statement considering Class 9 accidents.g
*

The_ Appeal Board said that but for the fact thatg

this was an Off Shore case and they did not think that such

a type facility was included in the annex, we could go forward , ,

.
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1 with that analysis.
.

2 But for land-based plants -- and I have the opinion

3 if the Board wants to take a break and read it -- we just
_.

4 can't do it.

5 Maybe, you know the Staff did it, but the Appeal

6 Board has said you shouldn't be doing it.
.
*

7' CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: Right.
4

8 '. I'm sorry, Mr. Wright, I interrupted you. G6,

,

9 ahead. -

10 Did you bava anything more to add?

11 MR. WRIGHT: I don't think so.

12. CHAI3 MAN GOODHCPE: Mr. Cleeton?

13 MR. CI2:ETON: Yes. I'd like to ask a question.

14 CHAIRMAN GOODHCPS: Of whom?
'

15 MR. CLEETON: Of the Board's ruling on the exclusion!
,

g of Class 9 accidents for emergency planning zone inthe last

97 memorandum of August 9th.

=* CHAIRMAN GOODEOPE: I can't hear you.18

;9 MR. CLEETON: Apparently the footnote in the last !

~

20 ruling of the Board regarding emnergency planning, it also*

stipulates that Class 9 accidants are not intais case.
21

22 Now for the last two days we haire been hearing

about emergency planning in relatior. ship to alternate sites,,g

and we specifically put this population density down tog

emergency planning because it was stated that they gog
e

-
.
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rm12 1 closely together. "

2 And what I would like to ask is, aco the Class 9

3 accidents also going to be sxcluded frc= the :cergency planning

4 hearings, because our original contention in carus of evacuation

5 of the Cape, certainly implies class 9 accilants.

6 CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: Holl, if you implied it, you

7 sure should have stated it veryclearly, instead of implying*

8 .important things liko this.
.

.

9 I don't buy this implying bit of semothing important

to as this. It should havo been specifically stated.

11 MR. WRIGHT: There was one further thing that I

12 did want to point out, Mr. Chairman, and that is in the

13- Staff's response to our cements to the draft supple:nent

14 they go into some detail as to why they chouldn't do a Class 9
,

35 accident analysis. They don't mention any of tha stuff

16 about being forbidden to do so. They just have a number of

17 practical considerations, and that is what I wanted to explore

- 18, today.

19.1 If the thing that is holding them up frca doing

^

20 one of these things are the practical considerations, I'd.

like to suggest what they are.
21m

CHAIRMAN GCODHOPE: In this prcceeding.22

MR. WRIGHT: In this proceeding, yes.23

CHAIRMAN GOODHOP3: That's what you are going to get24

is a ruling, right after a tan-minute recess. C;g

'
1

:

.
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m13 1 MR. SMITH: Does the Board want the Off Shora Caco?

2 CHAIRMAll GOODHOPE: I've read it, but it's been a

3' long tima.

4 You'd better give it to me.

5 (Mr. S:: tith hamling document to Board) |

6 (Recons.)
* #end TS 7.

madelon fis
B

~

<

9

10 !

11

12

13

14 ,

15

16

17

a. 18

19

.

21

I
22 '

--

24
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1
46 MADELON CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: A*.1 right, the hearing will be
flws mimie 2

mpbl in ordar.

3
Mr. Wright, as I understand your question it is

4
what would be involved in a Class 9 accident evaluation in an

5
alternata sita review.

0
MR. WRIGHT: Yes.

*

7.

CHAIRMAR GOODHOPE: Well, ths Board will sustain

the objection to that question.

9 MR. WRIGHT: Mr. Chairman, does this mean that

10
the Board is ruling that I am not to be allowed to get into

11 Class 97

12 I have a number of questions aad I just won't
13 bother to ask them and have objections and what have you if

'

.

14 that is your ruling. .

15' CHAIRMAN GOODHOPB No, what thsy did, what they

16 actually physically did in their site review in this proceeding
17 is permissible.

.. 18 MR. WRIGHT: Yes.
'

\ .

10 DR. COLE: I think it's clear, Mr.

$ 20 Wright, that ths Commission policy on onvironmental reviews

21 of the Class 9 accident need not be considered in envirnnmantal
22 reviews. I don't think thers's any question about that.

23 MR. WRIGHT: Well, let ma move on, then, Mr.
.

24 Kantor.

25 BY MR. WRIGHT:

1137 201
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11 >"-

mpb2 Q I direct your attentica to Appendix B of the

2
Final Supplement, page B-1. And if I may, I will road from

3I the last paragraph on that pago:i

4
"nased on limited studies porformed to

3 '.
f date, the Staff concludos that the population

Sy
density by itssif is a sufficiently crudei

~7 i*

j indicator that relatively large diffsrmcos

s!
in the population densities betwaan two8.

I*

oi
sites would be requirod to oxist baforo

*
-

# significant differences of residual risks

II
1 at these sites could reasonably be orpccted.

g ~<,
These studies indicatu that popult. tion

O density differences by a factor of at least

14 l' two or more would be required beforo sig-

15 nificant differencas in roeidual risk could

16 reliably be expectod."

17 Could you tell me how you derived the so called

** 19 factor - first of all, could you describe for us how that

19 operates?

a 20 A (Witness Xantor) We comparod the population

2P density of the alternative site with the proposed sita at

22 radial distance from zero to 30 miles to determine if there
23 is a significant difference in the densities. And as

?A indicated here, we'rs using this factor of tt:o as a guideline
i

23 or a benchmark to assist us in determining when there is a

1137 202
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,

mpb3 significant difference.
'

2
Q So in other words, another site would have to have

.

3
half as many people in it as the proposed site before you

4
would consider it to be more desirable fron a demographic

point of view?-

A We would have to see indications that the popula-

tion density of an alternative site was lower by a factor of

8
cwo in comparison to the proposed site, :apecially withi:2, i

9 close-in distances within five or ten niles before we would

to reach a finding that this alternative site was preforable from

II a population density standpoint.

12- Q And you are concerned with the cicso-in areas

@ more than the farther-out ones?

I# A Well, I think as indicated on the next page, it

19 gives our position in this regard.

16' Q Page B-2?

II A Yes.
** 18 And I could read it if necessary, but it is given

19 on page B 2.
.

* 20 Q Now just as a mattr? of clarification, what's the

21 relationship between this factor of two that you use and the

22 so-called special attention that must be given to alternative

23 sites once the trip levels are exceeded at the proposed site?

24 | A Well, this factor of two helps us detemine if

25 the population is a significant factor. The population is only

.
H37 203
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.

!
mpb4 1( cae factor that enters into the altarnativo sito analycis. '

1 |
Special attsntica I think is directed mera totenrd thane othar'

!3
f factors, such as other envirccmental factors, cccnonic factors

4; i

h Q Wall, lot me give you an example, then. If the t

.1
0

proposed site were to excaad the trip 12Vols containod in ;
'

G, c]eReg Guida 4.7, but its population was not a factor of two '

, I '
* ~

greator than any of the alternativs sicas, what would you do?
I

a' .
:

A Well, again, the fact that it exceeds 500 per,

, I

9I
; square mile, as we indicated oarlior, dess not moan that the

#
sito is not acceptable. '

U
_ Q You would than look to the other sites to ces if
i

I''- they have the population that was -

O A cur main thrust is looking at tae difference in

M population density between the al' anativa sites and thec

15 ] proposed sita.
;.

,

M Q But I'm still troublod as to this factor of two

I? , and how it would operata if the levels waro exessded.

M| A The fact that the lovel is escasdad or is not..

1:
M j exceeded I don't think has any direct bearing on the factor of

~

20 two. Once we start comparing ,the population ;dcasity we're.

21 1 ( necrned about the factor of two, no longer with the guido-
i

D lins density numbera from the rag,guido.
.

t-

23[ Q Well, let's, if we could, taks Tabis 66 - !

t

2/! excuse na, Staff Oxhibit 66, Tablo 3, which in the 1985 |

25 updated figures that you provided us. .Md if we could, ;
.

) 4

I

1137 204 !
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Ju$ ,d d h w a o.
,

) au
l,

mpb5 please, compara them with 11ontagua, the figuras which ara
- o

'
found on page 4-48 of the itinal Supplenont.

3
Mcw when you talk about a fact:r of two, crs you

,

4
talking about comparing population danalty, or cra you talk-

5
ing about ecmparing the actual nu=barc of PDople. Which cf

0
these columna, in othar words, would you be locking at?

.

7*

A Well, tha two colunns are relatsd. Wo look at

density, it's just a little bit .aziar nuz:d>ar to handia..
,

O But you could look at a factor of'two on tho total popula-

10
tion.

II But we look at the density numbar.

12 0 Well, if you say density is casier, let's do that.

IA I note that for Montagua within ono mile of the

14 site the population density is 52. Is that nec correct, 52

15 people por square mile?

16; A Correct.

IT Q And the population density within one mile of the

** IB site at Pilgrim is 250, is that not corract?

19 A Correct.

20 Q That m nr. there is a factor of five differenca.
*

21 A That's corrsch.

22 0 And this is :.n in-closo araa, as you say?

C
23 A gare to one mils, yac, close.

24 Q Do we have special concern for it?

25 A Yes. When we say "cloca" wa're talking within

t
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1
U; N

mpb6 approximately five : ail <.ia, i
!

2 :'

Q Well, if the Monr. ague alta exconda ~~ or if the ;

Pilgri:n site exceeds MontagM'by a factor of five, then why

4.1
doos not - why isn't tho Montagne site concidered more ,

i
3 advantageous with raspect to de:nography? |

e

.. i

*j A Well, we have to place this in context. Now you

I| look at the next value of scro to tuo miles. You ass the
*

i3I density of the Montaguo sito is 252, and you 1csk at threo f.

I }
*

3! miles and saa it's 339 par squars mile. You have to look at i

\M this as a whola. You just can't look at the zero to one mile. I
, i

E And if you compare tha =arn to two, zoro to

O threo, zero to four mile dansity figuras at Montague with the
i

IS i density figures shown in Tablo 3, it's quite clear that the
i

14 j Pilgrim site is not - the population density at the Pilgrim

1J [ site is non a factor of two greatar than the Montague site. !
l |

15 Q Lat's look at zero to tan miles, zero to 20 |
|17' miles, and sexo to 30 milan at Montagua versus Pilgrim.
}

|. 13 ! Is it not true that in ovary one of those cases
,

I !
19 2 Pilgrim population exceeds Montague by a factor of two? |

20 | \
-

A Yes. This indicatas that as you get further'.

,

'

1
21 away from the Pilgrim site you start picking up the population |

s'22 ! around Boston. As you gat out 20, 30 miles from the i
I I

23 Montague site there are no Inrge urban concentrations. It i

I2.$ | just simply reflects that. !

I'
23 Q And if we could, please, would you look at the i

i

2
,

i
., .

t 0
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upb7 2020 zero to two mile population for Mentague and for Pilgrim?

2
That would be Table 4 of Shaff Exhibit 66. And once again,

3'
is it not true that the Pilgrim site in greator by a factor

'

4
of two tt, . 'he Montague site?

MR. SMITH: Object.

' It's not clear as to what numbar we're looking at,

7
what mileage.

CHAIR!!AN GOODHOPE: Well, do you understand the,

,

A question?

IO WITNESS KANTOR: Yes, sir, I haliava I do.

II MR. LEWALD: I'd like to object. I don't think

12 whether the witness understands the question, the question as

G put and the witness's answar aren't going to match in the

I# record unless the question is -

tt CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: Well, I'm noing to ask him to

16: explain what figures he's talking about.

17 What figures are we talking about, Mr. Wright,

e 18 please?

19 MR. WU GHT: Mr. Chairman, for Montagua I am

20 looking at Table 9. I'm looking at - over in the right-hand*

21- side it says Population Density. One of the columns is for the

22 yacr 2020.

23 CHAIRMAN GOODHOP3s All right.

24 MR. WRIGHT: And if we take the zero to two mile

25 range, the figure is 132 persons per r uare mile.s
,

t
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mpb8 For' Pilgrim I an m g a': Table 4 of Staff,

.

Exhibit 66, and I notu that it ;ho suction entitled 1

1

O'| Cumulativo Population Zero to Tuo Milan, if you carry t: hat ;

across to the right-hand side, and the persc.cs por aquare mils ,
5

listed there is 573.

0
1 WITNESS EANTOR: Right.

7 Mr. Wrigah, I notice thera in 2 typographical I
*

!,

8' error here in Tabla 9. If ycu Ico% at the 2029 population |,

I
*

9 you see that's 3744, and I'll hava to check the density. Ono

10 | of those two numbers is not corract.

II (Pausa.)

12 Yes, the 2020 number. Tha density of zero to two

13 h miles should be 297 par squaro mile innteed of 132. I

14
~

BY MR. WRIGHT:

15 b Q 297? ;
1. i

16 A (Witness Kantor) Yes. Obviously there is an

17 increasn in tha population between 1985 and 2020. Tharofora :

* 18 the densities would also increase.
I

13j 0 All right.

}. ,

20 [ In any event, Mr. Kantor, in comparing
'.

t

21 Montague and Pilgrim it's true,1" it not, that between zero !
i

22 and one mile and between tan and 30 miles the Moz2tagua sits f
I

23 is - or the Pilgrim sita is greatar than Mentague by a factor |

24 of two.
.

i25 MR, SMITH: Mr. Chairman, I cbject, unless the
|

1 1137 208 i
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1spb9 questi.on can ho rorsad. It sonn:s to be unclaar. .

MR. URICHT: I'll gladly rs.atata tha question,

3
Mr. Chairnan.

4 CHAIRMAN GOCDHOPE: All right. Go ahead.

5 .Y MR. WRIGHT:d

6 Q My question, Mr. Kantor, is

7 Conparing Pilgrim with Montagua, is it not truo

8 that betwaen acro and one mils and betmrt t.s.n and 30 miles.
,

9 that Pilgrim population figures arts greater thall Montagus's

10 , by at laast a factor of twc?

11 MR. SMITH: Mr. Chairman, I'll hava to object

12 to the form of the question. Thero's no form clear as to

13 exactly what we're talking about. There are not a lot of

14 nunbers, but it's not clear aa to what's being compared.

15 CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: How t: hey relate to one

16 another. How do they relato to one anoiier?

17 MR. WRIGHT: Mr. Chai m n, all I'm 2:5 king is this

* 18 factor of two busineass

19 Isn't it true that there are a number cf radial
,

3 rings where Pilgrim is much grnatar thc.n Montagua; and I just*

21 listed those rings. That would be. =are to one and ten to 30.

22 CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: Well, I've got tha oro to one.

23 And which one are you reading? Ara you still in that 2020

24 of population density?

25 MR. WRIGHT: No, I'm looking at 1985. Actually

1137 209
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mpbl0 we can look at 2020 as well.
~

2
CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: You'ra talking about tho 52

,
" ~

figuro.

4
Now what figurs are you con: paring it with?

5.
MR. WRIGHT: 52 compared with 250, Tabla 3.

CHAIPPEd GOOD!! OPE: 250 on Tabic 3.
.

#'
And you want to know whethar 250 is tors than

# '
,

twica as big as 52? That's pretty cbvicus.

N MR. WRIGET: Woll, I was anking him about all of

# those rings in which'the facter of two is exceeded.

U" CHAIRMAN GOODEOPE: All right.

R Nott do you understand the gusation? I think I.

@ understand it now. Do.you undarchand the question now, Mr.
N

14. I Kantor?

15 WITNESS KANTOR: Well, as I understood it we were

16 talking about the 2020 figures.

17 BY MR. WRIGHT:

|* 18 0, We're talking about 1985, please.5

19 A (Wit =ess Kantor) Well, you could compare tha
.

20* 1985 density figures with the density figures shown in

21 Table 3, and it indicates that at certain radial distances
,

22 the Pilgrim populatica density is more than a factor of two

D than at Montague, and I believe the distances cited by

24! Mr. Wright are the distances whera the population density 1:
I25f a factor of two greater at Pilgrim. *'

!
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'
mpb11 Also I might point out at other distances the

2
population is less than a factor of two.

O So are you saying, Mr. Kantor, that in order for

#
a site to be considered more desirable from a population

standpoint than the proposed site that the population has to

6 differ by a factor of two for all rings and all distances?

7 A No, I don't think we're saying that. We're using

8' a factor of two to help us form a judgment on whether a.
,

* population - there is a significant differones in population

10 when we look at two sites. We're putting mora emphasis on the

1 I' distance between zero to five miles when wo do this. And if

12. the comparison showed that within zero to five miles the

13' population density of the alternative site was more than a

14~ factor of two less than the proposed site, then it appears

IS to become a significant diffarance.

16 We would also have to look at the population

17 beyond that also.

** 18 Q So there may be some rings in which you have less
,

19 than a factor of two, but for whatsver your reasons you would
.

20 consider that to be a more desirable site?*

21 MR. SMITH: I object.

22 The form of the question is unclear.
'

23 CHAIBMET GOODHOPE: Well, go ahead. That's not

24 rhat he said.

25 Do you want him to repeat his answer again?
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i

1 t -mpbl2 Thct's about all he can do. ',

2
MR. URIGHT: I'm still trying r,o astablish

a
I whether this factor of two aced be applied to overy radial

4 81
j ring or not. i
6

v. *
i, MR. SMITH: -Woll, now, that's a good qusation.
11

G 'd

[ CHAIRMAU GOODEOPE: Ha'a answorod it occa. '

'
'

Do you understand the question?. Cons this factor

of two have to be applied to overy radial ring?.
* i ,

9
WINESS KANTOR: Not necessarily. It halpad us '

form a judgment, and I don't want to get rigid and hung-up
., i
''

on ring-by-ring on a factor of two.

U| BY MR. WRIGHT: '

. . , *
# *

Q Now if a factor of two need not be applied to
'

...
** every ring, then~how did you go about naking the judgcont i

,

,

3 in comparirg Pilgrim with Montagua?
M| '

A (Witness Kantor) Well, wa did compara tha ;
'

7' t

N population denuities. Wa looked in particular at the =aro

'' W to five milas, the closo-in, to saa if tharo was a density -

.

MI differance on the order of a factor of two. '
|.

e

E0h We also looked at population beyond five miles to
*

!t ,

2i sne if thers was a density difforence of a factor of two.
2' The fact that one ring may or may not maat critoria and the

v.
23 V rest of the rings do would be somatting -- if we name to that
2A , situation we would hava to consider it in our evaluation.!

h
"

Q And you say that the reasen you usa this factor
l'

L

i
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'mpbl3 of two is because density in and of itself is a crude

indicator of risk?

3 ;

MR. SMITH: Mr. Chairman, the gunsticn h'.s been j

4 I

answered before, and it's in the Appendix 3 j

CEIAIRMAN GOODHOPE: I agrco. j
i

3' '

MR. WRIGHT: All right. f

7| DY MR. IfRIGHT: |
!

0
, Q Woll, annu:ning that's whet yce ca.y, t'len would i

8 you please tall as why you havo reached that corolusion?

I# I MR. SMITH I object.
! !

What conclusion are we talking about? |11

.

12' MR. IfRI'3HT: The conclusion that because popula-

' 13 tion riannity is a crude indicator of risk that a factor of two

14 is requirsd.

15 WITNESS SOFFEas May I answer that?

16 BY HR. WRIGHT:
'

17 Q Cer+> inly. j

"" 13 A (Witness Soffer) This was one of the instances3

!
-

19 , .where the Staff gained insight fron the clasa 9 consequances
|

,.

20 l study that was perforrned for the Perryman eltamate site ;
*

i
2T review, and was to some entant reported in SECY 78-137. !

ii

22! It was shown in that paper that there were a I

~ i

23 number of alternats - atrika that.

24 Thore were two sites that differed in population

5 i
25 1 dansity by approvim tely a factor of five, where the overall

1137 213 .t
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,

1 I
mpbl4 j monotisod cost of the accide-at consequancos diffarod by less

2
than a factor of two.

3
_

Thio led the staff to conclude that population
4

density differences would have to be fairly significant
3t

before one coilld ascertain raliably that populatica density
,

j was indeed tha differsace in risk boir.ieen t:ro alternativa
.

7 |-

sitas. '

s'

G|' Q And thase monotized costa that you apaak of,.
,

N you looked at an area that want out to 150 milas, did you not?
10.'i A That's correct. '

i
I

II Q And over a 150 mila area ime monetized cost
12 2

equaled out, is that cor.m. et?

Ui A That's correct. '

!
-

M! Q But you also nota, do you not, that in an area
15

l
much closer to the plant we would anticipata acute fatalities.

16 ; M. WRIGHT: If I may, Mr. Chairman, I am now on

17 ||page 5-8 of the Final Supplomant.

1% CHAIRMAN GOODi! OPE: 5-8?
-

david f1ws 19

.

20. ,.

i

2 f'
' ,

- \g
22 ,a -

-

M
t

25 I
I
I
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l

MR. WRIGET: 8., yea. And I'n juat sayiny hero --3davi.d I,
-

i

- svid 1 : lot me rnad the waole sentence: 'The ntaff spects thr.t a
,

4

Me '1 3 CPET cede analysis"-- in oth2r :crdu, e clac.: 9 analysic --

a y "for the Pilgrin situ yaid show relati's.y lilt.e differenca
!

3[ in long term hacith effecta.for any of the aitos.
,

I;

L "However, staff is awara that ce72ru consegr.cuceu,2-,

!.

-, t , such as a few fatalities woul.1 ba conff..ad to much-
'/j

,

I /

3 ;' smaller distances. f
,

! ;*

"The staff, therefore, belictas it appropriate'

9

in efforts to elucidate the signifi.:Or.2 differences bettinen; ig

i-

,,j the sitas to examine the population density over' distances
I

|ofabout30milesfrcsthesite.",,
. p

,,f, Mou, in theprecans of ovaning out, does tae. %m
.. ,

I that you might find out that within the 30 miles there migke
'

,
, , ,

i

6

L be diffsrences in fatalities between ene site and another?15 u
);

! WITNESS TOFFER: Yes, thoro could ba.
! :., ,

BY MR. WRIGHT:,_
'

./

Q How would you go about determining what would be.,
,3

.

.

t

[ the factors t' rat you would want to loch at in determining.

'. " "* " " # # * ** *
.;0

A I would expect population Caasity to be a
,,

m

j, general measure of the differences between acute fatalities
M|,

t' I that one might expect --
T.3 :

I,: O But you call that, den't you, a crude indicator
.,

',4
N rich.'

250
it
j 1137 215 -
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,

i

david 2 1 So there must be other indicators that perhapa |
!

'2 make your analysis a bit more refined?

3 A It would bo population dannity in comparison with
.

4 the meteorology that night oxist at the time of the accidant;

5 topographic ecasiderations that might effect hew any

S effluents or radioactivity uculd be transported; and a
I.
~

whole :caplexity of factors that entar into the dispersion and- 7

3 transport of radioactivity under accident conditions.
*
.

9 Q Also I assume you want to 1cok at road conditions,

!
10 | road capacities? '

!

11| MR. SMITH: Object.

!

12 i CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: Ic that one of tha factor: --

!
13 ' overruled.

14 Is that one of the factors, road capacity?

l UITNESS STOFFER: You can ir.she accident consequence15

!

16 | calculationsin one of two ways: you can e:mmine accident

17 consequence calculations, assuming ths.t the population, for

13 example, does nothing whatever to takc any kind of protective.

19 actions.

'. This is an unrealistic asstoption, of course.20

'

21 Or what you can do, you car. estimate what the

22 consequences would be, assuming the people tried to take

23 reasonablo, effective measures. The censequences would be
~

lower, but it can be done either way.24 s

25 Q To a certain extent it would depend upon road

| factors?

113 / qd 6
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david 3 1 A In a realistic situation, yes, it would.

2 Q And to the extent shelter is required, as opposed

3 to evacuation, I assume you'd be concerned with the shield

4 matters in buildings and other matters?

5 A Those would be airong the factora that woulc. be

i

6 considered as protective measures that might be taken, yes. i

7 0 Thank you.
|

e MR. WRIGHT: I have no furuher questions at this
,

*
i

9 timo,lir. Chairman. '
;

10 CHAIRMAN GOODEOPE: Mr. Cleaton, do you have any
$

11 questions?

12 MR. CL2ETON: Yes, I have a couple on methodology.

13 It won't take very long. !

14 BY MR. CL2ETON:
1

15 Q I believe Mr. Zantor can probably answer them, ;

16 and Mr. Stoffer, if he needs to supplement.

17 You've identified yourself as a demographer; is !
4

18 that correct? Or having dono demographic studies - t*

i

19 A I believe -- my experiance is I've done work in j

'

20 demography.'

21 Q Could you answer for me what the traditional

22 definition of a spare nile is or a square kilometer..s

~

A Square mile?23 ,

,

y Q Square sile, square kilometar.

A A square of one mile on each side.3

\\51 2\T -
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david 4 Q All right. Does the U. S. Coological Survey

consider a square mile te be approximately 640 acres?

A I believe that's their version of a square

mile, yes.

O And in approximately one-half -- maybe 40 perce.4t

of the United States is gridded out in squaro mile sections,
~

and then -- of townships and so on. ,

{,
Most of the westcrn part of the United States is

-

! .

gridded in square miles.

A' I'll accept that, yes.

Q All right. Das the USGS, e:t:3pt for ceasuring

| the size of bodies of water, includs surface --

unenclosed water as a part of their square mileaga in estimating
,
.

-

size of land areas?- .

MR. LZWALD: Can we have that question read back?'"

BY MR. CLEETON:

Q Does the USGS,except for estimating the size of

a body of water, include unenclosed bodies of water in their
,

land mass size ca'iculations?

CHAIRMAN GOODEOPE: Are you talking about water'

.

like Cape Code Bay?

MR. CLEETON. That's right, sir.
/

i
' WITNESS KAr UR: I believe they were determing the

land area of Cape Cod - they would not include the adjacent

water areas.
'

r

C:IAIRMAN GOODHOPE: The whole stata is.what h9's
113/ 210 -
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david 5 referring tor you want the square mileage of Massachusetts?

MR. CLEETON: The square miles rather than - in

measuring Massachusetts for purposes of land mass size,

they do not include Cape Cod Bay; that's what I was getting

at.

He answered that in the affirmative. They do not.

~

B'l MR. CLEETON:*

O Under the circumstances, can you give the square
".

mileage of the town of Plymouth?

MR. SMITH: Mr. Chairman --
|

MR. LDTALD: I think that's already in the record;

it's 100 square miles. We had that.

CHAIRMAN GOODEOPE: 17e have been over it; do you

have it handy, Mr. Kantor?

WITNESS KANTOR: I believe I do have the figures
.

's a- w lace.
*

.

CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: I don't know whether this is

a preliminarf question or not, Mr. Cleeten. :

.

Go ahead.

', (Pause.)

WITNESS KANTOR: I'm referring to the docisment

entitled " Massachusetts Population,'" and in this document

for Plymouth, they give the area in square miles as 103.2

square miles.

BY MR. CLEETON:
J

Q Do you know, sir, whether or not the Chamber of
,

1137 219_,.
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david 6 Cotunerce or any official agency or body in the County of

Plymoutn, the town of Plymouth, or the Ccamonwealth of

Massachusetts identifies the square mileage size of the

central population of the town of Plymouth?

CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: Of the what?

MR. CLEETON: The central population, the so-called

:
downtown or central portion, as contrasted io the geographical

boundaries, a lot of which is woods.
,

WITNESS KANTOR: I don't have any knowledge of h

that number. I would assume that somebody in the twon

town might have that knowledge. I don't personally.

BY MR. CLEETON:

0 All right. With those in mind, then, in regard to

the methodology, including radial or circumferentici or

concentric rings of population studies, when one calculates
.

from Rocky Point outward in concentric circles, a large

body of water is included in the area, which - they

divided the total population to get your density; is that-

correct?
.

A Yes, sir, that's correct.*

Q In site number one, which is on the Merrimack

River, the table regarding that is on page number 414; you

-

show zero to five miles.

Is that a concentric ring, a radial ring. Page 414,

taking the top numbers up to five miles. ,

1137 220'
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david 7 A That's the radius, =cro to five miles, around

site 1.

O Does it include any significant bodies of

Water that aro unpopulated by peopic?
.

A Outsido of tho Morrimack River, I don't believe

there are any significant bcdios of water within zero to five

; miles; perhaps scoe local lakes.

0 :Tcw, in the nothed of analysis, as I understand
*
.

it, in determining low population saca area of exclusion and

areas -- regions and so on, you use concentric rings; is

that correct?

In other words -

(Indicating).

A We look at radial distances.

Q Radial distances, which whan moved on a radius
.

would describe a circle -

MR. LEWALD: Could we have an answer to each

of the questions? Exclusion area, low population zono --_

, I think the question had -

', CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: What is your question?:

I MR. CLEETON: My question is: in determining

| area of exclusion, low population =cne, and other regions
i

|
'- of interests - I'll pluralise it to ta'<e everything out to

a point of eight miles - your area that is used in calculatic.m

: is a circle.
.

WIT 2TESS KANTOR: No. When we review an exclusion .

1137 221-
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david 8 area, we look specifically at the area wi+1n that ozclusion

zano ,

BY HR. CLEETON:

O In other words, the exclusion =one only uses the

land mass relativa to the Pilgri:n site?

You'rs not counting the water in the erclusion
.

..

area?*

|
'

|. A (Witness Soffer) May I answer?

O Sure.

''
A The exclusion area as definod by Part 100 is

,

an area that is ' defined as - by the applicant -- whero

{
he proposes to hhva the authority to determine all tho

activities.
.

| It ray or may not be a circlo.

I Q All right.-

I

f A And it may include water nres and may not

! necessarily include water area. So it can be either one. The

[ low population =one is usually circular in chape.
!

|, A region of interest that the staff has used for considering
i.

alternative sitec can be a broadly based geogsphic region*

and generally does not include a lot of water areas.'

t
; For the purposes of making population density
, ..

[ comparisons in acredance with regulatory guido 4.7, the

' staff does consider the total area within a circle whether

that area is land area or water area. '

1137 222 -
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david 9 The intent in to account for the total number

of people that will be within a fi:ced distance of the site and

if these paos1.a happen to be all on land, then, yes, that's-

where all the people happen to be.

BY MR. CLZETON:

:

*
.

O

auw

4

9

,,

'
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DAVIDBklo I Q Does t?.le Nuclear Regulatory Co;tmission usa any kind af

2 sector analysis to look at population distribution?

3 CHAIRMAN GOODROPE: Do you know what he means by a
'

4 sector?

5 MR. CLEETON: Twenty-two and a half degrees. A

6 sector is 22 and a half degrees for purpose of this. question.

:
7 CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: All right.

8 WITNESS SOFFER: May I answer that?.,

9 CHAI1U4AN GOODHOPE: Yes.

10 WITNESS SOFFER: The commission asked the applicants

11 to snheit population data in the form of sectors and

12 concentric areas of analysis. For the purpose of making

13 comparisons, the regulatory guide 4.7, the staff does not

14 use the sector information. However, for examining other

15 consideraticans in regard to whether an applicant has

16 identified the nearest population center, for example, or

17 whether there are other communities that may potehtially

18 become population centers. The staff does indeed examine~

gg the sector, the population sector infor=ation.
.

'

20 BY MR. CLEETON:

21 Q All right, assuming sector analysis for other

22 considerations, like population senters, population in the

' event of some incident or accident, and for - in terms of23

24 meteorology, in what is commonly deceribed as a plume, are

inland sites treated the same a coastal sites?25 ,

1137 224
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davidik12 i MR. SMITH: Objection. } [

l l
J2 CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: Ralevancy.

3[ '.
MR. SMITH: Ralevancy and quostion is vague. |:

! |

4 CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: Ynat differenco deus it make?

$ ] MR. CLEETON: I'm -- Mr. Chainan, I'm 3139 7 leading1
1

6 L to the fact that in the analysis of site 1 if only concentric |
! ;.

f*

7 : circles are used, population densities are simpler to bend for

E the Pilgrim siterand if you s:clude the watar at Pilgrim you |.
,

9 get densities that are considerably higher than at site one.

10 CHAIMAN GGODHOPF: I don't think there's dispute

ig about that. But I'll overrule the objection. Do you know, do

12 ycu use the same methodology inland as you do in a coastal

situation such as we have hore?g

g WITNESS SOFFER: I'm not sure I understand ycur question.

BY MR. CLEETON: )
'

15. ,

16 Q Do you use tho same methodology in detarmining I

population, effective population, namely sector analysis forq

33j inland sites as you do in coastal sites? '-

gg If -- if you mean, would we use regulatory guide 4.7A
.

the same way for an inland site as for an off-shorn sito.-

90- !
7

0 Coastal.. sito.-

21
/.i

| A Cdastal sita. Tho. answer is yes. With the

presumption that the meteorology for the two sitea la generallyg

similar. In other words, there has to be a general,

__j determination by the staff that there is no reason to bolieve
C -! ,

t
'

! q9"
'

g.. n

\ "

.
1
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david 9c J 21 that the vind pattern would be such at a coastal cite that

2 it blows predominantly toward the land.

3 Q All right, then, lot me asic this; moa't of f.he-

4', statements that are made in here rafar to wind direction and
5; wind velocity and so on. Arc thars any that refer to no wind?

6 Stablo situation wherein, if aa accident occurrod,

! 7 and no wind the plume would not, be distributed'!

8 MR. SIIITH: Mr. Chairnan, I havo to objsct. First,
'.

g we are not sure where ha is referring to.

10 CHAIR!fMi GOODHOP3: I can' t hear you. ;

i
;3 MR. SHITH: I don'~t know unat ho's referring to and I

32 also the rolavancy to alternativ ' site review. -

|-

13 CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: I think his question'is simply, l

14. is there any analysis made in the final supplement. Where there

15 is no wind at all blowing. Is that subatatively what your-

16 question is? -

17 MR. CLZ3 TON: 'les .

18 CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: Or is it assumed that ,there is
gg a wind of some velocity?

~

IO WITNESS SOFFER: Our meteorologists have gathered data.

21 n the percentage of calm. It's generally less than half a

3 percent at any particular site. On that bas 10, I think that

23 we do not make any analysis that includoa no wind direction.

BY MR. CLEETON:3

Q One final question, if the water wuro arcluded frcmg
A*

.
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davidd 1 your caltm?.ations in the matter of the Pilgrim site, would the

cavial3 2 density be such as to maka them considerably higher than the

3 densitics at alternative sites?

^ 4 .A The answer to that is obviously, yes - of course. If|
5 you put the same number of people into a smallsr area, then

.

6. obviously, the population density goes up. Hcwavar, I muat

.' W qualify that by saying that this is not'tho intent of

i
regulatery guide 4.7. Could do it this tsay and if eit had8

~. i

9: ! been the intent, I think the guide would have road differently.

10- Population oansity can'be an estremely misleading number in the

i g. sense that if you do not define -the -area tr.at you'ra talking

about vary carefully one can arrive at conclusions that
12 |
1J! | population density is an extremely high number. For example, I

,;- +-

14 made an onmple calculation some time ago in regard to this

15) meeting room, whi'ch is approrirately 30 feet by 60 feet, I

estimated. And it turns out that one person in this medting16;

g room coresponds to appopulation density of 15,000 persons per

18 square mile. Now it is not clearly the intent of the people
_

39 framing regulatory guide 4.7 to indicate that isolated

20 concentrations of people, which they obviously knew would lead
-

.

21 tothigher population densities, should be given undue weight.
.

I ~

"

22 And t. hat s the' reason why regulatory guide 4.7 is to look at all

f the people in all of the area under the assumption that the23

wind pattern is generally uniform.y

Q May I ask one further questien which vculd her the25

''

;y51 227
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david 14 laut ona. ihdor tha circr.nstancos of tho 11.~.t stratica 20c

gave of the density of 13,000 per cquarr mile for thic reem

at th prarent time being mislecding, nr.:.7.d not the ligx:ca

which ic water area for the calculction fo:: the pgu.7.ction

density bo similarly misle2. Sing whm a*7eraged, vi2.out that

footnote or rafartuce?,

A This is the point t.htt I wac tr;*ing to say. 5 hat

'. a popuistion density value without <fivft:1 s. clear indicatica
.

of what area you sea talking about ic :.a erd cf Itacid a

very mialacding nzrbar. Th.tt by otu Tcty natura i.t:a vry caay

and unarbiguoux to count people. It hut.:ne arbigneue faen im

count people per squaro so and so, if i:e do not &sfine ra=tly.

what we mean by the area. So it wculd be cuite us2ambigacue for

as to any that thsro are 40 peopio in this acetia.J roco,

ho*"svar; if I war.2 to say that thoro in a I.ccation in

Plputh where the populatien sicasity uith 40 people por square

nilo,'ay the way, the population density is abe:h 600 000

Peopio par squars nile.

DR. CCIE: You cann 40 in t!:ia rcom?.

.

WITNESS SOFFER: ?crty ir. this .'.rcm is equivalut so

a populaticn density of S00,000 pacple par cquars riie. If I

woro to give you that nimher without any othnr qualidica.: ion

it could be vary easily an ambignor.s typo of a n n.bar. I

beliovo it's more important to cc:scentr:to c= the tott!. number

of peoplo in a given dictanco of the phnt ratho:: &a2..

1137 228
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david 15 1 examine population densities in relativoly . mall areas. It's

2 quite obvious, if you lected at a map o.' Plymouth und tha

3 surrounding areas that you could find:ereas in central

4 Plymouth where tha population density tra.s aavestal thoucand j
3

4
!

3 people per equare milo. And you Oculd :;us; as easily find

E areas in rather remote sections of tomt where uhe population

I density was conceivably ve: y close to : aro , t'ho only thing tha;7

a gives us an unarbiguone anrwar is the fact tht.u our uctal ;

i
*
.

!

9 number of individuals of people, we aru scacerned, after all, e

.

10 with the h.er.lth and safety of pacpla,

jg Q Mow, considering people thun. rather than density

|
12 i vould ycu consider the Silgri:a cita thu bcst aito of th2

! l

73 | several alternatives.

14 MR. SMITH: Cbject to the to:n - be sc.

'

CHAIR!iAN GOODEC'?2: I cant htar either one of you.;g .

HR. S!!ITH: I object to thu :ur~n beat as a16

comparinon.
37

MR. r7 TON: Mr. Chairman18|-

! ;

;g ' CHAIRIEu! GODEBCPE: What do you mean by best? I

>

! 2. N: h de amemitthat Mr. Smith |
.

20-

t

handed to un the other day, which is a mllection of policy
21

i

I ., : statements, so I assume that they are :1:111 policy. In that
*

-- i

a recome.endation section. It states, ''itaff practice is
|

~

gj
: 1

24 h|
?neutral concerning facing additional unt.ts on provicusly
.

,, ! .pproved sr.eco.- This le page so and =11 1e mader po.1=y. .:
-|

1137 229t
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david 16 I When an additional cits is proposed, thL staff avaluates

~ 2 updated site infer: nation. Site criteria cpplied to cach additicadl
!

3 unit independently. This practice has recultae. in differant

?4 si=ss fcr 1cw population zones, population centeri distan=cs

5 for different unita.

6 of tha saro typa of the cacoa 3# m er.s 2 nnd Pilgrim 2:
1

; 7 thia was a result of the changos in pop".lation. My gnostion

d ,, goes to the issue of whether or not the Pilgrin site is the
'

,
.

- --

9 better or bast site.

10 CHAIRLW GOODEOPE: I811.let you usf him if this is

11 tha preferable sito insofar as he parti :1 pated in t,'to
..

12 preparation of the final cupplerent,
i

13 MR. CLEETON: In terns of population'.'

14 CHAIRMAN GOODHCPS: Yos.

15 BY MR. CLEETON:

16 Q Is it the prc%rable sita in terms of population,

17 counting people, not concentric or sector analysis?
i

18 A In terms of populatien considarations and using
_

19 the test of sivaificance that Mr. Kantor and Mr. Wright
i

20 discussed earlier, the factor of two ci<pificance, they*

,

|
,.,1 concluded that thero was no site obvio::::1y superior.

,

|
22 MR. CLEETON: Thank you. No further questions.

- , .

t

24
t

25 i
i
i

4 e
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DAVID 3B/npbi' CHAIMAN GOODHOPS: Mr. Smith.

'

MR. SMITH: No redirset, Your Honor,
I

3 CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: Mr. Claaton.

# Anybody have any furthar quitsticas?
,

# {Uo response.) - 1

S' I Mr. Kantor and Mr. Soffer, you are ancused.

7 (Ohm panel excused.)
l

8:
i MR. SMITH: The panel may conc bach lator.

'.
9! CHAIRMAN GOCDHOPE: Ch. All right.

:

10| Well, what's your pleasura? Do you uant to
!

11| adjcurn now and com back at 1:15 or go ca? What is it?
i

12 | Mr. Herr is next, if he's here.
I

13 ' MR. WRIGHT: Yes, he just arrived, cir.,

I
i

14 i I would appreciats adjourning now and starting
1
.

15 at 1:15. That's my own personal preference,

16 CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: Any problams with anyone?

17 MR. LHWALD: No have no objection.

18 CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: All right. We'll come back_

19 at 1:15.

*
20 (Wharsupon, at 11:45 a.m., taa haaring in the,

21 above-entitiod matter was recassed, to reconvene at

22 1:15 p.m., this same day.)

23

24

25

.
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T8 MELTZER/1 AFTERNOON F3SSION
mm1

- 2 1:15 p.m.

3| CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: The hearing will be in order.

4 Whereupon,

5' PHILIP B. HEPS

-3 was called as a witnesc en behalf of the Carmenwealth of

7 Massachusetts, and having been firsb duly sworn, was examined*

8 and testified as follows:
'.

9
'

MR. WRIGHT: Mr. Chairman, for purposes of

to identification, I would lika to hava Mr Herr's tastimony

11 marked as Commonwealth's Exhibit 113, and I am going to

12 provide the atenographer with the requinita 20 copies so

13 that they may be bound into the record.

14 CHAIRPJul GOODHOPE: Are you going to bind it into

15 the end of tedcy's transcript?
;

16 Then it doesn't need an exhibit number if '

37 it is just to be bound at the end of today's transcript, and
,

!

33 the reporter is so directed.
{

,,

ip , 4 counsel Wright distributing copies to Board

~

20 and Parties.)-

i

MR. WRIGHT: Now, if I may Mr. Chairman, what21

happened is that there were a number of corrections that22

Mr. Herr wanted to make. As a result we notified the parties
23- |

.,
.

g! of the changes. ' And what I an introducing dare today is an i
>

i. ,

amended version of Mr. Harr's testimony.
|g

, -

g
'

j n37 232 |
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mm2 1 Dr. Callihan mentioned yesterday that he woulds

2 also appreciate knowing just where those changes were made-

3 so that he can incorporate them_ into his old copy. And for

4 that reason I have prepared a document entitled " Corrections

5 of Testimony of Philip B. Herr," for those parties or those

6 Board members who may find that more convenient.

*

7 (Distributing document to Parties and Board)

8 DIRECT EXAMINATION
'.

9 BY MR. WRIGHT:

10 Q Mr. Herr, will you please identify yourself for

11 the record; your nacne, address and position?

12 A I am Philip Jerr. I am a rasident of Newton,

13 Massachusetts.

14 I am an associate professor inthe Department of

15 Urban Studies and Planning at MIT, and principal in the planning

16 consulting firm of Her Associates,

j7 Q Thank you.

18 I have just handed you, Mr. Herr, a document that
.-

79 has now been -- it has not been labeled, as a matter of fact,

~ '

20 it is entitled "The Testimony of Philip B. Herr orr Pilgrim 2.

Population Density and Other Site Characteristics Submitted
21

by Intervenor Commonwealth of Massachusetts in Support of its22

Contention No. 12."--
23

can you identify this document?g

A Yes, that's my tacticsony.

\ \ 51 o}97*s

__
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mm3 1 Q Is the statement contained therein true to the
~ 2 best of your knowledge, information and belief?

3' A Yes, it is,

t4 O At this time, do you have any further corrections !
i
f

5' to this particular document?

G' A No , I do n' t.

|*

7 MR. WRIGET: Mr. Herr is available for cross- i

!
8 examination, Mr. Chairman.

|'. (
9 CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: Doyouwanttostart,Mr.Lowald?|

|
10 Or, hava you made another arrangemont?

11 MR. IFJALD: I had assumed Mr. Wright et some point

12 was going to offer the testimony.

I
13 CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: I assumed t'n.c when it was bound '

14 into the record it became a part of today's testimony. I

15 took that as an offer.

16 MR. LEWALD: Oh, I see. I raust have been sleeping

at the switch.37

18 CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: I considered that an s fer.
.

'

39 I will go back now. Is there any objections? ;
i

2.0 MR. SMITH: Yes.-

.

MR. LEWALD: Tes.21

CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: Who wants to be first?3

Mr. Lewald, go ahsad.-g

MR. LEMALD: Mr. Chairman, we would object to tha24

end portion of Mr. Herr's testimony beginning with page 20,g

} i )) |
'

I,.
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|on the basis that en the face of the testimony at least, it imm4 ;
;

scems to appear that the testimony offered is offered more I2,
!

in connection with the Emergency Planning Contention of the '

3' :

Ccmmonwealth and the Staff, than pursuant to Ccmmonwealth
4

^ ". *

5
|

The tastimony frcm pago 20 on deals solely and

entirely with evacuation. And frca 21, which is a map, through!
. _.
- / {

22 and on to 'the erd deals solely with evacuation of Cape Cod. !
8: j

% And thic would appear to be,.perhhps, pnrtinent to the

i amargency planning contention. But it decsn't cosa to have
10

direct relevancy to Contention 12 nc stated.
11 j

And therefore, we would ebject to it coming in at i
12

this time.
13-

MR. SMITH: Staff has'the scme objection. |
14

MR. WRIGHT: Mr. Chairman, the testimony of
15

Professor Herr was prepared with recpact to Cape Cod and gota
16

very much to the issue of populntion distributions around the
;

17 i

various. sites. It goes to the very huart.of our contention, I. , '
10.

and t int is that because of f.ho unique siting''cliaracteristics
19

related to the Pilgris' site, and because of the unique
" . . 20

population distributions that are involven here, that the
21 ,

Staff has not adequately analyzed the Pilgrim site in. light
22

of the other available sites.

23-|
Now one of the issues that'3 involved when you

24

talk about population and risk, obvicusly, in addition to ,c ,

'

their distribution and their numbers and other fa '

i .

! !

i
>

2
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'"'

ms5 1 like that, is the ability to protect thase people in the

- 2 event of a nuclear incident. And it is precisely for this !

' 3- reason that Dr. Herr's testimony is included at this time
!

4 with respect to the Cape Cod population because there is a
. .

5 very real problem here in terms of:getting p.eople over that

!
$ ' bridge if such should becemo neesssar*. '

f
- i
; 7 ! It is intimately related to the issue of population !

! l
8 ; for that reason. i,.

'. i i
*

g MR. LEWALD: I would say, Mr. Chairman, that

b to the energency planning contention cays that the acceptable

t; emargency plan cannot be developed to protect persons within i

'. s, :

12 |I and beyond the LpZ at the proposed sito. And it seems that f
- '

iv

i ,i
t

l
13 whether or not Cape Cod can be evacuated is directly concerned ;

J
'

i
14 with that, and that is directly concerned with that contention !

l

33 rather than simply the general population densities and

33 accumulations in tha vicinity of the site.
f

'

-

s

97 CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: And the alternate sites. And
-

.s
13 what we are considering here is alternate sites.

39[ MR. LEWALD: With alternate sites, of course. ,!
.

.

t

20 MR. WRIGHT: I thhic it is true that certainly |
:

21 { portions of Profescor Herr's tasti=ony as tothe evacuation ~

22| of Cape Cod will also be relevant when we get into the
|

'

}' i
-

22 ***#9"" Y E1"""i"9 ""*"Di "* l

g| However, I still would mai-tain that in terms of ,
:

really closely looking at the surrounding population to [g

gg37 236;
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mm6 1 these various sites, this is very portinent becausa you just

^- 2 can't look at peopla, you haveto loox at what happens to those

3 people in the event of an accident. That's what our population
!

4 contention is all about. !

5~ CHAIRtiAN COODEOPE: Well, tre are considering hero

6 alternate sites.

I; 7 Is there any inferration as to unether or how
|
!

8 difficult it is to evacuate any of those alternate sites? I

. t

g Are you presenting any evidence on any cther sites |
|

10 except this.cno? :
I

f I
;j MR. WRIGHT: No, we are not presenting any evidence i

|
12 cn other sites except this one. We don't have in at our i

13 , disposal at this time. We are concerned about making a showing

i
14 that che Pilgrim situation is dangercus enough, or at least

|
1

15 gives rise to enough questions as to the surrounding populatici.

16 distributions and the imEnct of a nuclear accident on them,
;
o

37 that the Staff should %ve done mere in its c'fn alternative I,

site analysis.
18- ,

jg (Board conferring)
|

' CHAIRMAN GOODHOPS: Would ycu object to this20 !-

i

being brought in under emergency planning, Mr. Lawald? '
21

MR. LEWALD: Well, if it is under the designation |22

23 mergency planning, n , I think it is pertinent to emergoney,
i

planning.
24 j

MR. SMITH: Staff is of the same ap.nion, sir. '

g
1

g37 237
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I

mn7 1 DR. COLE: How much of a harcship would it create 1

2' on you, Mr. Wright, if we were to go along with these

3 objections, because it does not really seem to apply to the

4 issue of alternate sites, and then bring it forward at whatever

5 time we proceed with emergency planning?

6 MR. WRIG!iT: My only concern would be that in the

! 7 preparation of our proposed findings of fact for the Board,

8 [ that we be allowed to refer to this testimony in support of
*

,

- 9 our alternative sites claim.

10 If we are not going to be allowed to do that, then

11 I think it is a definite hardship beceusa I think it is these

12 very mattars,the matters of road and sheltering an things

13 like that that make the population analysis done by the Staff

14 deficient. -

'

15 And that's what we attempted to show in this.

16 Now, as I caid before, obviously certain portions

37 of th$s are going to be relevant to emergency planning as
|

18 well. But it has been our conte.ntion all along that you just~

99 can't look at numbers of people in ccmparing one site to
I

'

20 another when you are concerned about residual risks. You-

21 have to look to other factors as well.

22 And as both Mr. Soffer and Mr. Kantor testified ,

-

23 earlier t day and yesterday as well, I believe, road capacity
Iis one of those very factors that you would want to lookg

;

g} Closely at in trying to determine residual risk.

I
f

\\ ,
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=m8 1 Now, of course, for them --

' 2' DR. COLE: But that really seems to be more in an

-3 ' area other than alternate sites, that is emergency planning.
4 MR. WRIGHT: But, if one of the areas in NEPA that

5- you are concerned w?th is the residual risk in the event of

6 a nuclear accident, then it is our contention at any rate, you
.' 7 have to look not only to population, but to its distribution

S and to the capacity that the local cor:runity has to mitigate
*
.

9 the effects of the nuclear accident if it were to occur.
10 And one very clear thing that you can look to here

11 is road capacity and the ability of a community to get its

12 people moved from one point to another. And that s why it is

13. included at this tima in our alternative sites contention.
14 Now, of course, the Staff's position is that all

15 we have to do is look at population &nsity per square mile,

16 and that if it reaches a certain - if it exceeds a certain

17 trip level then we will perform a further analysis. '

18 And I would suggest to you, Dr. Cole,tlat that
_

gg further analysis that the staff might find itself performing

a some day in the case where it did consider the population*

,

21 levels were too high, would be'td look to road capacity and
~~..

22 things like that.

23 The only argument that we have here is whether

24 or not tnei.' use of population figures alone,without even

25 lo king to sectoral distribution and more refined matters

\ \S1
a
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1 l' li.ke that, satisfies NEPA with respect to demography.mm9
11

i
m i We say there is more. We say be.cause of thesa 4

:

3' unique characteristics, one of which is this very matter
p '

4 hera of the bottleneck that has occurred, that is occurring
i
I3 i on the Cape, because of this unique site characteristic j

| -

you n' culd have dons more, you should have..lcohed much closer3, a
,

I :
i; 7, at these various sites before assuming hat Pilgrin was the

> ;
t

8| preferr$d site.

. I
ig;| DR. COLE: You did not 100k at the other sites i

t t.

10 { with respdct'to that same category?
{

, 4 :
j; i MR. WRIGHT: Right, f

I

i
i
'

12 j And we are saying that the Staff sh:.1d have looked
1

l
13 ' much more closely at thase other siten because of these i

7..; unique site characteristics here. And one of them -- we are

g,| ' concerned, of coursa, as you know, about the distributica !
| :-

16 of population around this site. -
,

'

37 We are also concerned about road capacity, we
;

18, are concerned about the ability of the Cape ccmmuni':y to e i,

l

gg : get those people off the Cape if that should become necessary.!!
,, ;

'. 20. | That is a unique site charact ristic that we clain

g| ahould have triggared a far more intensive lock at the
.i

,

alternative sites. That is very much like the FNP case, theg
i.

Floating Nuclear Power Plant case, because there was a
3

y '

24 ,'' unique *tuation. In that case, of course, it was the fact

that one of these things was going to be sited out at sea. .

,

\ \Y 'h '

9
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mml0 1 Because there was that uniquo situation and

2 unique circumstances, the Staff felt obliged to go ahead with

3 this class 9 analysic.
,

4 All we are saying hero is once again we have a

5 unique set of circumstances; one of which is pepulatien

6 distribution; another of which is tha problem cf the Capa.
~

7 And because of those unicue circumstances, we cre asking, or-

a it is our contention '.h at a far moro rigcrcus analysis of
*
.

9 accidents should have been conductcd by the staff.

10 MR. LEh2LD: Mr. Chairman, wha Mr. Wright is now

;y arguing is that because of the unique circumstances here, the
. . ..

.
. -

12 Commission's regulations don't apply and some other standard

13 ought to be set forth.

14 If indeed that is his position, he chould have

15 raised that earlier because this is in substance an attack on

16 regulations, that you have such a unique set of circumstances

37 with respect to this particular application that the

18 regulations set forth shculdn't bo applicabic a::d that seme-

jg other guidance cught to be given.

*

g But there is a regular procedure for bringing,

21 this matter before the Board, and indeed before tha Ccamnission

which hasn't been done in this casa,g

MR. SMITH: Mr. Chairman, may I make a statement?g

CHAIRMAN GOODHCPC: Yes.g

N BMxtu*. I thim one tygn that shou.13 3,2S
s

.

2U ,

-

\\51 I
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mml1 ! understood and I think is scmewhat clcudy by the Ccmmonwealth'j
2 assertions of what the Staff believes: There is a proposed

31 amandment to Appendix E ? art 50 which deals with emergency
,

4- planning, i
l

i5 Acccmpanying that amendment is a supplenontal -- a

6 it is called supplemental information whiu gives guidance
!

7 to the Staff. Again this is not a regulation, it's Commiasicn'd'

!

8 irterim guidance. But the Staff io following interdn I
*
.

9 guidance..

10 That partict.ar interin guidance states that

11 emergency p'.anning may boccme a part of an alternative site
,

12 review; or, in your alternative site ccnaiderations, not

13 necessarily part of your NEPA review.

14 , And we recognize that particular provision. And,
I
4

15 ' in fact, the Staff has undertaken a review of evacuation at
.

16 alternative sites.
g

17 The important part here is that we feel it is

18| necessary to separate emergency planning, which is under the-

t

99j safety side of our review and take in different considerations
!'

*

20j than frcm the NEPA consideration, alternative sites..

~

l

i
2i

And that'a why we object to this being presented

g It is a way of keeping, I think, a:nore orderly record.now.
I

g| We are not objecting to it and would not object to"it being
s

,

-

brought in at a later time when emergency . planning isg
i
i discussed, and we will also, as we indicated in our rebuttal

25 : >

\\M
'h7

!
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-mm12 1 testimony which was prefiled, we intend to file our

2 examination review of alternative sites as it relates to
3 evacuation.

4 But it is not a NEPA issue, it is a safety issue

5 and triggers a consideration of alternative sites, but

6 not under the NEPA review. And that's why we think it is
*

7 important to keep this separation.

8' DR. CALLIHAN: Claarly Mr. Smith and Mr'.'Lewald,
*
.

9 this is an exploratory question to attempt to clarify.

10 Mr. Lewald indicated a break point in the

11 testimony and remarked, if I interpret Mr. Lowald, that

12 after page number so and so, it was primarily consideration

13 of evacuation, travel routes, et cetera.

14 Do you imply by that.that in advance of your

15 Page 20 or whatnot, there is material relefant to today's

16 consideration on alternate site population distribution per

17 say rather than how to get rid of the population?

18 MR. LEWALD: Well, I would not raise objection on

jg those earlier pages.

*

20 Yes, sir, there is testimony in the first 20 ---

21 the first 19 pages that would appear on its face, at least,

n to be directed tothe issue that we are considering today, the

23 alternate site issue raised by Commonwealth contention 12.

DR. CALLIHAN: Mr. Smith, would you object to3

my question?g ,

\\ '
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mm13 1 MR. SMITH: Yes, I think thera are -- as a matter

2. of fact I have some cites as towhere there is some small
3 reference to emergency planning at Plymouth, and I would like

j 4 to correct the record.

5 I made a statement about separating the environmental
!

6 considerations and the safety. In reviewing the language, we
!

7 mayconsideremergencyplanningadvantagasordisadhantagesof*
.

8 a particular site as part of the NEPA cost-benefit analysis 3

,
. . ,

9 of alternative sites. So I misspoke before wnon I said

10 keeping it separate,

g, But I still believe that it is important that we

12 co maintain for orderly records, separation of esacuation
{

33 caergsney planning in that part of the hearing and not
f

14 bringing it to this part of the hearing. I

!
gg DR. CALLIHAN: Referring to another document that

16 we have in hand not yet part of the record, but it is

g entitled " Staff Rabuttal Testimony."

18 Mr. SMITH: That's right.
,

gg DR. CALT THMT: My observation, and I ask for

3 confirmation or consent -- my observation is the material of.

g this document addresses what I will Icesely refer to as the

22 forepart of Professor Herr's testimony?
'

MR. SMITH: That's correct.g

g It states in there that we will file at a later
time, analais of evacuation of alternative si'es,c

qh
\\h-3
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m14 1 DR. CALLIHAN: Thank you.
.

2 (Beard conferring)

end T8 3

-

4

5

6

'

7-

8
*
.

9 -

10

11

12

13

14 -

15
*

I
16

17

18.

19

.
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21

22

23

24
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19 MADELON HR. WRIGHT: Mr. Chairman, may I suggest a way

f1w .nimie out of this impasse?
mpbl

*

CHAIRMAN GOODHOPS: Well, I was just . going to

say the objection has come down. It's just a mattar of

5| procedure as to how we're going to proct.ed, as I see it.

f You're trying to maks more out of it than that.-

?*

But -;

1
3' MR. WRIGHT: As a nattar of proceduro, sir, parhaps.

9

9! the tastimony could be allowud in to the extent that it

applies to the NEPA situation.

!,1 ~e CHAIRMAN GOODi; OPE: Well, there's no doubt,

12 I don't think, as to the first 19 pages.

18h MR. WRIGHT: Yes. I'm talking now about the last
4
il

34 y part of it.
15 As Mr. Smith has pointed out, in NEPA it can be

16 a consideration. What I would suggest doing - and I don't

17 i know if this would be acceptable to the parties - is to
1B accept it as part of our alternative sitas case, if you will,-

19 sut allow later cross-examination on this area provided the,

'

- 20 parties feel that they want to defer cross-emination until
21 the time of emergency planning.

:'1 But I do think it is very much a part of the NEPA

23 circumstances that we must show in order to make out our case
24 under NEPA. And for that reason I would requsst thet it be

23 accepted into evidence at thistime.

I
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1i

2 |h
mpb2 CEAIR D.N GCODIIOPE: Nall, new, cro you nugg sting

j i

L' that accept the '.1hclo document, have Pita 'shola doccrmt

3 ||
^ f bound in and limit the cross-freMnction to h first 19
.

' ( pages and then have any further cross o::aminz.hien from 20 on

" fi-

;j later as a part of tha c;.nsrgancy planning? Is that ycur
i>d
|. suggsst. ion?

: ~li'q MR. IIRIGET: Yes, as an acccm dation to tha

partica, ycs. Eut with the c1r.ar un.dtrataadir.g that taesc,

.

O i'

last sight or so pages apply bchh he energancy planning and '
i

l,,-
''

i to our KSPA contention.
1

.

4i

h CEAIIDIAN GCODEOPE: That'; uhera '.?:: got into tr.s
''

i
19~

| problom. As I sea, the lost part of it does not apply to
,

'3. .!<

g alternate sitas or to NEPA.

1'' ii
'

; Mr. EUGHT: Uell, as I sc.id befora, our claim is

~i
j that as a unique aita-ralated circumsmuca ---'

e,

M
CIIAIPMAN GOCDEOPS: And now Iir. Smith says that

-* ||4-

it may be a part of that.i

l

Mf MR. SIi!TH: As I said, I misspoko. I was reading
-

i
es
-~ , from the proposed regulatics whero the Cenniacion~says oxactly

1

-

U | what I read. It's, again, a proposed ragulation.
t

21 [! I would have no objection to that procedura as
U

22 !j long as it's not ataking us - Staff atipulation as to how
t'

2a' ],l
-

emar.4cncy planning should be factored into thia particular
!

Si
,

altarnative site analysis.
,lI

25) MR. LEWALD: Koll, the special ircumstances or
..

5

y \\3l G"h
.,
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I i i

mpb3 the unique circumstances that Mr. Wright rofer to, eithor

these are sorcathing beyond the regulations or thsaa are the
3 special attantion natters that are referrsd to in Offshoro |

I

# Systams case, which is 8 NRC 194.

5 Theee spacial circumstancca, at leaast as

t

6, j - interpreted by tho appeals beard, are simply introduced to j

''

show whether or not tha probabilitias of rish are greator'

8
, ,

or lasser than they uculd be other. tire with reapact to the
,

0 site. And I don't really sea how the question of evacuating
,

M Cape Cod has any relation to_eho probabilitics of risk at the

11 Pilgrim site. ,

12' CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: I think thac is our prebics
,

13 too under the procant regulations. You unnt to go boycad

14 the prasant requiramsnts of the present regulations.

15 | MR. WRIGHT: The only regulation we have, sir, as

I
15 i I understand it, is the reg guida 4.7, wnich is of course not

17 a regulation. We have had an appeals board saying that

18 ]|under special circumstancea a Class 9 analysis might bet
'y.1 .

19 ' performed. Indoad, that's the Staff's positica as well.

'. 20 And the appeals bcard found that the Elcating nuclear plant--
1

21 DR. COLE: Mr. Wright, do you have a reference

!

22 for that, because that's not my rocollectica.
!

23 MR. WRIGHT: My undsrstanding of tha Offshoro

24!. Power Systems cane ia that they wara allowed to go chead
,

25.: with the Class 9 analysis that was dona.

\\h+
,
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P00ROR0NALImpb4 MR. SMITH: If I may co= sat, that is correct,

but not on the grounds given by Mr. Wright, but on the grounds
U

that the appeal boards found that ths Con =ission had ncvar

#
considared floating nuclear power plants whan they adopted

U the annex to Appsudix D. Thorsfora they clicwad it to be !

O considerad in that particular caso.

Y'

But it's true, tho Staff argued the special

U circumstancas for that particular ites. It vaa rajected by

9 the appsal board.

10 MR. WRIGHT: The Staff is also arguing now before

11 the NRC that thars are apccial circumstacca when a Class 9
.

:IA analysis should be done. And not only is it trus for ficating

M nuclear plants, but it's true for a land-based plant as wcil.
14 There was a statacent - I can quote from taair

15 brief which I have here. The point ren i ns, Mr. cSa 4 =,n ,
_

I6 that what I propose I don't' think is all that out of tha

17 ordinary, that if the parties feel that they'ra not preparad
f8 at this time to go forward with the cros:~ examination on-,

19 evacuation as it relates to ensrgency plenning, than by all
'

@ means let them again cross - am4=a Dr. Herr at a lator time-

2i as to this particular portion of his testimony.

& He will be appearing again as c3r uitness in the

e emergency plannin'J phase of these proceedings, so that's not

24 a problem.
|
;

25 All I would ask this Board to do is to allow us
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mpb5 to introduce this as part of our alternativa sitss

2
contantion because ~'. do think it constitutes that kind of.

-3 unique circumstanco.
. -

Now mind you, this whole area, as we found out

today, is a tremendously evolving one. Uo one knows from cne,

6
day to the next quita what is going on. Wo have mattera

'

7-

befora the NRC at this point. We also have a .aumoer of

task forcas looking at various mattors that are coming out
.,

of Thrse Mile Island.

Ne have the Staff itself urging that in certais |,

II circumstances the Class 9 analysis should be performed. We .

!IE have the Staff taking a position before the NRC that it should

I3 be allowed to do Class 9 analysas.

14 And just for all of those raasons I think that

13 it's the better part of wisdom to at least accept this in

16- and proceed. I just don't see what the problem is.

17' MR. CLEETON: Mr. Chairman.
'

18 DR. CALLIHAN: Can you, Mr. Wright, define a-

10 fairly clean break point of Prof. Ecrr's testhnony where
i

-
I

-

3 you would separata, if you can, the si'.s demography and that

21 sort of thing from ovacuation?

I
. 22| Mr. Lewald named a $ge.

'

'23 MR. WRIGHT: Well, the problem is that to a large

cxtantIguessMr.Lawaldistalkingat.outthepagesbeginning|M
.

25 at page 20. And quite a bit of that testimeny rela |

:



.

.
P00R ORGEL 12-e .

mpb6 for example if we look at pass 26, the soarby population.

2
south-southeast. There are pagos that talk caly about the

i
! actual population to be found there.

4 We're not talking at that point about evacuation,

O but only about the populations to be found within certain
;

6 sectors. And then in addition he also discusse.s road
.

7! . capacity. And than he comparos road capacity, at least for
*

1

3| the Cape, anyway, road capacity with th.aso population figurcs.,

. ;

9'h DB. CALLIHAN: Well, my impressics was that the
1 .

10 mathodology and the liko are considered more - to a greatar
i

H I
{

degree in the earlier section than in tna later. Ae'. I was

12 seeing if you could separate the pages % tween the tuc,
.

13 subjects.

14 'MR. CLEETON: Mr. Chairman.

'S CHAIRRAN GOODHOPE: Yos.

16 MR. CLEETON: Might I offer in addition'that

17 since the second piece of the Final Suppler ~T, with tho

18 I exception of the Merrimack, Millstone, Mont- .md Seabrook-

i
'19 sites,18-A, -B, -C, 3,19 and 20 are all a22.ected by the

-

20 !g Cape, if you take a lool: at the map, that this is relevant
i

-

21 to altsrnative sites, all of the sitas that are offered as

21 the centerpiece for this Final Suppla m t to' preferable sites.

- i i
23 ; And the evacuation of the Cspa is relevant to all !

i .

24 | of those that I cito. !
|

'
.

8 '2$ - CHAIEMAN GOODHOPE: Well, I don t rnmember in.
,

i

!
.

1

.'
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Impb7 detail right now, and I don't think I agree with it. But-I

2 can' t say that I rammmhar that in that context. I don't

3 believo it was presented for that purposo.

4 But don't hold me to that bacause I don't

5 remamner in detail.

3 (The Board conferring.)

I 7 CHAIllMAN GOODiiOPE: Well, we're going to let tho

8 document be bound in, the entire docu= cat be bound in. I thish
..

,

9 it's a procedural matter. -

10 And let's try to limit the cross-?xaminatica, to 1

11 the best we can, to the first 19 pagas concerning the

12 alternate sita problem. I think that that is what is

13 important. And the remainder of it, into the evacuation,

14 ama"gency plans.

15 | You're going to make the argument that as a

16 part of alternate sitas they should have considered

17 evacuation plans at all of the alternata sitas, not just

18 Cape Cod, and that since they didn't do this than your

1s argument is going to 1- -- you ''ar'a such a ahdnaring as to
"

how impossible it is or difficult it is to avacuata around20.

21 Pilgrim 2, that the Staff was deficient in not considering

22 this and looking for a better and easier ovacuatica plan

23 around the other possible sites,
i

24 You can make the argument. I don't think that the

25 regulations permit us to even address it other than to reject

i
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33 \ |mpb8 it at this time. i
''

,i
io

'I MR. WRIGHT: If I may, 21r. Chaimm, thors's a
|
ilittle bit more to it than that, and that's the part that'

'ra

~| troubles me. It's not only that; it's our contantion that '.r

O i

!:.
the Staff should have looked noro clocely to such mattars asi

,
.

"
; avacuability when they rovimod those varioca alternativo .

: i ;,

'{ sites. But it's also that the uniqua problcca associated

'|e
*
1 with the Pilgrin alta should have triEgored that coro.

H
- ,,

9 *tp intassivo analysis.

*o d:|
,
'

'

H CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: Ac we parecivin the regula-
i.y

II { tions, tho triggering point was not reached, I don't belicvn, ;
.h

12 in Pilgrim 2. |
1

13
6 ; So that the enhibit will b3 bound into the record |

14- | and we'll go ahead and proceed with thu cross-synmination as

15 far as it portains to alternate citos. And tno re t of it, i

13 then, froct 20 on, will be for Mr. Herr when he comes back for
,

i,

17[ cross-emhation as a part of the cmorgoncy planning. |
! '

IB MR. WRIGHT: Then, Mr. Chairman, under tho |
-

19 circumstances, if I take your ruling to mean that you are
.

20 [ going to treat the evacuation section sf Mr. Horr's testimony
-

I'21 as irrelevant, then I'd lika to make a4 offar of proof. |

23 CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: You've made the' offer. !
i

23 You've stated that the whole documant is relevant to tun .

24 subject. ',

25 MR. WRIGHT: I've stated t2at there are uniquo ,

'

. 1137 253
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11,612 ,

Impb9 circumstancos associated with the Rocky Point nits, one of

!
2

which is the problem of ovacuation. And that in itacif
i3

i should havs triggorod a far nore rigormm analysis of the I

|A
other citas. |

0
| CIIA.!R!!AN GCOD11 GPS: A1.1 right.
j i

0 If That's not an offor of proof, it's an argwannt
- { which you went to maks based on this exhibit.

'*
*

'
All righc. j

3ji That's it. |,

d*

.

3/ The entire document will ha bcund into today's !
!! '

I'3 il testirony, as I stated praviously. !
'! :

M/ (The document referred to iiollowst) '

!
1m" ;

:

13 I h
! !

2 P 0 0 1 U E M I. !
'i iIs j.

,
t

4

(7 iI 8

IL

is- 4

1 !

l. n iey 1

];
-

20-

1
'-

2:
|

22

u
,

u ;

!

25 -
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
,

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

-

In the Matter of )

Boston Edison Company, et al. ),

(Pilgrim Nuclear Generating Station, ) Docket No.

, Unit 2) ) 50-471

)

TESTIMONY OF PHILIP B. HERR ON PILGRI't 2
POPULATION TINSITY AND OTHER SITE

CHARACTERISTICS, SUBMITTED BY INTERVENOR
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

IN SUPPORT OF ITS CONTENTION NO. 12

.

e
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Commonwealth Contention 12:
Neither Aeolicants Nor Staff Have

Adecuatelv Considered the Alternative
of Locatino the Procosed Plant at a
Site More Suitable from a Poculation
Density and Environmental Standooint.

My name is Philip B. Herr, and I am an Associate

Professor of City Planning at the Department of Urban Studies

.- and Planning, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. A copy of

my resume is attached.
"

I. NRC SITING POLIC'I-

It has been long-sta' ding NRC policy to require the

siting of nuclear power reactors away from densely populated

In the event of a serious radiological accident,areas.

emergency off-site measures will obviously be far more

effective in sparsely populated areas,1/ and this judgment is

now quantified in Reg. Guide 4.7: if projected population

density within a thirty-mile radius of a potential site exceeds

500 persons per square mile at the time of initial operation or

1,000 persons per square mile at its retirement, then "special
attention should be given to the consideration of alternative

-
-

sites with lower population densitites."

It is apparent that the trip levels contained in Reg.
'

Guide 4.7 serve a very significant function witn respect to

reactor safety; because some residual risk will remain even

after all reasonably attainable safety measures are built into

1/See Statement of Considerations, 10 CFR Part 100, 27 FR
3509 (April 12, 1962); Regulatory Guide 4.7 (November, 1975); '

" Commission Action Paper", SECY 78-137 (March 7, 1978)'.

1137
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the design of a proposed nuclear reactor, careful evaluation of

the size and distribution of the population surrounding that
reactor appears to have emerged as the NRC's primary means of

ensuring that the consequences of any accident more severe than

design-basis events are mitigated as much as possible,
,

including the siting of the proposed reactor in a less populous
.- area. Population density, therefore, functions as a threshold

indicator of residual risk and the potential consequences of
*

the so-called Class 9 accidents, i.e. those beyond the design*

basis of the reactor. If the trip levels of Reg. Guide 4.7 are

exceeded, then "special consideration" should be given to
alternative sites, !:.cluding (one would assume) .a close look at

just how each of the candidate sites would fare in the event of

a Class 9 accident.

II. POPULATION DENSITIES SURROUNDING THE PILGRIM UNIT 2 SITE

The methodology used by the Staff and the Applicant in
determining the Pilgrim 2 population distributions is discussed

in detail below, expecially those techniques that tend to

understate the final figures and obscure risk potential in the
,

area surrounding the Rocky Point site. As a preliminary

matter, however, the results that were reported for 1985 are

shown in Figure 1, a chart prepared by the Staff for the 1975
_

Safety Evaluation Report (SER) which I updated by using data

from Table 1 of the 1978 Draft Supplement to the Final

Environmental Statement (Draf t Supplement) . For 40 and 50

miles, the figures were exponentially interpolated from the
Prelimary Safety Analysis Report (PSAR), Table 2.1-8.
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FIGURE 1. POPULATION VERSUS GUIDELINE (1985) 3.
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It is noteworthy that beyond ten miles the difference is

much smaller between the 500 persons per square mile threshold

.'.ine and the line pictting the most recent figures than between

the recent figures line and the line plotting the earlier SER
figures. It is also noteworthy that the 500 person per square
mile threshold is reached only a modest distance beyond the 30
mile radius. Furthermore, should the initial year of

-

commercial operation be deferred beyond 1985, the gap between
D

* projected population and the Reg. Guide threshold figure would
,

be rap! narrowed, given the UE&C estimated growth rate of
nearly 2% per year.2/

Turning to the methodology employed in the Draft

Supplement, if population density is to be used as an indicator

of risk and as virtually the exclusive device for determining
whether a Class 9 analysis is warranted as part of the NEPA

review, then the work done by the Staff and the Applicant for
Pilgrim 2 contains certain assumptions and ommissions that can

not help but compromise the reliability of this factor.
A. Daily Recreational Visitors

.

First, neither the Applicant's 1978 update nor the

Staff's Draft Supplement considers daily recreational visitors
~

and tourists in determining population density, and the lines

2/A 2% growth rate is in fact quite rapid: most recent
year 2000 projections of Massachusetts population by the U.S.
Bureau Census indicate between L.6% and 0.8% per yent statewide
growth between 1975-2000 (see U.S. Bureau of the Cer. sus,
" Population Estimates and Projections", Series P-25, no. 796,
March 1974.

1137 25.9
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Plotted on the chart at Figure 1 are understated to this

extent. Of particular concern are daytrippers to tourist

attractions in Plymouth itself; according to Table 2.1-4 of the

PSAR, Mayflower II and the waterfront homes attract 400,000

tourists per year, and are only 4.5 miles west of the Rocky

Point site, while Plimouth Plantation attracts 250,000 tourists

per year and is only 2.5 miles west of the site. Six miles to.

,

the soutwest, Myles Standish State Forest attracts 300,000

campers and picnickers per year, and while scme double counting*
,

clearly is present in the above figures, they all tend to

corroborate a Plymouth Chamber of Commerce estimate that nearly

one million persons per year currently visit the town.

One million person-days is equivalent to another 2,700

persons year-round on a time-weighted basis, most of those

persons being located fewer than five miles from the Rocky
Point site. This represents perhaps another 10% increase in

the time-weighted population within five miles of the site,
-

with smaller but significant percentage increases at greater
distances. Of greater concern, however, is the fact that these

'
people are not evenly distributed throughout the year, but for

the most par' visit Plymouth during the summer months, with a
'

peak figure of 2,689 persons per day being reported by the-

Pilgrim Village and 3,400 per day (peak season) being reported
by Mayflower II.1/

1/From May 14, 1979 conversation with David Case,
Director of Plimouth Plantation, Inc.

\\bI 060L
-
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The weighting methods employed by the Staff in measuring

transients will be discussed in more detail below. For

purposes of the Plymouth daytrippers, it suffices to note that

exceptionally large numbers of people can be expected in close

proximity to the site during at least two months of the year,

people who already put a severe strain on Plymouth's traffic

flow problems and people who will have had no prior instruction
in emergency measures and no hcmes in which to shelter

themselves.
,

.

B. Time Weichted Peculation Densities

In arriving at average population densitias for the area

surrounding the. Rocky Point site, the Staff employed weighting
factors of 1.0 for permanent residents and 0.25 for seasonal

residents. As noted above, daily visitors were not considered

at all, because the Staff concluded that when weighted these

figures would be negligible (Draft Supplement, Section 3.3.3,
pg. 20-21). Perhaps such weighting assumptions would hold true

for an area experiencing moderate seasonal fluctuations in

pcpulation, but when an area is as profoundly effected by

teuri. cts and summer residents, as is that surrounding the Rocky,

Point site, the use of weighted population density as an

,
exclusive threshold indicator of residual risk is highly
questionable. To the extent : hat the licensing process is

concerned with the consequences of serious reactor accidents,

it is illusory to obscure the crowded conditions that occur

every summer in the Plymouth area by averaging the total

transient inflow over the course of an entire year. A more

realistic approach is suggested below in Section III. /

))] N
'

L
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C. Inclusion of the Water Area in Calculating Averace
Population Densities

The 53 municipalities which are at or less than 30 miles

from the Rocky Point site have a projected 1985 population of

981,000 persons winter, 1,395,000 summer and a land area of 1,256

square miles, using the same sources and formulas as used by
UC&E. This means a winter density of 780 persons per square mile

; of land area, a summer density (with summer-only population

" discounted" at 100/365) of 870 persons per square mile, and an
'. actual su=mertime population (seasonal plus year-round) of 1110 per-

sons per square mile. These figures, which were derived by focusing

exclusively on land area surrounding the site, are far more revaaling
than the Staff's in reflecting the actual living density of the area
in question and local road capacity for evacuation, shelter or treat-
ment. /4

As with time weighted population densities, the Staff's

methodology araunts to a gamble that ce'rtain variables (in this case,

wind direction) will minimize consequences of a serious radiological
accident. To the extent that population density is used as the NRC's

exclusive indicator of peiple at risk, then such an approach appears
questionable.

.

~ -4/
-

Indeed, even the sectoral analyses proposed below understate
real density through inclusion of water areas. The south-southeast
sector below Rocky Point has a five-mile density of under 2,000
persons per square mile, but the Priscille Beach-White Horse Beach
neighborhood which directly abuts the proposed station has a summer-
time density of about 20,000 persons per square mile, based on map
measurement and PSAR data. That is the density for which shelter,
evacuation and other emergency services must be adequate, not the
sectoral density of 1,800 persbns per square mile, or the time-
averaged 30-mile density of about 400 persons per square mile.

9b2
\ \ h"I
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III. MUIMUM RISK TO POPULATION

When in the site selection process a decision-maker is assess-

ing the comparative risk resulting from a hypothetical major accident,
_ question of critical concern is what the worst consequences mights.

be at each alternative site. In order to rationally evaluate alter-

native sites, a decision-maker must be able to assess the most severe

consequences which are reasonably lixely following an accident at each

site, measured by the maximum, not average, number of people who might
be exposed to risk. A determination of " average" risk to " average"'.
population, as measured by Regulatory Guide 4.7, fails to capture

the variations in population seasonality, density and distribution

of unique site characteristics relevant to the inquiry of maximum
risk.

At locations having unusual spatial and temporal distributions

of population, as is true for the Rocky Point site, cumulative annular

average density alone is an inadequate measure of accident consequence,
and therefore an inadequate measure of risk. There is no explicit dis-

cussion in the Staff's Draft Supplement dealing with comparison between

sites regarding the maximum number of persons potentially at risk in the
event of a major accident.,

A rea."istic and useful analytic method for evaluating compara-
tive accident risk, in addition to an average density analysis,.

is to

assess the maximum consequences measured by the population at - isk .

Such a method permits examinat. ion of unique site and population char-

acteristics, which are necessary and relevant for an intelligent
assessment of accident consequences.

The difference between the " expected value" analysis, which was

lb-

g sJbl
'
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done by the Staff, and the maximum risk analysis, which was not,

can be illustrated by two hypothetical sites having equal numbers

of nearby resicents but different spatial configurati.pns, as shown
on Figure 2. The " expected value" of population risk is identical

in the two cases: the expected value of risk is the product of the

number of persons within a prescribed radius and a probability func-
, tion, both of which are the same for each site. However, in the
.

event of a major accident resulting in a westward plume, the affected

population requiring evacuation, shelter, or other protective actions*
,

is perhaps seven times higher at Site B than at Site A. Site B can

be said to have an unacceptably high number of persons potentially
at risk. Only on an " expected value" basis are the two sites equiv-
alent. If the objective of the decision-maker were to minimize

maximum potential population at risk, or to avoid exceeding an accept-

able threshold of population at risk, site A is a far superior
selection.

The demographic analysis done to date fcr the Pilgrim II site

selection has mea sured and compared the time-weighted population

summed over all directions, thus analyzing the expected value of
population risk. However, study to date omits any explicit compara-

-

tive analysis of sites regarding maximum risk in the event of a
'

- major accident. Because of that emission, studies to date fail

to reflect the special site characteristics of the Rocky Point site:
in some directions at some times, relative to its average

1137 264 -
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FIGURE 2. RISK: EXPECTED VERSUS MAXIMUM
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density, this site exposes a high number of persons to risk. In this

regard Rocky Point is more like hypothetical Site B than Site A.

There are two variations from the uniform distribution, assumed

in the expected value model, which deserve analysis: temporal and

sectoral. -

A. Temporal Analysis

Both the PSAR and the Applicant's 1978 Update to the UE&C Siting

Study focus on " weighted" seasonal population, appropriate for expected
.

~

value analysis, but obscuring other critical concerns. For example,

the PSAR " discounts" the 1975 peek seasonal population of 23,277 per-'.
sons within five miles to 4,e18 on a time-weighted basis. However, if

an accident were to necessitate a five-mile evacuation i.1 the summer-
time, there in fact would be 25,300 visitors requiring information,

guidance, traffic capacity and shelter, not 4,300. / The 1978 Update*

indicates a " weighted" 1985 population within five miles of Rocky Point
at 19,800 persons. Similarly, this estimate grossly understates the

magnitude of the evacuation task should one be necessitated in the
summertime. Decision-makers are provided with no information to

all' w comparison of these maximum populations with those at other sites.o

At ten miles, the issue of temporal variation is similarly
obscured. The 1978 Update reports a " weighted" 1985 population of,

58,000 within ten miles of Rocky Point. Our analysis of recent pro-

_
jections by the Old Colony Planning Council, Metropolitan Area Plan-.

ning Council, and Cape Cod Plaaning and Economic Devalopment

-*/
Analysis based upon the ' Pilgrim Station Environmenta'l Report' (ER)

as amended through May 20, 1974, suggests that in fact peak 1990 popu-
lation within five miles may be nearly 63,000 persons.
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Commission largely support that figure on a weighted basis (we

estimated 61,200 weighted population), but our analysis indicates a

summer peak populaticn of 76,800 persons, and this is exclusive of

daytrippers. A population of 76,800 within ten miles is more indica-

tive of the true number of persons potentially exposed to risk and

the necessity of immtdiate relocation in the event of a major

in the summertime. / n fair weather days, an additional*
accident O

.

10,000 persons can be expected to be within this zone of concern

because of tourist attractions in the Plymouth area: beaches, his-

5/'
.

toric sites, boating, sightseeing. The consequence of a summer

accident, in fact, would involve half again as many persons as the

weighted average suggests.

B. Sectoral Analysis

A sectoral analysis of population around a site permits exam-

ination of true population distributionq, which is otherwise obscured

by calculations of average densities. An assessment of persons and

site characteristics located within a radial sector is a highly

eelevant consideration to a site evaluation of maximum risk of a

major accident.

Population distribution surrounding the Rocky Point Site is
-

extraordinarily uneven by radial sector. This extreme variation in

distribution is shown on Table A, which provides cumulative perma-.

.

nent gulation (excluding seasonal residents and daytrippers) by

22.5* sectors (see PSAR, Table 2.1-8). The table demonstrates

clearly that some sectors have as much as four times the average

(mean) sectoral population. This dramatic variation in population

*/ Analysis of the Environmental Report indicates a 1990 total of
nearly 180,000 persons at peak summer periods.

-5/
See, PSAR, Table 2.1-4.

.

28
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TABLE A

-

1990 PERMANENT POPULATION BY SECTOR, 0-30 MILES *

N 0,

NNE O

NE O

ENE 1,830,

.

E 4,740

ESE 24,050.
,

SE 61,080

SSE 39,615

S 46,387

SSW 33,739

SW 131,131

. WSW 96,085

W 142,324

WNW 290,996

NW 328,327

NNW 70,946

-

Mean 79,453

Total 1,271,250,

.

Standard deviation: 97,591

* PSAR, Table 2.1 - 8

i
.

9
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distribution is not narrovly confined to one or two sectors, as

indicate. by the sectoral standard deviation of 97,591. Figure 3
-

illustrates geographically where the sectors of cumulative

, permanent population occur around the Rocky Point Site.

The following provides an examination of two cectoral regions

of special concern to the assessment of maximum tisk of a major
accident at the Rocky Point Site.,

1. The Northwest

. The population density of the region northwest of the

Rocky Point site is dramatically high. Nearly one half of the

cumulative cermanent population within 30 miles of the site is

concentrated in the two northwesterly sectors (See Table A and

Figures 3 and 4) .5/

The northwest sector alone is projected to have a 1990

population of almost 330,000, and a density (excluding seasonal

population and net in-commuting) of 1,858 persons per square

mile.1/ This average density is nearly quadruple the guideline
,

density of 500 persons per square mile calculated for the date of

plant

,

.

'

5/ he total cumulative permanent Sopulation (excludingT-

seasonal residents and daily transie*sts) for the northwest (NW) and
west-northwest (WNW) sectors in 1990, at a radial distance of 30
m!.les, is estimated to be 619,323. The Applicant has estimated the
total cumulative permanent population for all 22.50 sectors at 30
miles to be 1,267,220 in 1990. (See, PSAR, Table 2.1-8). Our
independent calculation of these sectors, based on PSAR Table
2.1-8, indicates that the total permanent population is 1,271,250
(See Table A).

1/PSAR, Table 2.1-8; density calculated by author.

\\ b] G h
-

- -
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FIGURE 3: -

PER3!ANENT POPULATION BY SECTOR, 1990
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operatior..E/ In the year 2020, the northwest sec; oral density,
_

as projected in the PSAR, increases to 3,737 persons per square

mile, or once again almost quad,ruple the guideline density of 1000
'

persons per square mile at the assumed end of plant life.

The Staf f's application of the annular population density
formula does not reveal the true numbers of persons at risk in this

: sector in the event of a major accident. Employing the staff's

calculations, one would have to assume that for each alternative
'

site each sector contains 1/16 of the total population. For Rocky
-

Point, this would seemingly indicate approximately 77,000 persons

will be located in the northwest sector in 1985, and approximately
160,000 persons in the sector in 2020.E/ In reality, as noted

above, the numbers of persons potentially exposed to the risk of a
major accident in this narrow 22.5 northwest section is far

greater than the staff's analysis would suggest. The PSAR

indicates that almost 330,000 permanent residents will in fact live

in this sector in 1990, increasing to nearly 700 000 persons in,

2020. In other words, a major radioactive release under wind

.

S/NRC Staff Regulatory Guide 4.7, pp. 4.7-16. A 1990 date is
, used here for two reasons. First, the Applicant's PSAR population

data (the only available source for sectoral analysis) is presented
in ten year increments. Second, the NRC staff has indicated most
recently that Pilgrim Unit 2 may not be needed until 1989/90.
Accordingly, the year 1990 appears to be a reasonable operational
date for purposes of demographic analysis.

'

1/See Draft Supplement, Table 1; persons per sector at 30
miles calculated by author.

I

I

i137 272
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conditions blowing to the northwest would affect a population as
'

great as that affected at an alternative site having a uniformly

distributed population averaging four times as high as'that
- estimated for the Rocky Point site.

The potential *xposure of 700,000 persons to hazard in the

event of a major accident is clearly a relevant consideration in

y assessing the comparative risk to population at the Rocky Point
site end its alternatives.

*
.

*

O

e

e

i
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2. The Southeast

Another region of particular concern is that to the

southeast of the Rocky Point site. This sectoral area is unique

not only because of its population density and high seasonal
-

fluctuations, but also because of its unusual land / water and

transportation characteristics. It is within this region, which

has the highest summer population, that the major transportation
I routes south frcm Rocky Point and from Cape Cod to the mainland

converge. This convergence is significant in terms of both
.
'

assessing total population at risk and the site specific problems
associated with evacuation and emergency planning.

At thirty miles, the PSAR indicates a cumulative permanent
1990 population of 61,000 in the 22.5 southeast sector. A

majority of this population is concentrated in the mid portion of

Cape Cod, which is heavily impacted by population seasonality.

The Pilgrim Area Conservation and Development Project data

indicates seasonal population more than doubles seasonally in this

area.1S/ These figures translate into a 1990 sectoral density

of 850 persons per square mile, or a 2020 sectoral density of
2,000 persons per square mile during the summer season. The

,

consequence of a major summertime accident with a southeasterly

wind at Rocky Point, could be to expose to risk a population equal

to that which would be affected at a site having a uniformly
distributed population density double the guideline densities of
500 and 1,000 persons per square mile.

I137 274

IS/See. " Applicants Answers to the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts' Interrogatories Set No. 4." (September 7, 1978).
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a. Unique Population and Site / Transportation Problems.

Egress configurations and limitations makes the southeast

situation in the event of a major accident even more serious than

population density suggests. As Figures 4 and 5 illustrate, there
-

are special site circums tances regarding evacuation routes from the

vicinity of Rocky Point, especially for population south or south-

west of that site. Because of the presence of the Myles Standish
*

State Forest and a vast largely undeveloped area, movement south-*

westerly through that area is possible only over a rudimentary
.
~

maze of narrow, winding two-lane roads, many unpaved and discontin-

uous, all of them poorly =arked.

As a consequence, the natural evacuation route for almost

the entire population to the southeast, south, or southwest of

Rocky Point is Route 3 southward to North Sagamore, then west along

Route 6 on the northern border of the Cape Cod Canal (the " Scenic
'

Highway") to Routes 25 and 6 leading west and northwest. A few

persons may find and use Herring Pond Road, but that route leads

almost unavoidably to the Scenic Highway as well. A few natives may

thread their way to Glen Ch.n lie Road in Wareham, Head of the Bay

Road in Bourne, or other by-passing routes, out their numbers cannot
,

be large.

.

Evacuation from Cape Cod, whether voluntary or mandatory,,

would be via a road system notorious for its present deficiencies.
_

Again, see Figure 5. For a variety of jurisdictional and policy

.

those deficiencies are likely to only slowly be removed.reasons,

Most obvious is the limitation that all egressing traffic must
use the two Canal bridges of four narrow lanes each.

i137 275
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In the event of either voluntary oc mandated evacuation,

most Cape evacuees must move closer to the danger source in order

to escape. The northern of the two Cape bridges, the Sagamore
'

Bridge, is just over 10 miles from Rocky Point, and for much more

than half of the potentially evacuating popul,ation from the Cape
that is the easier bridge to reach. To avoid that bridge because

*

of either congestion or hazard, only minor roads and a circuitous

route are available for most of the affected population.
*
*

To estimate emergency road capacities, we have used lane

capacities in common planning usage. Under ideal conditions, one

lane of limited-access expressway can carry 2,000 vehicles per
hour. Narrow unseparated lanes such as those on the Cape Cod

Canal bridges or a road shoulder pressed into emergency use can

theoretically carry up to 1,500 vehicles per hour. One lane on an
i

ordinary country road is unlikely to carry more than 1,000
vehicles per hour. Three persons per vehicle is double the

normally assumed vehicle occupancy, but is close to average
household size.

In the event of a 1990 evacuation to 10 miles south of
/

Rocky Point, we estimate a population of over 36,000 persons to

be evacuated from the southeast through southwest quadrants.11/
'.

Based on an assumption of three persons per vehicle, this means

11/The estimate of 36,000 for these three sectors.is based
on PSAR Table 2.1-8 (permanent population), with the percentage
increase of seasonal population based on the same percentages
shown in Table C. See, PSAR, Table 2.1-2a. Daytrippers are not
included. Analysis of the Environmental Report indicates a 1990
peak seasonal total in excess of 50,000 persons.

1137 277
'
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evacuating 12,000 vehicles over the Scenic Highway plus the back
road maze. If two lanes of the Scenic Highway (which varies from

2 to 4 lanes) were reserved for westbound traffic and the Sagamore
Bridge were closed to traffic leaving the Cape (in order to

ceserve Scenic Highway capacity for evacuees), the Scenic Highway

would provide capacity for 3,000 vehicles per hour from the
; ten-mile zone. Another 1,000 vehicles per hour might use back

roads. That means a three-hour minimum evacuation time, assuming
'

no breakdowns, expert guidance, and good weather. This ovacuation
-

scenario is illustrated by Figure 6.

Meanwhile, there may well be Cape Cod population

simul;aneously seeking to leave the Cape. This would be the case
if a twenty or thirty inile evacuation were suggested or ordered.

Even without official notice, it is reasonable to assume that the

Cape transient population would probably need nothing more than

the remote threat of trouble to start heading for the bridges,
since even rain produces that effect. In other words, it is not

unreasonable to assume that persons will seek acess to the

mainland from the Cape in the event of a major accident *t Rocky.

"

Point. -

However, giving priority to 10-mile evacuees on the vital
'

Scenic Highway link would limit Cape Cod evaccation to about

100,000 persons with six hours as shown in Table B'. Six hours is

the maximum time during which access to the bridges and the Scenic
Highway can be assured. This evacuation time is based on the
assumption that a radioactive plume traveling in a south or

southwesterly direction could reach this critical transportation
,

1137 278
.
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,

TABLE B

.~

CAPE COD EVACUATION CAPACITY

Hour * Hourly capacity Cumulative total
s

1 13,500 persons 13,500 persons

2 13,500 27,000

3 13,500 40,500,

.

4 22,500 63,000

5 22,500 85,500,
,

6 Assume Sagamore
closed 13,500' 99,000

7 Assume Bourne
closed 0 99,000

99,000

* Hour 0-3: Sagamore Bridge assumed to be closed to Cape
population to allow evacuation of 0-10 mile area
around Rocky Point (sectors SE, SSE, S, SSSW, SW
only). Cape evacuation during this time is assumed
only via Bourne Bridge.

* Hours 4-5: Both bridges accessible to Cape population.

-

e

p5/ c80
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network within six hours, most likely causing thereafter the

closura of the Scenic Highway and either or both of the Cape Cod
,

Canal bridges.1S/ See Figure 7.

The 1990 summer-only population of Cape Cod is projected to
-

be about 360,000 persons, in addition to 180,000 year round

residents.12/ That means that within 6 hours, only a quarter to

a third of the tourists could get off the Cape, assuming all the
~

natives stay home or in other shelters.-

By similar analysis, it would take eight hours to
'
.

accciaplish a 10-mile evacuation of the 2020 population over that

same road network, allowing only 80,000 to escape the Cape within

six hours. By 2020, we estimate there will be approximately

680,000 persons within 30 miles of Rocky Point on the Cape in the

summer (doubling the relevant PSAR table 2.1-8 sectoral permanent

population figures). That means that one person in eight on the
.

Cape could leave the pennisula in the assured time available,

given optimal notice. It is easy to imagine that far more than

one in eight persons on the Cape will seek immediate access to the

mainland even if directed to stay home and seek shelter.

b. Nearby Population-South / Southeast
-

Maximum risk is of concern not only at

the 10 to 30 distances impacting Cape Cod. At much closer range,,

the maximum risk in the event of accident is also far greater than

suggested by average density figures, or by any of the data

directly presented in the documentation prepared for or by the

Staff.

12/At a rate of travel based upon AEC Staff, " Population
Distpj/HerrAssociates,bution Around Nuclear Power Plant Sites", April 1973, pg. 2.

.

A_
Develocment Projections for} Cape Cc6 }1976. |J/ 4dfor the CCPEDC, April,
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The peculiar configuration of the Rocky Point site is such

that a south-southeast plume trajectory would carry an accidental

release along a coastal corridor densely populated in the-

- summertime. PSAR Table 2.1-2a indicates " current" peak seasonal

population by sector and out to 5 miles,1d/and when added to

PSAR Table 2.1-8 permanent resident data for 1972 gives a fair

,. reflection of early 1970's peak seasonal conditions (see Table
C). On that basis, the south-southeast sector alone contained

'

nearly 9,000 persons within 5 miles of the Rocky Point site during.

early 1970's summers, a density of 1800 persons per square mile,

more than triple the 500 persons cer square mile guideline of
Regulatory Guide 4.7. The fact that this high density is

" balanced" by lower densities at other seasons and in other

sectors does nothing to diminish the magnitude of the problem of
exposure if a major accident occurs at an unfavorable season under

unfavorable wind conditions.

As with Cape Cod, the configuration of land, water and
roads limit emergency evacuation measures. Based on PSAR data,

Priscilla Beach, White Horse Beach and Manomet Heights have a
'

summer resident population of some 7,000 persons; all are within a

narrow are and less than two miles from the Rocky Point site (see
Figure 8) . Only two narrow two-lane roads provide that population

*

11/We understand those figures to reflect early 1970's
conditions and to be exclusive of year-round residents (Note that
in some sectors 1972 " permanent" population from PSAR Table 2.1-8
exceeds " peak seasonal" population from Table 2.1-2a) .

1i37 2B3 '

.
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TABLE C

- EARLY 1970's SEASONAL POPULATION SY SECTOR, 0-5 MILES

Permanent Peak Seasonal Total

m

N 0 0 0

NNE O O O

NE O 0 0,

ENE O O 0

E O O O'
,

ESE O O O

SE 1,170 5,728 6,898

SSE 1,593 7,136 8,729

S 190 145 335

SSW 24 155 179

1 SN 285 96 381

WSW 532 215 747

W 3,894 3,49' 7,385

WNW 1,575 6,712 8,287

NW 18 994 1,012

' NNW 0 605 605

*

.

Total 9,281 25,277 34,558

Source: PSAR Tables 2.1-2a and 2.1-8

1137 284
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. .

.

with egress to Route 3A. Any accident, breakdown or construction
~

obstruction would seriously impair the ability of the network to

accommodate emergency demand.

As with the larger area of concern, therefore, the special,

circumstances of ocean, density patterns and transportation

networks within five miles of the site combine in perverse ways.
; At times, the Rocky Point site could expose far more people to

risk than would a site of comparable average density but uniform
*

sectoral and temporal distribution. Further, this problem is*

compcunded by the fact that the areas of highest density proximate
to the site have limited evacuation potential.

t
.

.

a
9

'
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,
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,
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PHILIP B. HERR

EDUCATION

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 3hsters in City Planning,
J.C. Nichols Fellowship.

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Bachelor of Architecture,~

Tau Beta P1, Sigma Xi honoraries, Thesis Prize.

CURRENTLY

Associate Professor of City Planning, M.I.T., Department of Urban
Studies and Planning. Courses and r: search in growth and
land use planning, participation, coastal zone management,'

design, impact analysis..

Principal, Philip B. Herr and Associates, consultants in land uso
planning, development regulation, impact analysis, partici-
patory design.

Member, Revere Beach Design Review Board (appointed by Secretary of
Environmental Affairs).

Member, American Society of Planning Officials, Urban Land Institute.

Registered Architect, Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

RESEARCH PARTICIPATION

Development Impact Assessment, funded by Massachusetts Department
of Community Affairt, through Herr Associates, 1975-1976, and
Rockefeller Foundat ion, through M.I.T. Design of methods for
local analyses of development consequences. Publication:Evaluating Develcoment Imoact, M.I.T. Laboratory for Archi-'
tecture and Planning, August, 1978.

Environmental Impact Assessment, funded by Rcckefeller Foundation
and others through M.I.T. Laboratory for Architecture and.

''

Planning, 1976-1978 (with Lawrence Susskind and others).
- Studies of institutional considerations in assessing compre-

hensive consequences of infrastructure syst' ems design, case
study of coastal none management.

Maine Develop =ent Strategy, funded by Rockefeller Brothers Founda-
tion and Maine Bureau of Public Lands, through M.I.T. Depart-

*

ment of Urbac Studies and Planning, 1974 (with Lloyd Rodwin
and others). Design of an approach to utilization of state-
owned lands through new organizational approaches. Publica-
tion: Economic Develocment and Resource Conservation: AStratez7 for Maine. '
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RESEARCH PARTICIPATION (continued)

Cambridgeport/Ecologue, funded by U.S. Office cf Education, Office
of Envirotsental Education, and others, through M. I.T. Depart-
ment of U ban Studies and Planning, 1969-1972 (with Stephenr
Carr and others). Development of innovative =ethods for
enabling community residents to develop neighborhood plans.
Publication: article in progressive Architecture, December,

! 1976.
,

Mobility for the Poor, funded by U. S. Department of HED, t hrough
the M. I.T.-Harvard Joint Center for Urban Studies, 1968-1970.

* (with Aaron Fleisher). Analysis of travel patterns and dis-
abilities of the poor, and of possible remedies, based on
survey data frc= Boston, Memphis, St. Louis, Milwaukee and
Baltimore.

CONSULTING

Participatory planning and design. Program design and technical
assistance for a variety of New England towns and regional
planning agencies, including Bourne, Edgartown, Franklin,
Gloucester, Oak Bluffs, Rowe, Sharon, Sherborn, Sunderland,
and Tisbury, Massachusetts; Hanover, New Hampshire; Cape Cod
Planning and Economic Development Commission.

Innovative development control. Techniques designed have included
growth timing (Bourne, Falmouth, Franklin, Greenfield, Sandwich);
performance noning (Clinton, Franklin County, Gay Head,. Sand-
wich) ; transfer of development rights ~(TDR) ( Sunderland) ;
critical resource zoning (Sherborn, Sunderland); regional land
use control (Franklin County, Martha's Vineyard Conmission).,

Other development control. Over twenty noning bylaws and ordinances
have been rewritten and adopted, numerous other controls de-

". signed and adopted in more incremental fashion.

Impact analyses. Cape Cod National Seashore (f.or National Park
Service), open space acquisition (for Association for preser-
vation of Cape Cod), dog track (for~ Blackstone) , PLT (for
Natick), resort development (for Franklin County), nuclear
power plant (for Franklin County).

Central area studies. Amherst, Andover, Gloucester, Lexington,
Northampten, Salem, among others, in each case utilining
alternatives to conventional federal-aided urban renewal.

. -

Regional efforts have included "20S" Water Quality Manage =ent plan-
ning fnr Cape Cod, creation of a regional housing authority and
regional building inspection system for Franklin County, model
cluster zoning legislation for Cape Cod.
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JOURNAL PUBLICATIONS

American Institute of Planners, Planners Notebook,-October, 1973,
"Perfor=ance Zoning: The Small Town of Gay Head, Massachusetts,
Tries It", with Kevin Lynch.

Eno Foundation, Traffic Quarterlv, April, 1962, " Timing of Highway
Impact".

Urban Land Institute, Urban Land, February, 1960, " Regional Impact
of Highways".,

Extensive descriptions.of Herr's community work have appeared in
Proeressive Architecture, November and December, 1976; Journal

, of the American Institute of Planners, January, 1975; The Land
Use Controversv in .',Iassacnusetts (L. Susskind, Ed., _1975);
Performance Standards: A Technicue for Controlling Land Use,
Oregon State University Extension Service.

PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE

Chairman, Planning Subcommittee, Governor's Task Force on Coastal
Resources.

Member, Steering Committee, Coastal Zone Manage =ent Program.

Director of Planning . (subsequently, President), Economic Development
Associates, Inc.

Research Associate, Greater Boston Economic Study Co=mittee.

Consulting Associate, Adams, Howard and Greeley.

Planner, City of Berkeley, California.
>

Instructor, Boston University, Wentworth Institute, Boston Archi-
tectural Center.

'

Architectural draftsman / designer, George W.W. Brewster, Warren C.-

Obes.
.

'
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13
.

6 i
apbl l MR. WRIGHT: Tha other pof.at, if I may, sir, 13 !

\.. .

>

~ <j that Prof. Scir will have additicnal nestimony as to evacun-
a

.!
*I tien --

?$
it

#
CHAIRMAN GOODUCF3: Yoc, Tcu said th t.

, , ,
"j MR. EtIGHT: - - that uill hn filed whenover tha

4'1

0 ]. data is. Tharo will be cenuidor1bly .:cro testimony.,
- ;.

. :j#
k CHAIRMAN GOODt: OPE: All right.
il

S*

(Tha Board conferring.)*

I

E) CHAIRMAN GOOCEOPS: Go chao.d. Ara you throt.gh!
?

," .-! with Mr. Harr?
3

U MR. WRIGHT: Well, hhare :.s one more matter,
i'

Ci Mr. Chai.unan. I hato to take up any 'aore of your tims, but i

t
13 I if we are going to strip out, as it ware, that portion of

I
-
i

-

.s

14 !| Mr. Harr's testimony that roflects on osracuability, I would
!i
.

15 1 point out that Mr. Lewald's charactericatica of frca 20 on4

h
"

.

16 is not quite accurate. i

17[ If you will 1cok at, lot's sea, page 30, 21, 22,
t

!B : 23, 24, 25 and most of 26, they invol'to to a large extent a
.r

r
l

19I discussics of the Cape Cod and ovacua': ion problems. Ecvovor
,

.

20 when wo get to the bottcm of page 25 thoro is a sectica

21 i entitled Nearby Population South-Southeast., And ~~ wel2., of
1,

:5. , course, 27 is a figure which relatos to tho carlior testiseny
I
e

2:34 so that doasn't count. We're talking about the bchtes of

24 i; pago 26 and then from 28 en is all toiti. mony going to copula-
!-

q tion densities i.n that particular acchor, thah south-southoast

t

,/ i; l'137 291
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1, jl'

2!' CHAIldGN C-OODHOPE: To the end?

3
MR. WRIGHT: To the ond.

4
CHAIRMAN GOODHOP2: All right. That will be

ai !
#

! received, then, also, ac you just described it, as a part of ,

!

6I
your alternate site proacntation.

1,j MR. WRIGHT: Thank you, Mr. Chairnan.-

Of
* MR. SMITU Mr. Chairman..

I '
S '

j CUAIRMAN GOODHOPE: Yes.

to MR. SMITH: Just for clarificat?on, if I redd ;
!.

11 ! read those pages - we're starting on page 23 . Mr. Wrighh !

12 said?

U! MR. WRIGHTS Yes - no, starting at page 26, |

M|!
~

l
the bottom of page 26, Nearby Populadon Centers.

I

13 ) MR. SMITH: Right.
!

10 } As I read the testimony that precedes the inst

i
1T ; sentence and paragraph on page 31, it really does continua to

13||'
Jolate to evacuation.

19 MR. WRIGHT: The last ~ would you repeat that,
.

.

20' | pleaso?
.

L

21 MR. SMIT 3: The last full sentence on page 31,

22 | baginning with "Any accident. .." and then the last paragraph.
i

'~

23| My reading of that is that the preceding '

!

24 | tastimony was to demonstrate the problems with evacuatica. !

!

25 planning. I don't want to belabor the point, but....

1137 292
,
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mpb3 CECEMAN GCCDHOPE: You're talking about that

first full paragraph on paga 31?

3 MR. SMITS: The first full sentence, beginning

4 with "Any accidant..."

5 MR. WRIGHT: In other words, Mr. .hairnan, all of'

6 ', thi.c -Leon B relates to population figurac within the
.jI

,
.

i
7| south-southeast sisctor except for this one sentancas |

i i

3| "Any accidant, breakdown cr construction |
~
-

I I

3i obstruction would seriously impair the ability |
) I

'

10 of the network to accomods.ta smergency demand.'

11 | And than this last paragraph I think is mora a

!

12 I sum: nation.
!

13' 1 CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: Yes.
,

!

14h I'm not going to go throuth this thing - we're t

': a !
15 N not going through this thing centence by contance. I think

16 , the ruling is clear.
i

17 i We will proceed on the basis of that.

3.-
!a , BY MR. WRIGHis

:

9[ Q Mr. Herr, would ycu please sunmarize your testi-
6

,

I-

T |i acny as it is contained in this statenant with the execption
31

1

21 h of the material reinted to evacuation of ths Cape? ;

a !

22 A First we reviewed the d_ raphic projections

1
'

25 which had been submitted by the Staff and va found that while ,

i

24 ) they are not above the trip densitics of Ragulatory Guida 4.7,!
t,

s| that they are in fact not tnat far frem them when one looks at

! 1137 293 !
-
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11,616 -

mpb4 the antire range of annular distancas from =ero to 30 miles.|

2
But that there were, as has just been discussed, special

'3 ~

circumstancas at this cita which raised concerns regarding

#
what those density numbars really meant in drawing conclusions

about this site vis-a-vis other sitas Togarding tas proximity

3
of the population and the consequence of that for po,'ulation

I' at risk.

Efavid flws

*

P00Rluhtt10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

'
18

19
.

O

20

21

22

~

22

24

,

\\Y |
9
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i
!
!I At this site, the populaticn at risk, as I

4 david
2 understand tl- teba to be defined -- : at is persons for ,

davidl !
3 whoin protectiva actican would, in the e. vent Of an incident,

'

_take 10
4 he taken s that population of risk is highly consitive to wind

fis nzpb .

5 and highly sensitive to season. '

6
- - If the vind direction were fortunsts, the populatien,

: -

7 at risk would be ver.y, very small, conucivably zero, in light
1

,
8 of th6 coastal location of the site.

9 If the wind direction is unfortunata, the population
i

10 at risk would be much higher than that which would be a"
i

~

11 risk at a population of the same average density, but with |
!

12 that dansity uniformly distributed thrceghout tho site. |
i

The degree to which this factor varics from sector '13 =

14 to sector in the numbers of persens is unusual in relation

15 to other sites. I

16 That is compounded with ancher varsition; in
!

17 this case, not variation, but a variation over time, and

'
13 the population potentially at risk in a function of whether

19 an incident should cccur in the sumner saason or winter
-

. :
;.

20 season. I

i

21 What that means is that at this site, because of !
% !

22 those peculiarities of sectoral distribution and temporal i

i-

23 distribution, that the consequence of an accident could be j
!
'

24 of larger magnitude than the concequence night be at another
'

|

25 site with a more even distributed population. ;

| \\h ,

l'
+

il
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david 3 1 For an asyncotric sitte, for example, the

2 magnitude of effort which is potentially required in an

3 emergency action is larger because there's a larger nu:mer of

4 Persons to be provided with prophylaris, provided with

5 sheltering than wculd be the case, given a more uniform

6 distribution.
.'

7 That representa not only a cost in the event of

8 an accident, it reprosents a cost even without an accident,.,

9 since it represents a cost in terms of an unnecessary lovel

10 of population - more than that, it raises questions such

11 as, for cumple, the relationship between the absolute limit

12 on the scale of insurance ecverage, and the absolute

13 population which might be placed at risk, and therefore

14 potentially drawing on that insurance coverage.

15 For a site of more - that number, that

16 relationship would be far different timn the relationship

17 with this highly asymmetric site where the population

18 potentially at rick is very large as cc= pared to the total#

19 population within 30 miles.
.

~

20 Mcrs than that --

21 MR. L N : I'm going to object to this. I

22 thought the witness was s = nrizing what his written

23 testimony wa6. He's arguing a point bare which only sees

y smattorings of anything in his written testimony.

Idon'tseeanythinginhistestimonyabout,g625 ,

\ \ 3l
'

i

i .'
t

-

u
.
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P00R )R E,, l.
-

david 3 1 insurance, for instance.

2f I'd lika to object to this and have the witness

! *3 instructed as to what the procedure is.

4 CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: Just state bricily what

5 your testimony is.

J. THE WITNHSS: I guess the final point fire to
: 1

7| the truncated portion is simply that in the case of a highly

i !

.
3' asy=matric sits uhat we are diccucsing is the possibiliuy of 1

0 an absolute level of loss which is relatively high. I make thy

i
10 distin6 tion between the expected value type of probabilistic |

t
i

!! analysis which was made and the consideratien uhat that
'l
!12,! =aximum population at risk might-bre and what that might

'i l
- 13 ~ | translata into in terms of death a d injury. And make the politt

|
14 that two small accidents are not the same as one larger accident.

I: I make the point that,in fact,thers is evidence in our society;
1

16 and thera is evidence, in fact, in statements befor~a this

17 m=ission that thera is a societal eaversion to large-scale

#
7s , accidents, evan when - and in terms of expected valus they

,

is are of comparabla expected value. On that basis, we argea
.

.

20 that in fact, one of the pieces of information that should

2; be available to a decision maker is that degree to which a

22 -4mm level of population and risk might differ between !

!

23| sites. We don't have that information regarding alternative"

1 1

g| sites hers. We didn't havn available to us the information j

25 necessary in order to do that.

\Y !! \
;

,
I i

e
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datid4 I CHAIPl!AN GOODHOPE: Are you talking about

- 2 evacuation, now?

3 THE WITNESS: No, sir, just talking bout numbers of

4 persons potentially at risk between sites.

5

6
.
~

7

8.
.

9

10

11

12

13

14

15
,

16

17

*
18

19
.

21

22
,

24

25

\\
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a 1 CHAIMEN GOODHOPS: .bd it might go on because of
david 5 2, the diffucea charactaristics of the c:ituation, that the

I
3j risk of increase is higher because of tha irability to

.

4 evacuate.

3 THE ETITNESS: 133, sir, t'.at'c wnst we wers
I

6; to discuas.

7 CHAIF41AN GOODHCPE: That'E frem page 20 on?,

3 THE WITITE3S: That's corrtct.
.
.

9 CHAIRMAN GOODUCPE: All right.
.

10 MR. SMITH: Mr. Chairman, I haste scme voir dire.
.i

; MR. L2WALD: I will defer to Mr. Smith'a v01r.
i

dire, 1

32

i
t

13 CHAILMAN GOODHOPE: Have you finished direct?
y MR. WAIGHT: Yes. -

'

a.- ,

15 ; VOIR DIRE u m mTICM
_

<

g BY MR. SMITH:,

'

i

Q Professor Herr, toll me what academic courseworkg

*
18 ,i # "" * *

#

g| design of commercial nuclear power plants?

iA
I've taken no coursework with respect to cc:::mercial |*

! nuclear power plants,, , , ,

f
w t

.I iQ yYou've never had any academic courcework in, , ,
I-

determining biological effects of radiation? I

' "! *

!
,

A No, sir.24 I *
>t

! ,

Q Have25 , ycu had any acadstic coursework in
otj ' q9 e i

!
. L '

H ~\\i
!-

it
it
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'' '

b diffusien or meteorology?
1'

Have you had any experience in that?
2

A No, sir.
david 6 3*

Q Have you studied any scientific treatices
4

with regard to commercial nuclear powar plants?
5

A That's hard -- I reviewed a great deal of
6

material with respect to nuclear power plants in recent months,,

"

7
but I've certainly not -- the gist of yer question -- it's

8
.

not my area of expertise.-

9
0 What is your area of expertiss?

10 I

A My training, my practice, and my teaching are in the

area of urban planning, including,cmong other things, the
12

demography, including among other thinga, the transportation,
13

and including among other things, decision analysis.
14

Q Have you performed any dosc calculations to
15

determine the amount of radioactive materials a person would
16'

have to be exposed to during a release to the environment
17

frcm a nuclear power plant?
e 18

MR. WRIGHT: Objection. My grounds for objection,
I

Mr. Chairman, the doctor's testimony deer nct go to anything.

'

20
other than the demography of the situation down on the Cape

21
and the immediato area and the analysis that must be done of these

22
population figures in order to mska the determination

23
as to that.

MR. SMITH: Mr. Chairman, I weald stata that --

*S'
MR. WRIGHT: There is nothing in his testimony tha't

1137 300
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300RORGINALc 1 refers to dose levels cr anything of that nature.

tvid7 2 He dcas not atte.npt to quantify what dose

3 scmeone is going to receive in the event of an accident: -

4 he's concerned only with population distribution and how-

5 those figures should be treated.
.

6 MR. SMITH: I restate -- and I was going to, after
-

>
~

7 my voir dire, make a motion to strike because I believe i
,

:

8 that Professor Herr constantly refers to concequences of l
*

I

g an accident.

10 And if he has not theexpertice to tell us what

ig those consequences should be, I think that should be

la stricken.

13 CHAIRMAN GOODHCPE: Objection averrulsd. What's

14 the answer?

15 THE WITNESS: No, sir -- I've forgotten the question

*
BY MR. SMITH:gg

Q Have you had any coursework er experience ing

radiation protection?, ;g

A No, sir.gg

.

Q Have you had any experience -- strike that.*
20

21 In y ur resume attached to year testimony -- and I'm'

3 trying to find the exact reference -- yc:2 -- let's see if

it's still in he..e.-

g

II believe you mention senewhera you've done work on

nuclear power plant -- yes -- impact analysis on nuclear !,
s.5

,

i
.
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'

i

P00R OREL i>
d : Power plants for Franklin County,
lavid3 2! '

Is that what you have dono "riar inpact a.r.+(sia?
3 '

' A Yas, sir, that's correct.

4!.
| Q Could you elaborf.e what thr.t involvad?

5[
|

A That involved studies made ?cr th2 Tranklin
S1

'

County Planning Departmcnt regal: ding :he c.emcgraphic,
,

7
j and econcaic and ether social consequer.ccs of a pottn?.ial

6i.
-

nucisar station.
9

0 Did you do any accident ana'..ysis?
,,

A No, sir.
A . 4* 1,.

MR. SMITH: Mr. Chairman, I'd lika no move to atrike
12

,

certain portions of this testimony baccd on tha fac: that !
13 \

Professor Herr doesn't have the qualifications to address *

14|
| consequences of nuclear accidents.

15 1
I take specifically from para 8, the second

4

16 i
j full paragraph, first setence I move to be stricken.
.

'

CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: Hold on a second.
" 13 i '

MR. SMITH: Let me~ check the -- ',
13

MR. CLEETCN: That's not in the new document.,

.

20
! CHAIRMAN GOODHOPS: Starting cut at location -- t

,

<

og|i
,

'~ *

MR. SMITH: Ya, I'm sorry- I'll have to look at the
22

That would be the second paragraph, the first sentencanew. *

'

there. n fact, I would strike the whola paragraph or movs |

-

;
:

24 | to strike it.
|

A0| CHAIRMAlf GOODHOPE: Anything else? .
,

'

t
-

.
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e 1 MR. SMITH: Yes, sir: page 12 -- I'll have to cross-

/^ 71d9 2 cnock now.

3' Page 12, the last sentence before section D.

#
4 MR. M.''GHT: What is the sentence?.

5 MR. SMITH: "The conuequence of a summer accident,

6 in fact" -- i
:

7 Page 17, the last sentenco, beginning with "In other

., 8 words," and going over to page 18, and c.11 the tastimony en

9 page 18.

10 CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: Just that first sentence

11 starting at the bottom of page 177

12 MR. SMITH: Right, and going over to 18 and

13 all of the testimony on 18.

14 It appears to me to be talking about consequences

of accidents.
. 15

, t.

16 hd page 28 -

MR. WRIGHT: What?37

r MR. EIW: 28.18

CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: 207gg
.
'

MR. SMITH: 28. Near the -- I believ3 it's the20

21 last sentence in the first paragraph, beginning with "Tho

fact that this high density," and to the end of that sentence.3

I move to strike that based on the fact that, again -- ong

the expertise on accident analysis and also under metcorologica:24

conditione,
g

1137 303:
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P00RORGNAL
'

f I I think thatin doing this, I've -- I hope I've

2 found most places where Professcr Herr talks about accident

david 10 3 consequences.

4 If I haven't, I would just like a ruling on whether'

5 this witness is qualified to addreso accident consequences.

6 MR. WRIGHT: If I may be hoard, Mr. Chairman.
:

7 CHAIRMAN GOODHCPE: Yes.

8 MR. WRIGHT: As Mr. Smith read off these various,

_

9 statements and sentences, I looked at them briefly; I

10 haven't had a chance to look at all of than closely, but

11 my impression is that in every one of thasa instances, all

12 Professor Herr does is t,ay, " Assuming that we have an accident,

13 this will happen to the population."

14 In other words, his focus i.s only on the population

15 and the problems that are associated with a particular sector.
I

16 He's not concerned with radiological consequences or anything

97 like that.

p gg He's only talking about an event, that once you

gg assume it, it's going to have certain consequances for those
$

3, people, based not on the dosage they re:cived or anything
i

21 like that, but the sheer numbers alone, or road capacity.

g As I say, I didn't get a chanca to look at thc-se

3 closely as we we: t through, but in any e7 eat, I don't think
|

24 any point attempts to -- att snyts to actuall t-Dr. Harr ah

3 assess the amount of dosage that an individual is going ta '

\\'
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}g
un d nM|L

'l 4

9 1 receive. c UUn

~ 1avidll 2 He's only been asked to meccme that a reactor

3 accident occurs, and asked --

'And there is e.xposure involved.'

4 CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE:

5 MR. WRIGIIT: And there is sc:e form of exposure

6 involved.

And he's only been asked to discuss the7

8 Population that is found in a particular sector. I thin k
.,

that is the case with every one of these items, and Ig

think it's really -- well, for examplo, let's look at page 12,
10

t'le sentence that Mr. Smith wents to take out: "The
11

12 consequ,ences of a summer accident wouldr in fact, involve

half as many people as the weighted average suggests."
13

All he's talking about here, obviously, is a
34 s

comparison of a peak figure for the weighted averaga that
15

I has been defended today and yesterday by Mr. Kantor and
16

Mr. Soffer.

%W s %e c M .Ms discussion 11ere.,- ,g

We're n t talking about anything other than how he handled
19

I people; how do you -- do you weight them or are you moreg

concerned with the absoluto' peak numbers that are present on'

g

any given day? -

,

'

- And the mere fact that the word " consequence" is

in there seems to me is really straining this.

MR. SMITH: Mr. Chairman, I would think the other

I 1137 305
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h areas I've asked -- moved t- strike, I think would go beyond
-

2
the recitation of the words " accident consequence," and also,

david 12
3

again, on page 28 I forgot to move to strike the first.

4
sentence -- on page 28, which deals with plume trajectory

5
and carrying an accidental release.

,

6 I
I think this demonstrates that Profassor Herr is !

$ i

talking about consequences, and I don't know hcw Mr. Wright

can make the statement that the consatqueces don't matter in'
.

8
'

his evaluation. I
i

10 !I think it's part of his evaluation.

II CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: I don't think he said quite j
iI2 that. |

I3 DR. COLE: You're talking about the first sentence
,

14 on page 28?
,

15 MR. SMITH: Yes.
I

16 DR. COLE: All he says is that the trajectory would;
!

17 carry an accidental release along the coastal corridor. |

I# I8 That doesn't talk about consequences, does it? I

k
19 MR. SMITH: No, it talks about - I assume he s8

20 talking about meteorology thero. I den 5t think he has --

21 DR. COLE: He just identifies the plume as a

22 soth-southeast plume, which is just direction.

23 MR. SMITH: Well --

24 DR. COL 3: I think the same applies to all the f
|

25 _others; pagos 8, 12, 17 and 18. He is not really talking |
1
;

//37 304 1
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!

i 1 about the consequences of it.

''1d 10 2

m fis. 3 -

4 i
davidl3

5

6

:
7

8
.,

9

10

11

12
,

13

14

,
15

16
,

|
17

'' 18

19

;
zo

21

2a

.

23
;

u

2s
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Til awl 1' MR. SMITH: We are not talking chout --
MSLTZER

2 DR. COIE: No are not really talking abcut the

3 consequences of it. He 10 talking abott peopla that would be j

4 affected by whatever this hnppened, withcut saying uhat ths
,

1

5 "whatever" is.

6 MR. SMITH: Well if that's the vic:w, would the
*
.

7 Board agree that he doesn't have the c::pertise to talk about

. 8 it, tho consequenc'es?.

9 DR. COLE: Tho "whatever."
.

10 MR. SMITH: Yes.

11 MR. WRIGHT: I don't think that's 1:.

12 Are you asking for a ru. A37 He hasn't said

13 anything to that effect yet.

14 MR. SMITH: He has it in hic testhony.

15 CHAIRMA!! GOOD'', OPE: Well, it gets down to the

16 question of what weight are we going to give those statements.

97 (Board con 0nrring)

I," CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: I have to agree, he is not18 i

39 qualified in a number of thase fields to assess these risks.
.

*

20 As we read his testimony he is assuming that there

is somra type of exposure in these areas. And assuming that he21

is talking about the number of people who will be involved in22

that exposure.g
,

iIs that an accurate statemen.:, Mr. Wright?24

'MR. WRIGH2: res, Mr. Cha.tr=an.,,

f 1137 308 ;
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mm2 1 CHAIRMAN GCODHOPE: Wi::h tha: understanding, I'll

2 overrule the objection.

3 MR. CLEETON: Mr. Chairr.ani tir. GMith naid "and 2

'
4 other unspecified portions of his tasti:ao ty for which ha has

!
5 no exportiso."

46 Is that also overruled? ,

: I
s

7 CHAIRMAN GCODUOPE: 1 don ' t :nTJ what -- |
i

8 MR. CLESTON: He said, "and other unspecified {.,

'

9 portions of his testimony."

10 i CHAIRMAN GOCDHOPE: Wo cverruled the objectior:.
1
,t

11_ ! MR. CLESTON: Okay.
I

f DR. COLE: Mr. Smith will have to be a littire more12

'

13 specific than that.
.

ja ! CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: Wa overruled the whole objection.

15 MR. CLEETCN: Thank you.
.

|
16 CHAIRMAN GCODHCPE: Aro you going to prcceed with

77 cross, Mr. Smith?

13[ MR. SMITH: I believo it is the Applicant's --,-

i ,

19 | CHAIRMAN GOCCHOPE: Ara you finished with your

20 h voir dire? .

!
, .

MR. SMITH: Yes, I am, sir. j
'

21
n n
h |

'2 CTCSS-EX.YiINATION |
.,

~ .

. , ' 3~f MR. LEWALD:3, -

}
Q Profcazor Herr, would ycu adopt what ths Chairman Ig

has said as a fair statement of your testimony, that the |g
* 1

\\ '
i
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mm3 1 population here in tho vicinity of the ?ilgrim plant, in the

2 ovent of an incident, will have some type of e::posure, er

3 be affected by scru type of exposura that you don't know the
.-

4 severity of which, or you don't know tha sevarity of which or

5 auggsat t2.s means to either avoid er protect the individuals

6 from such exposure?

7 A Yes, I think that's fair.

8 Q Than you vocid have no idaa,'.culd you cir, whether,
,

9 or not a segment of the population ought to be sholtered or

10 avacuated frcm tha scono.

jg Is that truo?

93 Yes, I think it is fair to a 4y that I'm not enA

g OXpert on choiC0 of CmertJency Strate *f'f.

Q You are not an expert as to an*f Cf thO ulothodSg

15 8 NPleyM, H any, b e.e Wh of a nuc1mm

16 -

A 'Yes, I think that's fair. That's correct. That's
& my m d se.,

i8,

Q And to the extent that your tastimony might indicate
*

that you arc recormending or auggesting some responses to a,

hypothesi =ed nuclear incident, we sh=uld disregard that

testimony?

| A I think it would be tco bad to disregard it, if

otter pieces of the discussion hofore this Board either now or

later were to suggest that they became germane.
|1s .

,

i137 310 ,!
'
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P0(R 018M 1'">

mm4 1 I clearly am not an expert at whether evacuation

2 should or should not take place at some distance frcm te,

'

.

. 3 sits. But I think that hardly suggests that the demographic
/

4 analysis which we have done ought to be disregarded bace.use

5 I can't make the case for why we shculd evacuate at 10 miles

6 or 20 milas or whatever that distance :r.ight be.
*

n

7 Q Well, if I heard your prior statements correctly, j
I ;

8 i you are not pretending to be an expart as to st.y wheth e
'

.,

!

9 - ovacuation should take place at any place. !
!

10 Isn't that correct? i

11 A That's correct. I

i
i

12 Q Irrospective of whether it is one or thirty miles i
3

j3 frein the site?'

14 A That'n correct.

:

15 Q And the same thing would apply to shelter, would !

i
iit not?g .,. i

;

A That's correct. {j7

},- Q And the same would apply to any prophylactic that ;18
t

39 might be used as against radiation protection, or for radiation;

protection?*
.

3

i A (Nodding affirmatively)
|

,,

11 ,

CHAIRMAN GCODHOPE: Did you ansewr the question?,,

' < - t
:

THE WI TNESS: I said yes that's correct.,,

s.3

SY MR. LEWALD:
~

24 ,

i

Q Can we su:s this up, Doctor, and say that you have

1137 311 :
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mm5 1 no expertiso as to what the population et risk is in relation

2 to Pilgrim Nuc1 car Unit No. 2?

3 A Not as I understand the term " population at risk"

f 4 to be defined.

5 My understanding of population at risk is that

6 population for which some protectivo measures might, in the

7 event of an incident, be called for., And I would not say that

8 I know aothing about that.
.,

9 Q Have you ever done any work in connection with a

10 nuclear facility?

it I mean any work of any nature except what you are

12 presently doing with regard tothis facility in developing

13 your testimony?

14 A Yes, sir.

15 As I testified earlier, I did do consulting for

16 the Franklin County Planning Department regarding the

37 proposed Montague station.

Q And was this in the area of exposure of population?18

19 It has been a while sinco that work was done. 'I
A

*

20 don't recall any work on that with respect to exposure of*

p pulation.
21

O Did you present -- I didn't mean to cut. you off.22
- Were youthrough?g

A (Nodding)

Q Did you present any tasti=ony with respect to theg

\ \ 51 b \
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mm6 1' Montague plant either in this State or bafero any federal |
t

/ i
2 agency or regulatory body?

.)
.3[ A No, sir. j

.,
, ,

i
/ ' 4' O How, in rafarence to your p; scent testimony tihich

,

t
3; you have fil2d hare, wac thic testinen, prepared entiraiy by i

; -

6 I ou? js
|

~

.
~

7| A The testimony was prepared ente.rcly tinder

c h|my supervision., .
-

,
.

g ,1 Other individuals aesisted uith both the analysis j

d I10j and sho klanguage drafting. i
4 j

g; | Q And were those individuals under your supervision .

I
S I

yI within your firm, Herr Associatca? '

I

A Some individuals were within my firm, Herr Aasociatel.f3

g Yes.
;

!

- 15 ij , g. And I take it frca,your answar tha,t scpc were not? j
s

n Yes, s h.
|

'

1G
6 i

37 '' O Can you identify the people that were not? i

|
-

g, ;, x. certainly. j
:! j

3,", il This was developed -- how cca I say -- in i

i '
'

20| c neultation with tha Massachusetts Attorney General's Office.-

j

[ Qq Do ycu have the names of the pecple' that ycug
v
) i

gq consulted with ih the Attorney General's Office? -

:- .

I| A I presuma it is appropriate. Thethreepeoplethatfg
t ;

. j are hare, Frank Wright, Laurie Burt and. . Michael Bernstein ara.

+ |
i the three individuals who haI have had the most contact,witt.. '

n; ;

j } 37 ,) k )i

4
a
t!

,
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mm7 1 Q And this representa the entirety, at least, does
2 it of the cutside people -- and by outside I mecn peopic outcid:

3 of your business associates -- that cotitributed to this

4 tes timony?

5 A I have discussed this topic since the time r?.at

6 we began our work on it with quite a large array of people,-

'

7 many of when have in fact contributed to ny understanding
'

'. of the issues involved, sena of whcm ais neitherin my employ8

9 or work for the Commonwealth of Massach2setts, but are simply

go colleagues at MIT. I wecid t y chiefly -- I guess that's tho

;; only other cet I can think of, some of :ny colleagues at MIT.

12 0 Well you are not in tha habit, are you sir, of

13|
g ing around testifying as to what Nucisar Regulatory

14 Commission regulations mean, and how th2y should be

interpreted, are you?33

A
16 Once again, this is the only time that I'vo

testified in a proceeding of this sort.17

Q< IS And do you feel yourself qualified, sir,. to

interpret tha regulations of tha Nuclear Regulatory Commissionjg

'. and tertain of tho guidelines of its Regulatory Staff?g

Ag No, I don't feel myself qualified to interpret
their regulations.

-- Q But you did so anyway?

A I wasn't aware that I had done so. I may ha. u

inadvertently done so.

k\ b
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I

1fmm8 Q You don't consider that the tasthnony you havs
:

2{ filed here in this p ocecding in any way intarprets ccmmission ,
;

3: regulations and guidelines of the Regentory staff 7 |
I

'

4| A My understanding was that wh it we woro doing, diat i

i i

Si I was doing,was being done under my suparvision, was the |
!

'

6 preparation of testimony under under thos3 regc21ations and f
, i
*

7, regulatory guidas as I understood them.
|

' .-

3 Now I had to interpret them, I gusss, in crder !,

i
~

i

gj to understand what testimony was or was not appropriate. But
i .

10 , it certainly was -- the only interpretation which I had to

i
;j j do was such interpretation as is necessary in order to prepare

'

;

12 j my nestimony,
i

! Q So I taka it you vare supervising Ms. 3urt and73

14 {
Mr. Wright and the other gentleraan in pra?aring r.his aspect

93 of your testiraony that dealt with Commi.3sion regulations?
i

16 A I'm sorry, sir. Could you be more specific as to !

f
iwhere it is that my testimony bears on Cerraission regulations? !97

gg) '
Q Do you have difficulty with the question I put to

1 3
I you, sir? !gg

I'

3 MR. WRIGHT: I object, sir.-

1 1

21i BY MR. LE WALD: i
.

.

Q If yon don't understand it, I'llendeavortorestate!22
I

it. But if you do understand it, I'll as.*c thatyou answer
|

-

g,

the question.
|

g,

|
;

A Yes, I have difficulty underatanding the question. |25 '
,

,

| 1137 315 :
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mm9 I Q Is it your testimony that you supervised the work
.

2 of Mr. Wright, Ms. Burt and the other gentlam,an frem the U.S.-

3 Attorney's office in conjunction with the policy and regulation

4 and guidelines of the Commission and their intepretation?'

5 MR. WRIGHT: I onject to that, Mr. Chairman.

6 He never testified *o that effect.

'

7 CHAIRMA11 GOODEOPS: All he hr.s to do is say no, then.

8 He is being asked right new.
,
,

9 THE WITNESS: Then I'll say no.

10 All of the testimony presentsd was prepared under

13 my supervision. I consider it all my own toscimony. I don't

12 consider it interpretation cf regulatione though. That may be

13 where my understanding of what it is that I have done is

14 deficient.'

15 BY MR. I3fALD:

16 Q Can we tua n to the first page of your testimony

17 and, the first sentence after your name ana accress, unser the

18 caption, NRC Siting Policy.

19 You do make the statement, do you not, that it
'

20 has been longstanding NRC policy to require the siting of-

21 nuclear power reactors away from densely populated areas?

A That's correct.22

0 .md do y u c nr.ider this an interpretation of NRC23

policy, or lo you not?y

A It is an observation on practico.g

1137 316
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Q And was this scmething that you supervised the
- 2

introduction into your testimony?

3
A It's an observation which I made based on reading,

(~ 4
among other things, a document prepared by Mr. Bunch examining

5
the -- I don't recall its tit 13, Demography Surrounding Nuclear

Stations, which in a very concise way recapitulatas the history,

.

7
of HRC actions with respect to siting.

~

This was an understanding which I came to from reading-

9
that as well as other materials.

10
Q Now, could you tell us what the mechanics were of

U putting your_ testimony together?
12

Was it drafted initially by si then reviewed by

I3 other people? Or, did you review drafts of other pu ple?
I4 Could you tell us just how that was put togethor?
15 A Testimony went through a number of drafts. It

16 initially draf ted, I believe, in its entirety Lj me withwas

17 possible exceptilon o'f one piece which may have been done by a
~~ I8 person in my office; it escapes my memory at this point.

I8 Those drafts were then reviewed by the people who
20 I previously nentioned in the Massachusetts Attorney General's
21 office.

22 And~ subsequent to their review, critical comments,
.

73 they were then rewritten.

24 Q Were you sought out by someone to give testimony in
25 this proceeding, or did you volunteer?

\ 1137 317
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mmill A No, sir, I was sought. out.

2 Q And were the parameters of your testimony outlined-

3 in any way during this discussion during waich you were sought

4 out?'

5 A The only discussion which I recall had to do with

6 the qualifications which I had for assessing the demography and

7 other characteristics, transportation characteristics of the

8 environs. And there was nothing discusssd bayend that.
,
.

g Q The Pilgrim facility wasn' t discussed, Southeastern
.

10 Massachuretts wasn't discussed?

11 A Certdaly we discussed the purpose for which I was

12 doing the analysis, which was the Pilgrim faciilty. But the

13 desirability on it was not discussed, my position on it was

not discussed.14

Q Did someone give you an outline of what your15

testimony was expected to be?16

A No, sir.
37

MR. WRIGHT: Mr. Chairman, I object to this line,. 18

f questioning. I held off for a number of these questions.
19

'. I think at this point that Mr. Lewald is getting far too far20

afield, and I object also c.o the tenor of the questions as
21

"*11'
22

CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: It is still appropriate cross-g

examination.

Overruled.

1137 318
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mm12 1 MR. IsWALD: May I have the question read back,

- 2 please?
.

3 (Whercupen the raporter read frca the record as

/ 4 requested)

5 BY MR. LDLU.D: j'
:

S| Q Was there any discussion by anyone what your
i-

*

7|testimonywasexpectedtobo?

8 A I'm sorry, I think tha answer i.s the same. 'ic s , sir.i,
,

g Q No --

10 ' A What was discussed were the nopical areas which I,

13 was to address.

12 Q And what ware the topical areas which you waro

13 suggested to address. I

(

14 A The topical areas which I was. to address were

33 | the demography and special site circumstances in that 1ccation.

16 Q I'm having trouble hearing you, sir.

17 The second one was what?

A Special site circumstances au that location..- 3g

gg Q Was there any discussion about radiation expcaure?

A There may have been some discussion about radiation-

g

21 exposure in the course of conversation, but not central to what'

i
I was doing. !22

, .
.

IQ Wera y u asked to address -- strike that.
}23

j Were you asked to address r.uclear regulatory.,

i

regulations and Staff guidelines in your tostinony? '

g

. i
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mm13 1 A No, sir.

2 Q You just did this on your own?e

3 A I guess it is fair to say yes, in ordar to provide
1.

("' 4 a context for the demographic analysis which I was presenting.

5 It seemed appropriate to try to put togethor a document

6 whicli stood alons.
*

7 Q Even though you admit that the context that you

8 are providing is an arca that you know nothing about?
*
.

g A Once again I think what I suggested earlier was

10 not that I know nothing about it, but that I'm not an e:: pert

jj at issues of dose levels, expert at meteorology, or for that

12 matter, an attorney expart at law.

13 I don't think I had to ba any cf those things in

g order to observe uhat NRC policy has been, for e:canp12, to

15 require siting away from densely populated areas, or the

16 otor contextual corments which are included,

g7 _Q Have you read Staff's Regulatory Guides 4.2, 4.77

gg I have read them in germane part. 4.2,I don't thinkA,
,

jg I have read in its entirety. 4 7, I baliave I have.

'. 0 Do you know what 4.2 is about?20

A As I recall, 4.2 deals with emergency plannings21

Q Have you ever read regulation er Parb 100 of 10 CFR?3
- That's the Code of Federal Pegulations, Titlo 10.g

A Once again I read it in germana parts.,c4

I may, in fact, have read all of that, being

|
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mm? 4 1 relatively short. I have read at it. I may well have read

2 all of it. I certainly would thoco parts which bore, as I

*

3 understood it, on the testimony I was prepring. '

ir'' 4 O Is it your view that ycu have a working knowledge

5i of these, of part 100 and also the regulatcry guidos that I |

!
5 refcrred to earlier?

|
-

.
"

7; A Sufficient to preptro the tastimony wh!.ch I prepared,
i

s'| yes.
t'

| |
'

g Q could you describa the differencos between Division !
!

;o 1 Regulatory Guidon and Division 4 Regulctcry Guidea? !c

'

;3 A I'm sorry, between --

12 Q Division 1 Regulatory Guides and Division 4?

A No, sir, I could not.13

14 0 Yoc couldn't?

A T0*15 i

Q I it y ur Position, Doctor, that the Pilgrim16

g facility, Pilgrin 2, doesn't satisfy thc Ccomission's regulatior s

,. ;g and Staff's regulatory guides, or that the regulatory guides

and regul.itions aren't sufficient?gg

~

A I have nade no judgm mt about that,-

3
t

21|
I was never asked temake an assessment of Pilgrim 2.

:

3| Q In that respect?
|

r !'
6 A Yes,'in that respect. , .

'

O Do you have an opinion?
-

g;
I' A No, sir.g

I \\51 b2\
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mm15 1 Q Do you have an cpinion on wtether or not PilJrim 2

2.[ has satisfied Commission regulations witn respect to alternato y-

'

i

3 sites, and also the Staff's guidelines with reepset to .lternatd
i

4 sitec?s7

O A The Pilgrim 2 analysis, uhet.hur tha studios of !
l

6 Pilgrim 2 cites --

*

7 Q If I have made that too cryrtic, yes. Pilgr'It 2

8 analysis both by the Applicant and the Staff.
*
.

9 A I have not formed a judgment regarding -- I diink I

10 am noc ccmpetent to form a judgment re.azding the lettet of the

;i regulation and the law.

I

12 j What I do testify is that _Le substance of w:at has
i I

;;j been done is in my view inadequate to r 13c't an assessmen of
' '

y4 all the important considerations in astcasing one site icrsus

15 others because of the omissions which vs have ecmmet.0ed upon.
.

16 Q 4And do these emissions or fci ures stem frcm T.he

37 regulatory guides, or from the action c.f the Applicant ud the

Sta m# 18

39 In my layman's reading of the regulacions an.1 tusA

*

20 regulatory guiden, I ses nothing in them which would prrfrcnt.

,

i

g the Staff from doing an analysis which wcula fully satiafy the '

3 information requirements to make a rsspctsible choice asong ,'
.

( Gites.g
i

So that there is no block in the nature of taey
i

regulatory guides and regulations as I understand thes:1, 5.h ich ig

U 37 322 i
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mm16 1 would prevent that full are. lysis.

2 But again, I'm not an attoruay and that's my lay
1

3 understanding of thoce r.utsrials.

'~ 4 Q ' lour position is that there is no inhibition in
;

5 the regulatory guides that ir:culd p:: event either i.ae Applicant !
t

SI or the Staff frcm going ahead and. coin: oother things;
l,

7! A That's correct. ' . -

r i
i

3' Q Would you tell us whethm.* hu.0 e is any requicement 1.,

0. in the rogulatory guides to do these thf.ngs that either the
L

10 Staff or the Applicant has not pursuedi'
.

! j11 A Again I think that's a legal udgment, that probably
!

12 I shouldn't try to make.

13 The intent, the narrabive d ueription of the intent

14 of thoso regulations at its most simpla level read by te as

15 a relative newccmcr to this area of plc.nning for commerciali

i

13 nuclear stations appears to me nc' to be fully met by the
!

17{ analysis which we have to this point.

.- 18 But once again the technica2. question of whether j

l
39| there is technical' compliance, whather there is technical

t

2a ; obligation clearly I am not a technician on the law.*

i

O Have you reviewed the suppl:mont to the FES and'

21

related documents? The FES itself?22
s

A I have reviewed the PES, I 'invo reviewed the''

23!

24 | supplement,both the draf t supplement and final supplement.
.

'
I have briefly reviewed th'.s morning what I guess25 j .

[ ?00RORSWAL u37 323
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mm17 1 in tho supplement to the supplement which updated certain

2 of the population figures.
.

t

3 0 And have you made a judgment as to what

l' 4 environmental considerations have b.non inadequately considered

5 by these documenca in the context of applf. cable, regulations
<

.

~6 and regulatory guidos? '

7 A Yes, sir.

8 I think that's what the bulk of my testimony.,

9 concerns.

10 Q- Your tastimony only relates to the population

gg issue?

12 A It deals with the population issues and the

13 topology of the locus, the fact ofintervening water bodies,
.

14 the fact of transportation routes which, for .certain

15 populationo require movement closer to the station prior to

16 being able to move further frcra the station.

17 They don't -- but the testimony certainly does

33 not concern itself with things such cs offects on marine life

gg or many other areas that are of concsxn.

end T8
20

|21

|
22 4

ii

s _.

;

24

25

'

1137 324
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$12 MADELON Q I may be repeating somathing. If so,'picace bear
f.1"s minie 8

mpbl 2| with me. But it's my undsratanding that it is your tertimony
_

3| that ycu do not bolieve that you have ths background or tha

J
experience to perform risk analysis for nuclear pcwor stations.

U
Is that correct?

A Sir, the term '' risk analysis' carrica many,

.

7
diffsrent meanings to diffarent people, Jo I want to be

:
3i '-

j careful not to dismiss all of my exporti.se. I think I am |
-

'
I

Uf in fact export at risk analysis in the dscision thacrotic f
.

M ,! moda. 3ut I don't have aspertise with raspect to the mstoor-

II
ology, with respect to doso icvols, with reapset to those (

t

12 , things which are particular to nucloar staticas or nuclear

OI energy or nuclear accidents.
,I

M| O Well, if I said radiation in::posure risk ans. lysis,

!$! then this would be the area that you do not have expertise -
16 i A That's correct.

I

17{ Q On page 1 of your tastimony, what do you mean by
#

18 the term'" reactor safety"?
19 I A What do I mean by the term "roactor safety"?

'. !

3| Q Yes.

21 A I guess I maan with respect to the hasard to

I population which would follow from an incident.C
.

. _ . .
.

ES Q What particular hazards to the population?;

2a A I had no particular ones in mind; whatavor ones

i25 they might be.
r-

,,

'
,

L
,
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Iapb2 Q You have no particular nazards in mind in your
2

answers to any of the hazards that =ight be prasent?

3
A That's correct.

(~ 4
, Q And you have no suggastien or no views on what

5 those hazards might be composed of?

6 g yem not sure whera you're trying to carry me.,

*

7 There are hazards associated with radiolcgical effects, if
8 that's what it is you wish ma to tray, But bnyon'd that I,

9 have no particular notions, whethar it's effects on the

10 thyroid or whother it's whole bcdy desas or man-rams or
11 whatovar any of those several maasurss are, no, sir, I don't.

12 | Again, I don't think it's .necessary to the mean-
13 ing of the santenca.

14 Q Woll, going back to reactor safety, could you
15 tell us what you maan by " reactor anfav"?

16 MR. WRIGHT: I'll objoct to that, Mr. Chairman.

17 That's already bean asked and answerad .just two questions ago.
e 18 MR. LEWALD If you'll tall no what the answer

19 was than I wouldn't ask the question again. I didn't think
.

*

20 I got an answar to that qucation, Mr. Wright.

21 !, CHAIRMAN GOCDEOPE: Well, the objection is
3

22 overruled.

L
23 What do you mean by "raactor safety"?;

4

24 THE WITNESS: It means tha safoty of the population
25 surrounding the reactor.

1]01 OR BIE "".

.
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g| u

mpb3 | BY MR. LEWALD: l

Q And I take it from that that this doesn?t have

3
anything to do with the operation of the reactor itself?

4
A No, sir.

E
O Do you have any knowledge, or have you done any

'

reading with regard to engineering impl.e.nontations that ara
,

.

7 directed to safety of the operation of nuclear reactors?

3
. A Well, the only reading in that arca that I recall

8 having done is that which is intended to undarstand,the

N meaning for the LP3, for e:cample. But t'ao specific plant

11 engineering is cereninly not an aroa that I've done any

12 reading on at all.

U Q Do you consider that the subject of engineered

14 safety features is relevant to the subjects of accident

15 analysis and 2morgency planning?

16 A Yes, sir, I do think it's relevant.
.

I

17[ Q Now on page 2 you refer to , design base events,
!

-' 18 ! do you not?

| '

19 i A I may, yes, sir.
*
,

20 Q And what are these that you're referring to on

21 pags 27

22 A My undarstiading in that there are a series of
w ...

23 postulated types of evants which might occur and for which

24 the plant has been designed trith protective devices so as to

25 contain the consequence of that ovant it a level which in

113/ ,nJ.,
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, j

mpb4 y| tha light of the configuration of the LP 3 fits the design |
I I2

paracators of that station.
~1 t

" |.I O An I correct la asco 'aing that you do r.ot h:.vo a
,-

familiarity with all regulaSions and r2gulatory guides which
, o

deal with this question of roactor safety?

gI
A I'm sura I do not, yan, sir.

v |q
.

~

}I Q And uould it be fair to say that you wou3.d not
''

.I
" ' '

have the knowledge and background to a.5s2ss wnat night bo-

:J '
|

considered the primary means of assurrinJ that accidenh

to|
j. consequences would be minimi::od?

'1 L|
'

A Aro you referring now to dsaign basis accic' ants |
1

or are you roferring now to more than design basis accidents?
i

I3| 0 Could wo have the question raad back, pluare?
.

I". !' CHAIRMAN GOODEOPE: Road the quastion.
|

!3 | (Whoreupon, the 20 porter road from the raccrd

M as requestad.)

17 , THE WITNESS: Are you waiting for a response

# IS from me, sir?

iG MR. UNALD: Yes.
k !

*

.

20 CHAIRMAN C00DHOPS: Yea.

21 THE WITNESS: I'm sorry,

22 ) With respect to design basic -- I'm sorry, with
L.

23 respect to mora than design bania accidcats my undarstanding

l'+ of what is P.ho primary taeans of mitigating con::cqusness comes
i

25 ! again from my reading of material such as Bunch reports, such
i
i

1137 328 |
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i

1i
mpb5 as -- I'm sorry I don't have it hera .-- a rscant subocmsittes |-

'p
O

"f report, Congressional subco:rmittee rc; ort that -- I can't
.

;
'

'31
- 3 cite it. I can provide a cite to you sJboaquantly, Eut my *

I' 4'l stated at 'ha top .3f pago 2 coras fromundarstanding that*3 c,

I that reading and I do feel that I'm c mpotent to raach that

-1 :
# '

,j concluulen, yes, on tha basis of that raading,.

i !
-

-1 >
1 BY MR. LEWAID: ;
?, t

d
Q And what ara the primar-f naana, sir? !'-

l
. . . ,

# j A once again, it's statad. I think I would say |
d *

. , . , .

nothing differnnt thcn is stated at taa top of page 2."

!

I2 ( The si=e and distribution of the populazion surrcundini3 that
:

., dy
'4 j' reactor appears to have emerged as tha 3RC's primary zaans ;

.

'3 L of assurring that the consequences of any r.ccidents ara-

d - :

N [ n: ore cavoro than dasign basis accidants ara mitigated as |
t

!15 much as possible.3
!! I

'iE Q Q And on what do you hasa tM2 view, sir? i
! i

27- A onca again, it's based en rr. understanding frou l
,

-

1G ' reading the literature in the field. che particular case thati
< ;

i
13; I would cita here'is D. F. Bunch, Metrogolitan Siting, A i

,

4
'

.
'20 0 Historical Perspectivo, NUREG-0470.

i
i*

11 '[, Q And would this, is it fair to say, sum up your

27. reading?
- r

23| A I think that was the salient reading on that ;

i.

M~' issue.
'

i
1<

E5 2. O Now on page 3 of your testimony, which is the
!

f' 1137 329
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I !mpb6 chart, the top of that figura rof s to population versu:

h9 IM f FR f2 fguidelines, does it not,19857 ypl y4
. , -

'~ A Yes, sir.
' 4

0 And do I understand frca this chart that tiais is
,

5 to rapresent cumulative population as against the distance

6

: .

from the plant in miles for 19857

7 A Yao, sir.
!

8I
. Q Pardon?

8 A Yes, sir.

10 Q Can you tall nu uhore the lino Residento 0.::1y

il Por SER is?

12 A It's a copy - this chart is a copy of a page in

13 the Safety Evaluation Raport, with the exception that the

14 au11 dottod line was addad by my otaff.

15 0 In dropping down to the other legend, the other

16 side of the line Residents Plus Weighted Seasonal per UER -

17 A Yes, sir.

-'
10 0 -- this again comes from the Staff's Safety
19 Evaluation Report 19757

'.
20 A Yes, sir.

21 Q Do you have that with you, by any chance?

22 A Yes, sir, I do.

23 Q Would you look at that chc.rt?

24 A Yes, sir.

25 0 And can you look at the page before the chtrh in

1137 330
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"
' 'mpb7 the SER and _oll ca wh3ther or act it is indeed trao that

this reflects 1985 proj.tchicss? j

3 |A I'm carry, uho bro - I havo to go to hha pago

# prior to that. Tho answor to the questicn is act on thu
I

$| proceding pago but it is mio pago.c pracading. And dio pagos i
i

6[ preceding says
: r

7| "Figuro 2.3 shows the 1972 cu :alativa

~3., total usighted populatica in tho vicinity of

9 the proposed sito."
-

.

10 | So that the tro lines, Residents Only, Residenta
i

11I Pins Weighted Seasonal Por SER are in fact 1972 dsts, and the
i
.

12 ! dotted lino is 1985 data.
L

13 CHAIPJ4AN GOODHCPE: The dotted lins, the one that

14 you inserted?

15 THE HITNESS: That's correct.

16 BY MR. LEWisLD:
|

17j 0 But you were representing this chart, waro you

> 10 not, as indicating a reflection of 1985 data, sir?'

19 ; A I was certainly representing it that the
.

'

20 500 people por square mile guideline was intended for the

r
21 d initial - is a guideline for the initial year of plant

22 ; oparatioL. In the instant case that's 1985. And our dottod

n|
-

23 line was a plotting of 1985 data, so that also was 1935,

! The two solid lines are in fact 1972, and it
24 |
25 clearly should have been so labeled on the chart. Thorn wa.s

1137 331,
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, |' 5l i~,
no intantion to bu docoptivo.apb8 t

:I
#9 }|
~! Q Well, in fact, until a ace.cnt ago you boli3ved j

,

O they to ba 1935, did you not, Doctor? -

g
.s <-

4 li *

r A I'm refrsshing ny mc~ary by roading the tactimcay.'
,

. l' :

" p} Q Can you answor tho questicn? j
*

.- .J
# l' (The uitness reading.) i

I
*

..
'7! A No, sir, no, sir, the labo2ing of the chart is ;

!! 13f!inadsquato. But the intenh of cur portrr.fal was to shc-r tha :.

!

9 [1
,

way in which -
? i

\'O CHAIRid.AN GOOCHOPE: That's not the question. (j

i' :

'I
51 j The question is until Mr. Lawald brcugt.t this to your !

!. :

U f attentica did you believe that the two solid 11,es wora

13 1985 information?

14 THE WITNESS: The suswer la r.o.
!

15 hj CHAIRMAN GOODHCPE: All right.
i; .

13] Next question, Mr. Lawald. ;

9
17 ' MR. LEWALD: The questien tcas did he believa

if
.I

'O y!
they were 1985 until a minuta ago.#

,

.
,

:9.j. CHAIRMJd! GOODHCPE: YoG ,- And he said no.
3 i.

'iO i SY MR. LEWALD: I
'

. $|' $'

1.1' '', Q Prior to 1 coking at the PSAR as I directed you to, -- -

4
1

t i
Doctor, is it your tastimony that you did not balieve that

21 j[
*

i

23 .i the reprasentation on your exhibit for Posidents -On$f Per SER 4
1:

?A}1
i

and Residents Plus Weighted Sonscnal Per SER refer:od to :

li: 1

25 i ' 1985 projections? i
: !l I

|i 11373., a2 i3j-
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mpb9 A First,you referred me to the SER, not the PGAR.

And the answer continues to be no, I did not think unti.~.

3
having looked at the SER that those roprscanted 1985. I in

(" 4 fact thought that they represented, without refreshing my
5 memory I couldn't tall what year, but that they represented

I some year prior to the preparation of ths SE2.

7 CHAIRMAN GOODHOPD: Is this a scod bru. king point,

_
O Mr. Lawald?,

9 MR. LEWALD: Yes, this would be fine.

10 CHAIR:GN GOODHCPE: Thank you.
I

II We'll take a ten minute rocacs.
12 (Rocess.)

13 CHAIRMAN GCODHOPE: The hearing will be in order.

14 Mr. Lewald.

15 BY HR. LEWALD:

16 Q Prof. Herr, on page 8 of your testimony in the

17 second full paragraph on that page you state that cumulative
- 18 annual average density alone is an inadaquata measure of

19 accident consequence.
.

*

20 What leads you to that belief, sirP

21 A Essentially the reasca is becausa simply locking
22 at annular density doesn't take into consideration the

23 variation in sectoral density or variaticas in populatica

24 [ by sector, which may well be the population at risk in the

25 event of any given incident, that at least with~ respect to,

i 1137 333t,
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|hb'

L-
Impbl0 some offects it is not the entire population in 160 degrecs
,, A
*' surrounding the sito at all distances which le germane or

1--

g']| which in at risk in the senso of appro:riataly having ,
'

!

4 protective measures prapared for it, but rather it is the

!

- !! population in scma sector, as suggestaa in tho Racszussen
v

-

Ih,Raportandaosuggestedinavarietyoflatordocuments.
1:

E !! Q Are you equating sita specific license review |,

'; .

6[ with altornate cito analysis?.

\ l
9' A In this testimony what I'm raising is that sitsa '

, i
f

20 ' may vs11 not be aquivalent with respect to population at -isk,!

li - even though they are equivalent with respect to averags .

:

?2] density. And that lacking informa. tion with respact to l

'13 potential population at risk an infor:ed celection among

14 sitas is not possible. And in my view that's an analysis

IT7 between sites..

iG. Q Novy you menticnad protective actica measures, did

j 17 you not?

|
f 13|l

' A I may have, yes.

/ :

19 Q What are protective action measures?

. ; .

20 A My undarstanding is there cre a variety of-

/ :
It ' possible ones, ons of which is evacuation, ancther of whichy

t

22 : is sheltering, anothar of which in prophylaxis. Thsre may
?
,

23! be more. Those ara tha thrse that I'm fatailiar with.,

24 ; Q Now aro you suggesting in connection with the NRC

-25 review that theso mattars nren't addrossed at all in

1137 334 I
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I ~mpbli licanning?
~

2 3 yea not suggesting that a all, sir. 'tha'c I'n ;
i

3I suggesting is that in considering altarnativs sitec it is !
t.

! 4 g.3rmano to know the nuchar of persons for when such actions

3 may be called for, and that that informati n at this etaga
|

6 has not boca provided for colecting anong theco sitas.
. . .
.

7 0 Your testimony is that a uanst casa analysis ought |,

6
, to ha applied in occh instanco?

S A A worst caso e.nalysis is not the tarm I'd uso.

10 I think a uorst cue analysis uculd ho cuo in which, for

11 oxample, one might imagins a pluma trajoctory which wculd

12 wiggle and waggio so as to include the largost possibin -- or

13 to pass over the largest possible popul.itien, and c.no would

14 make furthor assumptions regarding, for examplo, it occurring !

15 cn let's say one of the infamous Saturdays, of which we havo

16 three during the summertime, when traffic conditions are tho

17 worst. Wa'11 assume breakdowns and so on. It's far from a

|-' !S worst case analysis. .

19 What I am suggesting is that an understanding of
.
'

20 a reacenably likely maximum population at risk should be

21 [ included in order to make a woll info:sm4d choice among sitos.

de"id f1ws 22 ,

l
23 1

!

24 !
'

I

25 i

i
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I

5 david 1. O A reasonably likely population? !
|

david 1 2, A Timt's correct. |
'

i

3' i)taka 13 Q And you're dictinguiching this as something

fis mpb 4 less than a worst case analysis? t

.

5 A Yes, sir.j
!

6! Q And 1c's your viw you can arrive at rnis by u -,

i
. o

7 | determination of the cumulativo annual population currancing
'

'

,

!

J' a site?
.

g A There simply is no way to make cn esti:nate of !

to j the potential population at risk, given only cumulative

;i annular data. i

12 Q So that your position lies somewhoro'in between

13 assessing cumulative antr 21. population data and a worst
|

34 case analysis? -

j5 A I thin't that scme people -~ !

TG Q Is that true?

A Yes. Yes.37

e 18 -Q And would this vary frcm sita to site?

A Would what vary?jg .

~. 0 The in between case, would this vary frem site to
'

20.

t

site?
21

g In the necessity of examining the reasonble mcximumA

P Pulation density at risk; the -- would the necessity !23

f that vary from site to site? '

24

Q Yes.g i
,

A I think the importance of doing it trould vary from
,

i
i
'

l-137 336
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david 2 1 site to site. '"

2 I'm not well informed what the full cost of that
|

3 analysis would bo in toims of either financial cost or delay

4 in any given instanco, so I don't know what the tradeoff |

5 is. i
i

6 Probably it's information that would be useful |
'

|
*

7 in all cases, but in any case we have reason to believe

. 8 that the site in question differc from the norm by a subs antial

9 amourt , as indeed in this case wa're confident it does.

10 Then the importance of doing that analysis in
'

,

I

tj heightened.
!

12 Q On page 9 you refer to " unacceptably high nunber

13 of persons potentially an risk,'' do you not, sir?

14 A Yes, sir. j

. 15 0 And can you tell me what an acceptable high nu.2er |
:

i

16 of persons at risk is?

A No, sir. I don't think that's appropriate to
j7

my role. It's clear I'm not an Ecpert on that. All that I'm*
-

jg

arguing is that the information on which a decision make
39

could make a judgment to whether the numbers potentially
20

exp sed y at risk is or is. not acceptable should be available ;21
i
*

to them. And it is not.2.,, < ,

6

Q You feel qualified to testify what an |g
,

.

unacceptable number is, but not an acceptable number, I take itI
i

A No, sir. I don't believe there's any testimony in |
25 ;

i
a
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.
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david 3 1 hera regarding what is an acceptable or unacceptable

2 number; only what is an acceptabla ardysis.

3 My tastimony is only that the number

4 potentially at risk should be available to the decision maker

5 for him to make a judgment as to what is er is not

6 acceptable in light of all the other considerations.

7 I don't suggest that is an exclusive

s- consideration. I suggest that as one that would be balanced
,.

g against other demographic considerations. I think that

to the cumulativo annular density, the time weighted and seasonal

11 population is an appropriate measure; it's a useful one.

12 I think decision makers should have that. I think they should

;3 also havo peak seasonal, peak sectoral information in order

14 to be able to make thin additional assesament.

15 How you weigh one against the other is clearly

TS not something which I've attempted to give in testimony. How

37 to decide what is or is not an acceptable threshold is

? 18 not something I've given testimony on; cnly the -

39 Q You're not suggesting the regulatory staff does not
'

20 require this information as peak density and area-specific

21 density in connection with emergency planning, are you, sir?

3 Emergency planning is a whole -- it seems to haveA

been adequatzly discussed. That's an additional23
I

consideration.y
..

All that I'm saying is that in the basic choicog
,
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david 4 1 of site at whic point eno is essentially choosing cmong

- 2 a population array and a topological array, that this -

3 information in a readily accessiblo fern should So made

4 available.

5 Q Is it ycur position, cir, that tourists and

6 transients, and what you may call daily cr seasonal visitors
.

'

7 ought not to ha weighted in some fashion in arriving at a

8 cumulative population of a particular region or area arotntd,
,

g the site?

10 A My position is that it's entirely appropriate ::o

33 weight seasonal population and day trippers fer one

12 kind of analysis, and that one kind of analysis should be

13 available and is available; and that therc's another kind

14 of evaluation, in which weighting seasonal population and

15 day trippers is'inappropriata.

16 And that's the analysis which is miscing. I would

37 not argue from my pcsition, for example for -- in doing what

I refer to as the expected value analysis, including-* 18

39 total land area, and including seasonal population at full

value.20

21 That is, in my view, mixing apples and bananas.

22 It's difficult to ascribe a logical meaning to the outcomo

of that analysis.g

24 But in order to understand the maximum reasonably

expected population at risk, I simply can't get thatg
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david 5 understanding if I count some people as quarter people

becauso if it should cccur that the incident were to tako

place during a peak season, they wculd not be quarter peopler

/ they would be whole people.

So in a cenae with tho =ama logic as obligen whole

people to be considered, seasonal people to be considered as
,

'

whole peoplo for the evacuation analysis; the sama logic

aPplias to doing a m v4 mum population at rich analysis.
,,

Q You used the phrase, "-2*imum reasonable population

at risk.' .

A That's corract.

Q Is it your position that the staff has adopted

a rule of a mini - raasonable populatien at rick?,

!

i A The analysis which has bean dena and which has

been accepted by the staff, it's neither =v4mu:n nor min 4==,
,

'
but rather looks at what is the czpected value 6f the

,

| population at risk or what is in a sence what is the average

I .. expected population at risk.

'
It's not a mini == population at risk at all.

*

.

t
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I

a 1i Q How does one go about detarmining a maximum
davidG

2 reasonabic population risk?^

3 A My view is this can be dcnc by considering the

season when the population is highest, and considering the4 '
<

S ' variations among unctors with roupocu to the proportion cf'

G whole of the populatics which in how with each of those sectors.

7 Q And can yo toll us uhuther or not this vicw is any

3 whera ospoused by reculaj: ion or guide.',ino?

9 A Go back to my carlier answer and say-that in my

to layman's reading of part 100 it seems to ma reasenable te

11 expect that analysis to be done in my layman's reading of the

12 word - explicit regulatory guidelinas. It appears to me that

13 there is no, in those regulatory guidelines, obligation upon

14 the applicant or the staff to meet that analysis, but neither
'

15 do I find anything in those regulations which includes it.

16 Q Well, your answar la that sucn an analysis is

17 provided for in part 100. Is it your position that such

.. 18 analysis has not baan done in this case?

19 .A It's clenr that it has not been made available to

.
*

zo me.

21 Q nera have you -- for alternative sites. Where have

22 you looked, sir?

23 A Well, I've look in the Environmental Repert, I've

looked at the PSAR, I've Iroked in the 52R, I've looked in they

Draft Environmental Statement, the Draft Supp1mnnt to the
25

1137 341
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b Environmental Statement, tha final Supplement to ths

.y2vid7 Environmental Sta h ant, tho ecst rccently handed to ma the

pieco of paps:c thic morningand I found i:a nono of those

sectoral analysos of the alternativo sites - I may hava

missed'it.

Q can I sum up ycur position that you feel that

a Part 100 analysis should be dono for cach of the

alternativ<a sites that aro under consideration in an altsrnato,.

: sita analysis?
i

' A That a pcrt 100 a=alycis should be done for

'
each of the alternativo cites?

_

Q Yes.

A That aren't considerad?

Q 'les .
,

A In.the way that I've considered it? Yes,

sura. If I understand the question corrsctly.

(Pause.)
:

"

Q What would - or what does a Part 100 analysis

tell one?.
,

A I'm so:i.ry. I don't unbratand the meaning of

Part 100 analysis.

Q Didn't you use the term "Part 100 analysia"?.

A No, I don't believe so. I may have, but - but

this is the first I heard it. I heard you use it. I tras

confused by it. - I =ay have inadvertently used tha term

i137 M2
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david 8 which caused me to bring it back to me, but -
~

Q Do you know what Part 100 requires of an applicant

by way of licensing a nuclear plant, sir?
b A Generally, yes, sir.

I hsre it in front of ce if you want to refer to

a particular section.
; -

Q And can you just tell us very brief1f~what that

requires?.,

A It aqures a groat range of things; it'r hard for

me to briefly characterize all of them.

Q Does it require some calculations with roupact to

dosages at certain intervals or areas, distances from the

plant?
,

A Yes, sir. It's a part of detamining low

population zones, population cantar distances, and so on.

If I somehow conveyed the sense that I believe that typo of

analysis should be done for all alternative sites, I was

.- mistaken.

I don't mean that.

Q You did not mean that.

A I do not mean that. The records wh$ch I made.

Q I don't have a question before, if you don't mean

that -

MR. WRIGHT: Mr. Chairman, I think that the

witness should be allowed to complete his answer.
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, david 3 MR. LEWALD: He's anstered it.

CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: I thought ha did complete it.

MR. WRIGHT: Be started to say comothing more.
,

MR. LEMALD: He said a lot of things more.

'

CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: I don't think it was an answer

.' to the question.

MR. WRIGHT: I think he was a:tplaining, Mr.
.

'

Chairman, if I may-

CHAIRMP.N GOODEOPE: Scme reference, well, what was

it? Go ahead. What in the reforocco you hade.
.

THE WITNESS: No, I'm sorry. I'm content to

withdraw the comment.

MR. WRIGHT: I withdraw ny objcction.

MR. LEWALD: E=cuse me, jus: a minute.

THE WITNESS: Mr. chai - n, if it would help clarify

the record, I'd be glad to cite specifically what I meant

by the reference to Part 100.
.

CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: Why don't you lot Mr. Lewald

ask you a question.,

MR. LEWALD: If you want to say what you Insan,t

go right akad. Doctor, I'm not trying to -

THE WITNESS: Part 100.10, it'a factors to

be considerM when evalunting sites. And item B under that
~

states that population densitv - and thous ehnractaristics-

of the site environments, inoaading the a:~e.lusion area or.
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david 10 low population sone center diatance; and it says words which

I I referred to as in my view in order to fully consider the

population density and use characteristics of the site

I environment, that it's necessary to go beyond simple,

cumulative, annular population.

And I certainly by that comant -- didn't menn
:

to invoke all the other parts of Part 100 as appropriately

being done for alternative sites..,

It's just that one narrow piece of the -- of

site evaluation factors.

BY MR. LEWALD:

O Doctor, on page 20 of your testimony you have a

second paragraph --

MR. WRIGHT: Mr. chai man, perhaps I'm mistaken,

but I thought this was part of what we had stricken.

MR. LEWALD: I didn't think it was.

CHAIRMAN GOODHOPB: We didn't striks anything.

MR. WRIGHT: I mann that was going to be defccred.

until the time of the evacuation discussion.
,

'

CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: That's what the intention was.

MR. LHWALD: May I just ask a point of clarification,

I guess.

CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: Wasn't that your objection?
.

It's in the record. Does it have to do with what we're,

discussing now?
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david 11 MR. LEWALD: It has to do with his testimony.
,

'

CHAIRMAN GCODHOPE: Pricr testincny? The first

19 pages?

b MR. LEWALD: Well, I'm referring to page 20; if

I can't ask any questions on pago 20, then I'll --

CHAIRMAII GOODEOPE: You're the one that wanted it
.

~

kept off until we got to amargency planning, and --

', MR. LEWALD: Wo did, but tha ruling ofthe c'1cir,
,

was to put it'in anyway. So the upshet of the.wholo

thing is it's in evidenco, but we can't mmmino on it, so

I'm not sure whether wa -

CHAIRMAN GOODHCPE: At this time are we going
.

into emergency pinnning?

This is wherIn I'm confused, as to what's --

MR. LEWALD: I can do this by interrogatori2s,

I guess. I don't need to go into it now. And in that case,

I hava no further questions.

CHAIRPAN GOODHCPE: Do you object to him avamining,

at this time on this?
'

MR. WRIGHT: Well, I object to Mr. Lewald"having it
'

both ways: wanting to put it off and at the acms. time,

wanting to cross am mire here today.

I would have preferred doing all this today as

part of our alternative site analysis, but now the board

has ruled against us in this respect, ao it's my

understanding that the information will b oubj,act cross
b| sh

'
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david 12 avamination at the tire of the amargency I.lanning hearings.

CHAIR!M GCOPPOPE- Yea..

Yes, that's the way the record stands right now.

Do you want to go into thia? I can c).aago our previous

ruling.

MR. IMALD: I won't press it now. I'll stop my
.

~

avnm4nntion at this point, reserving the right to continue
'

on the ne:ct subject.
.,

CHAIRMAN GOOD 110PE: All right.

MR. SMITH: Does thnt complete your --

MR. I W ALD: It does completo it.

DY MRo SMITH:

Q Mr. Herr, could you give me your def d tion of

risk as used in your testimony?

A It's going to be hard because I'm afraid at the

tima I wrote this I was ignorant of special -nings that

%at word evidently has in this kind of proconding in this

topical area.,

And my .;uese is I have not used " risk" with any
I more particular maaning than "chmene." That probably

has broader or narrower meanings at different points in the

testimony, which I can conceive of - those that ars

familiar with that particular use of arisk' terminology.

The chance' -

CHAIRMAN GOODEOPE: Chance of an automobile
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david 13 accident going home, something like that?

THE WITNESS: Yes, that vould cortninly be chance;

chance of the wind blowing from the nortb/zant instead of

(' the southwest. It is there is come conse.quenco attendant on

that rick, the risk that the wind might b.'.cv in an

unfavorable direction.

* BY MR. SMT1H:

Q Lot es understand, dcctor - is it doctor?
.

A Professor.

Q Professor. When I see the word " risk" hero, I

should just use the term a, hance._=

A Can you give me a location.

O Start from the beginning.

A Chance with negative consequence.
.

O I'm trying to find out if you used the term,

professor; let's start at page 6 - lot's start at page 1

where you refer to reg guide 4.7, last paragraph,"because

of some residual risk."
,

How are you using the term there?

! A isecause some residual -- in that case it-

|

| substitutes risk for chance for danger to the population.
i

O When you are saying "chanca," you're just using

it in terms of probability or just the random chance that

f something may happen with no significant mathozatical
! "

| probability.
I

}})f bkbA That's correct.
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david 14 0 That's correct?

'

A That's correct. I had no particular =ocsure'

in mind in using the word " risk * at that location.

I' O Well, in cross eramination, I believe you used

the term "mv4mm reasonablo risk."

Is that -

P00R ORINMb I=
-

A Population at risk.

O okay..
.

A The use of the term "populatien at rick,"

I was using it again in that case, I would tink, in exactly

the way in which I understand its it in -- it is used

'
in this field - and that is -- and I took that from ragulation

guide 1.101 whera it describes population of rick or

describes it in terms of persens for whc:n protsetive actions

are being or would be tahon. When I used that term, "populatick

at risk," I meant it as exactly that, in that special way.

Q If I reen11, reg guido 1.101 in uss.d for

emergency planning?.

A That's my reco11cetion na well, yen, sir.

O Do you use a difforo:ca betraen the staff's

assessment of emergancy planning and altarnative rite revieu?

Do you know if there is a difference?

A I'm con'fident there is a diffsronco.

Q Do you know if the staff, tchen doing ovaluations

for ( w ay plann h g does tako into consideration penk

POPuladons? jj}J }4g
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david 15 A It's ny unde.ntanding that they do.
~

0 And if you use the tern " maximum possible

rick" as used in reg guide 1.101 -
.

I A " Population at risk."

Q That's what you said; you said you got that frcs

reg guide 1.101, and that gives emergency planning, and
.

you agree that the staff uses peak populntion when doing

emergency planning.
.,

Where, then, do you and the staff -- where do you

disagree with the staff's analysis?

A I would disagree with the staff's anal.ysis as

the analysis of the population at risk for alternative sitos;

it's not before us and that in choosing among the sites,,

it's germane to know what the maximust population- at risk .

would be.

There was a distinction, as I understand'''ti, betweeni

this proceeding under NEPA and the later proceeding.under

- other aspects of the license procedure.

It's not - I frankly don't undarstand it, so that

I can't meet the argument es to the moment at which that

should be there.

My argument is that in order to make a reasoncble

choice between sit es you need this information; the

information hac evidently not been made available at this

time. ,

Q What I understand you to say ist for each alternativo -
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david 16 site you should do an enrgency plening evaluation. Is that

what you're saying?

A I think thatthe ability to do emergency pinnning
I for each of tboalternative sites clearly is germane to the

choice among those sites in the avsnt that some of those

sites would prove much easier to do emergency planning for
~

or emergency p1*nning would prove moro effactive for thect

than othar of thoso sitas; if that's what you intend, yes.,
,

Q It's not what I intend; it's what you intend.

, A Yes. !

O Let's turn to page 9; when you uso the term

*==v4=um risk analysis," how aro you using risk there?

A In order to more clearly express the thought thera,

what I meant by "m=M =am risk analysis," was analysis of

the ==*imum population at risk.

Q Does risk to you mean probability times

consequence?

A I think that's - I thinir that's cne perfectly.

acceptable manning of risk.

O But that's not how you use it in the testimony.

A I'm trying to think - I think certainly not, at

least not conciatent%
,

Q Now, staying with page 9, when you talk about --

# 1et me make sure I'm 1 coking -- you say that "sita B can

be said to have an unacceptable nunber of persons potentially
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david 17 at risk."

~

And if I look at site B you havn a fairly large

number of peop2e in one area.

Is that a correct characterization?'

A Yes.

Q How, why are they at a higher risk now, as you

.

used the term?

A Each of those individuals is no more at risk than,,

each of those individuals in the site A, but the

==v4=n= potential population which might be at risk is

higher at site B than it is at site A.

O Because of chance?

A Because of the chance of wind direction.

Q Now, isn't it true that if these people altogether --

if there's a nuclear incident and if somebody could tell -

warn these people with one warning, and at site A there would

has to be a number of warnings, since the people are

. scattered around, that these people would have a better

ahante of getting out of the way of the plume, as you
,

described it in your testimany?

A Once again, I am not changing the r. caning that

I understand because I think it's a very good one of

population at risk.

' But the population for which scee form of

protective action would have to be taken - and what you're

saying is that protective action might, in the case of a
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dvid18 dispersed population, be either,more difficult or less effective

than in the case of a concentrated populatics.

That's get*iag into another set - set - that's

gening into another set of considerations, and I don't

think at this point it's proper to discuss those; we may

be discussing them in a monta or so.
.

All we're saying is we've got more Riks potentiscly

. involved with the incident in the case of site B than with

'

site A.

Q If I give you the hypoth'.11 cal that you have a
-

site which has a high population in various sectors for two

months of the year but a verylow population for 10 months

of the year, would one say that t5 people with - the

people there at 10 months of the year hevo a greater risk

.
overall?

A The risk of the people is difforent than the

navimnm numbers of people who might be at riskt that's a

different measures a measure of the expected value of the-

number of people at risk simply is conceptually diffarent,

distinct from the m wimum number that might be at risk'.

,

And I would say that in the case of a site where

there's a whole lot of people there for tuo months out of

the yaar and only a few there for lo months out of the

year,theindividualsthataretherefortila10monthscut

of the 12 months out of the year - if there is some time

related risk with being there, sure.
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david 20 They individually have grea or risk than thcae
' people who are thero only for a ahort 'd.ma.'

Butintermsofmeasuringtho=ar'h.nm)possible'

# or likely risk, that ma rimum number has nothincLt "Eo with

whether they are there only two months or :thother they are

there for all 12 months.
.
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T14 mm1
1 0 But if I understand you ccrrectly, you used theMELTZER

~

U term risk as just chance, .just chance, justthat'showweshouNd

3, look at it. Just a ch cce that somatody is going to be there
~

( 4 and not taking anything else into account. Tha :'s hou you

3 would use the term.

G A We are not saying you should take nothing else into
.

7 account.

. 8' As I testified earlier today, I think we said in

9 the testimony, I don't object to the average density analysis

to as one of the pieces of information that should be available.

11 I think this other should be available as aall.

12 And what we should not be doing is in a sense

13 relying onthe chance that an incident will not occur at a time |

14 where it will be particularly damaging, or take the chance

15 that the wicd will blow in a favorable direction.

13 When you ignore those things you are saying that you

17 are risk neutral in decision analytical tarms. 'Ehat is where

gg some of our confusion of terms unfortunately comes in. You arn.

;g spying I's. risk neutral with respect tothe risks attendant on
i

*

20 wind direction or the risks attendant on the time of the year
!

21 when an incident might occur, saying I don't carc about that

22 risk, I am going to put that out of my calculus and I'm only

23 g ing to deal with time-weighted and direction-weighted

3 occurrences.

And what we tried to establish in my testimony is25

i
i
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Imm2] that soci: sty is not risk neutral with respect to matters of

2 that sort, and we don't think that decinienmaker should be

3 asked to make decisions absent the information which the" can
._

4 then use and which they themselves are risk neutral with

5 respect to that.

6 That's for them to decide.
*

.

7 But they should have the information with which

, 3 they can make a balanced judgment of, thers'.s some threshold

9 of possibla numbers of personF who might be at risk that's

10 unacceptable and then that -- the judgment as to whether that

11 threshold exists or whether somsthing thay're weighing is their

12 choice.

13 But they should be informed so that they van uake

14 that choice.

15 0 Tou are not saying that the Staff is ignoring the

16 peak populations in their analysis of a site? They do

17 consider them 1.n the emergency plan?

18 A What I'm saying is that the, Staff has not provided*

19 ! information at this point regarding the risks attendant on

20 seasonality and wind direction for tha alternative sites.
,

21 Of what happens at some later stage is speculative. But ny

22 understanding is that peak population will be analysed for the
'

23 selec';ed site at the emergency planning stage, and I under-

24 stand from the prefiled testimony that the relative evacuation - -

25 I'm sorry, the emergency planning conseq2ences of site '
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mm3 selection will subsequently be presented, I'm afraid that's

2
an attorney's argument whethor that material belongs now or

3
later.

'

4
My argument is that that material belongs,

5
regardless of when it appears.

6
Q In your consulting work have you ever done

.

7 environmental impact analyses?
U

. A Yes.s

9 Q And in doing thoca analyses, can you describo
.

10 what type of impact analysos you have done?
II A Well, we have in part done impact analysis on the
12 impacts of Montague Nuclear Station, dono imcact analyses of
13 individual developments, impact analyses of policy plans, I
14 have dona work at the stao 1cvel, municipal level, private
15 developments, a great range of things.
1G Q Were those impact analyses specifically for a
17 requirement under the National Enviro::mentnl Policy Act?
18 That's what I'm referring to, if you hava done any of those?-

19 A The work which we did for Franklin County was in
.'

20 anticipation of NEPA requirements. But that matter, to my
21 knowledge, hasn't proceeded tothat point.

22 ' None of the others tb-' I have done that I can think
h

23 , of were done under the Environmental Policy Act.

2I~ Oh, I'm aorry. We have dono an impact analysis

25 quite recently regarding a subway lina extunsion which is in.
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mm4 j litigation under provisions of NEPA.

. 2 We did another impact analysis regarding highcay
\

~

3 in Connecticut for NEPA proceedings.

4 So, I guess the answer is yes, we have, now that'

5 I recall them.

6 Q Was that work done for a gover:cnant agency, or for
.

7 a person applying for a government permit or license?

8 A II. both those cases it was donc for private.
.

g organizations.

10 0 That needed a federal license of some kind?

A No, which were challenging the issuance of sone --jj

12 which are challenging the correctnesc of scme public action.
.

IN one case actions of the Secretary of Transportation in13

approving a subway extension; in another case ' challenging14

the correctness of the actions of the Secretary of
- 5

*"" P * * * * * * * * * ' " ' "9 *** '*9 * "P"""**Y*16

Q In those evaluations, cid you consider -- wars you

in y ur r 1 as a naultant, considering the reasonableness'

8

19
*

e u ess?
20

O The reasonableness.-

A Ch, reasonableness.

- I would have said that that's wnati we were doing in
23

each of those two cases.
24

One case we found in our professional judgment, that
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mm5 1 it was reasonable, and the other case wa found in o tr
4'

2 professional judgment that it was not.

3 Q Have you ever done any other risk analysis of any

'

4 type?

3 A As I understand that term, riu% analyais, I would

G say in the sense of rish-frac conctruction and so on,
,

7 acacemically yes but as.a consultant no.

3 Q Just one final question, I thinic...

3 Could you tell me wnen I reaa your testimony, how I

10 am to define again the term " risk" as you use it?

jj A And I guess once again without having been

12 sensitized to the particular weight attached to that word and

13 its meaning, it is hara for me to know all the places I have

34 used it, and therefore hard for ma to characterize how I've

used it in each of those cases.15

1G When I have used it in the phrase population at

risk I think we have been reasonably clear regarding what that
1 /

**""8*
10..

I think it is only that way in specific context thatg
'

I c4n do'it.3

Q How is this Board to analyze your testimony if they21

3| don't havo it, have knowlsdge of how you used the teim?
I

A Once again, as we went through -- I would be glad tog

try to clarify the meaning which we were ascribing to that
,,4z.

term in any location where it gives trouble. I would even bo,

.3

'
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mm6 1 glad to, in fact, go back through this -- not today whila we

~

2 are sitting here -- and try either to get rid of the word<

3 and substitute etner words for it, or use it in some narrower
.

f' 4 way.

5 I don't think that is what la standing in the way

S of understanding between us.

.

7 CHAIRMAN GOCDHOPE: You don' t think what?

8 THE WITNESS: I don't think that's what is standing'

.

g in the way of an understanding between us. For example, the

10 profiled testimony it appeared .to me that t .le Staff understood

33
very well precisely the point that we were making, despite

12 differences with respect to --

13 CHAIR!iAN GOODHOPE: Uhat prafiled testimony?

14 THE WITNESS: My understanding is that there is

15 Staff rebuttal testimony to my testimony.

Is n t de case?16

CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: Scmo has been filsd. Yes.g

*
18-

THE WITNESS: Yes.gg

BY MR. SMITH:*
.g

Q And you are saying that your unde standing of

risk.and the Staff's are the seme?

A No, sir.

What I am saying is --

Q That's all I asked you.
25
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mm7 1 MR. SMITH: That finishes my cross-examination.

2 CHAIRMAN GOODHCPE: Mr. Oleston?

3 MR. CLEETON: I have two cuestions. One is cn

4 page 7, having to do with -- the title is Inclusion of the

5 Water Area in Calculating Average Population Dencities.

S I will start with that one.
.

7 BY MR. CLEETON:

3 Q Would you exIlain how it is by including the water
,

9 area in calculating average population densities, that this

1C analysis results in a more realistic assescment of the true

population density in and near the Pilgrim site?g

A You say you want me to explain how it is that by
12

including water --13

Q No.14

Well, that's part of -- in other words, the way this
15

is headed, i~c says inclusion of the water, and your analysis
16

is a critique or that.g
s.

- ''
..

W I use de md aluding. In~other u ds, by
.. ;g

excluding the watar in the calculations, is it a more;g

realistic assessment of the trua population density in~

20
'

and'near the Pilgrim site?g

A I clearly would have the same difficulty which the
.

Staff earlier had, saying what is the true density of the
g

I population divided by the surface area is a trus density. .

Population divided by land area is also, a true

\\b
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mm8
1 density, but it is a different density. It shows a different

' 2 thing.

3 The population divided by surface area is a

f 4 perfectly appropriate way of describing how many people are how

5 close to the site. And I actually don't object to that, only

6 srgue that there is an additional description which is
.

7 population on the land.

8 And once again this comes to such issues as the,

g numbers of persons in closa proximity, for example, who might

10 be within earsho:: of the warning systeam and therefore might

;; more easily be alerted by virtue of their being at higher

12 density, than their being at the theoretic lensity that you

13 arrive at by taking population and dividing by surface.

14 I think it is an issue that cuts two ways. It has

13 been suggested that for example evacuation speed is an inverse

16 function of density. To the degree that that's true my guess

37 | is that that is true with respect to density on the land

rather than surface density.18-

gg It simply describes a different measure of what is

~
the place like, and it is useful to have that additional20

measure of what is the place.* like. And it may argu'e that this21

is a better site than what otherwise had been the case, or22

it may argue that it is a worse site.g

But it simply is a part of the descriptinn of24

'' *** -
23 g 002
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mm9 1 Q All right. !
I
1

2 liow just one other qucc'ien. tc
.

3| I think you have already ex 1r 4.ned - and my

'

4 question is, on sector analyses, does th:i.s giva a moro j-

'

5i realiscic or ccmpleta assessment of the true pc>ulation
I

g[ distribution in and near the Pilgrb cite an roldted to
t
',

7,| alternative sites?
_ |

.

i 1

61 A Adding a sec'toral analysic clecriy enables yo.t to 8

a

g better understand once again what is the Incu1 N nature of
i

this versus other sites.10
i
i

g For exampla, the rapert which I mentioned
|

12 carlier had been very useful to me in ccming to understaid

13 *1d' prepared by Dr. Bunch, tabulated populations arcund8

~

;4j sitos which had been nominated for apprcn.1; mouropolita.1
!

.

sitos and densely populated sites.
15j

He includes in that table not caly the annulaa j,5
.

,

ipopulation, but the population in the wcut sector. And Ii ,s .

?

found that column showing the population in the ucrat se : tor |,6
,

1

ih in fact to be very revealing. It adds a dimoncion to myy
p:

.-

.

; understanding of the site.
*

, , ,
u,,

.

i

- i| I can lock at this and there are fourteen deaccly
,

h populated sites which are tabulatcd by Dr. Eunch, md onl,' one f<.2 ,i
,,

!i of those fourteen densely populated sites has a
23 !{ '

m,_hlargerpopulationintheworstcectorthanhasPilgrim.
~

i
;

x.
>

ii That gives me a new undern*:.anding of what is this i
2e n

i
9

,

d 1138 003
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mm10 1 Pilgrim si'e like?

i
C 2 If I take the Pilgrim site ar'l I comparc it b2 sed |

t

3 on average density, it falla fairly low in that set. f
i

I 4 Now how it is that as a decisiccaker I would balance;
i

5 one sector which is clearly making possible a popQlation j,

!

6 consequence or again, I should be careful, which is raising a

.

7 potential of population at risk in a secttr which is very

8 large together with an overall density which is not unusaally
,

9 large measured against other densely populated sites, I think

to is a very complex question.

11 But the inclusion of that information allows a

12 more complete evaluation.

13 Just a very simple number. I can take one additional

14 step which took ten minutes with a pocket calculator, to see
,

15 what percentage of the total population la in that worst

16 sector. And I found that sites range fiom having -- if you

37 had a uniform site, theoretical site, ard you had 6 percent,

- 18 6 1/2 or so in that one-sixteenth of the compaes, none of the

jg sites are anywhere near that, they all start -- they start at

*

20 15 percent, the average is about 22 percent in the worst sector.

21 Pilgrim has about 35 percent in the worst secter.

22 That helps me under: stand what is the nature of

23 this thing and I can translate from that into avary real

considaration. And that is that the ma::imum aice of pcpalation24

25 for which I am going to have to provide emergency actiona is

1138 004
I
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mmll 1 at Pilgrim' guite large in relation to ita overall density.
,

i I

2 And that is usaful fer me to know in evaluating all,

.

3 the other pieces. That information simply snould be
'

4 available. Not just against these obnsr four4:sen sites, all of

5 which are histcry, but against whatsver number of candidate

6- sites or alternativa sites can realistically be consid e.wi in

*

7- this instance. .

g MR CLEETON: Thank you.
,

p CHAIPJD.N GOCCH7PE: Mr. Wrigt.t? i

10 Do you have any radi. rect?
I

3g MR. WRIGHT: Just a couple of minutes, Mr. Chairman. h

32 REDIRECT EXAMINATION

33 BY MR. WRIGHT:
.

g Q The last question Mr. Smith asked you, Profensor

33 Herr, asked you whether you would say'your understanding of

risk and that of the Staff's are the same.16

You said no, and then.were cut off.
'.| !
'

n.
!

Hould you like to c<xtplete that c' tift".nent?
, gg

g I can't remember the train of thunght.A

Q If you don't, it's all fight. I just didn't j
-

g
t'

want to leave you cut off. !21 .
3 :

I
; A Of course I will rememb3r it ac coon as I step out
1 :

the door. |
-

23 i.

,

j MR. WRIGHT: I have no further questions,,,4- :. |
, .
'

Mr. Chairman. I- -

|-= ,.~'
/ )13.8 005 |/
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mm12 1 CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: Dr. Callihan?
,

( 2 7R. CALLIHAN: Yes.

3 EXAMINATION BY THE BOARO

4 BY DR. CALLI 3AN:

5 Q I would like to turn, please, to your figure 1,

6 which is on page 3 of the tastimony, and continue the '

*

7 discussion of it, which has been rathar axtensive, I realize.

3 And ask what is the meaning of the caption at 'the bottom of i
,

g the paga, Figure 2.3.

!
10 Figure 2.3 of what?

;

i
gg A That's' figure 2.3 from the Saity Evaluation '

12 Report.

13 0 Which of the editions, do you know?

A Which of the editions?14

Q Which revision, which supplcznents and so forth?
.

15

A It will take me a moment.15

Q This is Staff Safety Evaluation?37

A Yes, Sir, that'S correct.gg,

MR. SMITHz Mr. Chairman, it appears to be June '75,99

- this onc.20

MR. CLEETON: It is in his testimony. .21

CHAIRMAN GCODHCPE: It appears where?22
'

THE WITNESS: June '75.

DR. CALLIHAN: June '75. Thank ycu.

25

\\b0
;
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il5 MADELON BY DR. CALLTH'W:
fw- limia 32i

Q Your caption is Population Versus Guidelinompbl *

3. | at the top of the page, and does the 1985 go with - is

l' 4|
that the dato at which this - is this the representation of

the population in 19857

[ ~

A No, s.r, the drawing in deficient, and I apologize

~

i

L.

7'' I for that. The intent of tb3 drawing was to show the way in
!

6 [J which, the rapidity w::c.:n which the population dansity was-
,

! . ;

*| approaching that of regulation guidelinos and was meant to |'
e

1% display the temporal - tho way in which hho line ahifted |
1 I

It ! over time.

12'I The two solid black lines, Rasidents Caly For SER I

M, and Residents Plus Weighted Seasonal Par SER, as noted on the
i

14 ! previous page, are from the '7S report and rofiset '72
''

1
- DI | population. That shows hcw we were in 1972.

t
16: And the dotted line with tha arrow pointing

17 1 approximately through it saying 2/79 Draft Supplement Table 1

b is a reflection of 1985 population, and tho dashed line
-

'

19 ' labeled 500 People Per Square Mile is the Reg Guide.4.7
.

20 guideline for the first year of operation. And in this case

21- that would be 1985. '

i
22 Q There are three instancos where a descriptive .

1.

23 term is givsn, followed by an arrow. In each case the arrowa

24 don' t 'h-ate.on the lines. Is that corroct?,

$5 To be specific, near the loft-hand Targin i !

1138 007 |.,
.
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| |<
*

mpb2 two-thirds of tha way from the bottcm is the statement

j "2/79 Draft Supplomant Table l''.

3 I
-

Now er. plain what is inc'icated by that notation,
'

c' ,'
plaasa?

- i# A That arrcw is supposed to point to tha line which }

is alternato circles and squares. It doesn't quibo point to
.

7
i it because the -

3( Q So thuu is a spacial distribution of the pcpula-*

9 tion as taken from - Taken frca uhat? i

s
*

N A The draft supplomant to tha Final Environcaatal

I. ; j

f
* ' Statement.

12 Q All right.

'E And similarly, in the upper right-hand cornar

14 there are a couple of arrows that indicats points at the

IE| moment.

16 A That's intended to bracket the two data points;
il

17 ' ! on that sa".a line, the one at 40 miles and the other at 50

*

16 miles. The draft suppinmant only providad data to 30 miles,

19 so we want to tho acxt most curront sour c e which we had,
.

20 which was the PSAR, and we insarted these points at 40 and
(

21 50 miles from the PSAR.
I22 The PAPSAR used 1980 and 1990, as I recall, as

|

20 their d ;. So we did an intarpolation betueen those tuo

24 dates asing the same exponential interpolation tachniqua
.

But the attcmpt was simpi"'00 8 ' '.
25 which the Applicant has used.

1138
; *
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lmpb3 in the last two data points. The only real data points are i

!
,

"n<

the evsn tan milos; the onoa past ton camo frcn a ceconct |

3''
Source.

-

P00RORGUL
' ; o - --

E| Cn pago 5, if I rnad correctly, ycu have a
! i

d[ weighting factor in the beginning of the only full paragraph
I.

7' ! on that page. You have a weighting fcctor of - td put it
..i

1"4 in yesterda.y's terminologye .27 percant, ::ccract? Che,

i

'3 f usighting factor for tho ^ ourists, if I road correctly. -

i ,
:

10 1. A That's correct. !
I

N Q And the Staff has .33 percent, with which I'm
,

I '

,

M j' not quarreling. I'm just being sure of tha identity.

13 A I beliove that simply ccmas from the reciprocal
14 of 365, if ' memory serves me right.

15j. Q Okay.
l.

I18 This assumes a Ono day visitation.
j,

i
17 i A That's right.

!: .t

M| 0 Thank you very much..

f
!D |; CHAIRMAN GOODEOPE: Dr. Cala?

.I. i
'

20') DR. COLE: Just a cocole of qucations, Prof. Harr.
}

21 i' BY D".. COLE:
!<

21 Q on page 4, the accend caragraph, could you3
Il

23 | explain to me your - the basis for I gucas it's a ona-

Ec |> sentence paragraph.
f ,

23j Could you explain to tro the bacia for that
'

,

\\b0
..
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~

mpb4 statement, sir? Particularly with raspect to the population.

2'

density being the axclusivo device for determining whether

3 the class 9 analysis is warrantad.

' '' 4 A I think it's been made abundantly clear that
.

3 I'm not an export on either the regulaticns or the regu2.atory

I guidos. My understanding of the rogulatory guida calls for
.

I coutdoration cf special circumstancss when pcpulation dsnsity

8' per squaro mile erccods 500 parsonc por square mile. And.

9 it's not in that guide, but if I undarstand correc-2y the '

I* practice of this has on occasion ~~ and th_4 was discussed

11. earlier today - on limited occasions entailed a.3 a part of

12 that spacial analysis a class 9 accident analysis.

13 I5? that's the basin of that ctni-amant, thau's
.

14- my understanding of the way in which those analysos hawi or

15 have not been coued for was that it was the trip level of

16 500 persons por square mila which triggered the possibility
,

i

17| of th t being callad for based en tha precedent of previous

13 cases.-

19 I Q All right, sir.
)
.

20 j Cna of the points yon made today, and one of the

21 principal points of your paper, which I thought you made
i
1

22 . rather well, was that the Staff should do somathing more

23 with rsspect to alternate sitas than just the annular popula- ,
t

24 tion data.

25 ' A Yes.

\\53 D\0 -
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'

mpb5 0 And pecifically you mentioned they should
r s

"

provida radial sector data.

3~
Would you go, then, further and say that that

i 4
would have to be coupled with meteorological data in order

3 to make it even mors reasonable?
i

G' A Ho - yes and no. The meteorolcgical data is
I-

7 not germane to an analysis of the maximult pcpulation which

3 might be at risk. That maximum might be at risk regardless-

9f of whethar that's a wind directicn which is common or net
N' com=on.Where the metacrological data would seem to me to be

Il sre useful in fact is as an edjunct to the - what I've been
I

12 | referring to as expectsd value analysis, where you could
1

M: refine that sxpected value analysis by weighting sectors

14~ , by the frequancy of,occurrones of wind in those sectors.

% But as far .4 analy::ing maximum population at

M risk, I don't - and again, more information is always

17 | useful, but it doesn't seem to me that it's salient to have
:

10 f that and it Joesn't seem to ma that the cost and difficulty-

i0c of collecting site specific meteorological data should
.

20 } prevent one from doing the easy +hing, relatively easy
!

21 I thing, which is simply collecting numbers of people by radial
1

F1. ' sector. |
'. t.

23 Q All right, sir. I undarstand your point on that. !
l

24 You talked about special sit 1 characteristics of I

E5 the Pilgrim 2 site and identified the.saasonal variatione and <

,

1138 Oli i,
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mpb6 the spatial allocation, spatial differences..

/ 2
Did you look at or get an opportunity and did in

fact look at any of the other alternate sitos that were
"
,' s

proposed for Pilgrim Unit 2 with the thought in mind of

identifying any special sa.ts characterintics?
I

I kl A Not in a systemmatic way. I'm familiar with, I

7 guess, at least generally, all of those sitss and very familiaz

O with several of them. So I'm aware of some of their particula:r),

9 site characteristics, peculiar site characteristics. But I

10 didn't do anything systammatic with rescoct to thcn beca.uce

11 it soemed beyond the scope of what Commonwealth was calJed

12- out to do at this point.

D Q So you did not make any study to determine whether

14 I they might in fact have some of the samo deficiencies that

15 Oilgrim Unit 2 might hava? '''

.

16- A That's corretet.
'

17 Q All right, sir-<

I
,

18 '

on page 7, just a small point here, sir. On line.

19 7 you have the end of a sentence where there are the words

-

20 * . . .used by UCSE.'' Is tha'c United Engineers and

21< Constrcctors, UE&C?

22 I You're on pago 7?-

II

23 Q Yes.
I

24 A Is that the old draft or the new draft?
|

23 o O I think it's the same way on both drafts, UC&E. .

-

-

,

I
1

!! 1138 012 1
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P00RORJINA. ';
mpb7 i) A Yes. Thoss are the 'pcople to uhem I refer ~~ j

:' <

O
k ch, I sea it. Thero it ir. {
is '

3f Yes, it should bc U3aC. f.

,~. i; i

|*d Q All right, sir.

0 I
# li Then you ara . referring to Unitad Enginears and j
, d. 4 i

'

# : Constructors? Or to what'does that rafar? |,l 'x !i
. a *..

-j! A It refars to tha Applicant's coasultant, and I |
"

o .

.. i

0j. don't recal: his nace. If it is in fact United Engincars {
-

,

el 3

cti :
~b and Centractors, than tho.:.a chculd be rovsrced., j

ll; i

0l It was in unded as a referenco to the Applicant's I2

4 I
M, consultant. j

e"
l
.

'

R,
j Q All right, sir. Thank you.

|
: .-

| On tha bottcm of pago 7 yott rafer e.o Prisci.lo )"O |1
M h Beach and White Horse Boach, and in tho footneto you indi-

.

IS :{ cata a summertima density of 20,000 porscas per square mile.

M Do you recall what the total number of persons

27 |1
.

} involved in that calculation wars, sir? ?lhat is the popula- }'
i

1G i tion of Priscille Baach and White Horso Saach?. ,

'

t10 A I don't recall it. I would he.ve to go back through;
L. . notes to replicate it. I:m sorry, I can't do it extemporaneous'-~

:'
!

'

3: J ly. |
!: !

22 |I Q Offhand you don't know hcw inny square miles were |
<.

23. j| involved in the calculation? |.
.

I
E '. A I'm sorry, no, sir, i

, ,

m Q All rignt. 7J j .,
i

., ,

h
3

-

i
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Iupb3 At the bottom of page 9 you talk about ths

I special sita characteristics of the Rocky Point site. Am

3 I correct that the cpecial sito characteristics that you
,

'

4 are rafarring to are the temporal and spatial charactoristics,

5 and if that's not so, what cpocial sita charactoristics?

6 A In that contest on page 9 coco arc '.ndeed tho
*

7- only special sito charactaristics to which we wors rodarring.

3 Once again, it's my view that thera are other
,

9 special. site characteristics which bora censideration in

to choosing among alternstiva sites hcVing to do with topology

11 and the fact that scca folks havo ho come closer to the site
i

12 in order to mova away from it, and having to do with the

13 nature of the road notwork in relation to this station.

14 But in this context I wasn't rofcrring to those

13|i latter two things.
.

16 Q All right.

You used the term " risk nsutral" -17 4

18 A Yes.,

19 Q - on wind direction and temporal conaidoraticas.

20 A Yes.-

21 Q I think I know what you mean by that. Could you

22 explain that, sir?

22 A It's tha jargon of my field, I'm afraid.

24 . O We have it quite a bit in ours too, sir.
I ,

i

25 ! A Okay.
!

1138 014
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Impb9 A parscn who ir, risk neatral would not, given a

r 2 choice botween two situations, ono in which ha has a 50-50

3 "

chanca of winning $100 versus a 50-50 chanco of - I can't

'I
make the numbern coma out right - losing $400, he'd say a

5- 50-50 chance of winning -- I'm sorry, $1000 is worth $5C0 to

#3 me as a probable b 2nefit of that, of the 30-50 chance of
.

'

7' losing $400 is a cost of 200. I subtract the 200 front the

& 500 and I get S300. Thorafore it's worth- paying $300 to,

9 set the opportunity to play that gar:o.

14
'

That parcen who would do that uculd be risk

11 neutral. Some pacplei liko mysolf are cowards sad afraid of

12 things like that, and we might say 'I can't afford to 1cce
t

2f$400. If I win 1000 I'll probcoly just wasta it. So being

M risk averse, I wca't take that, I won't puy $300 for a 50-50
i -

!5 h. chance of winning 1000 and n 50-50 chance of Icaing 400.'
il

16 8 And in tarms of utility theory, what people are

17 arguing is that that's trua for virtually everyone with the

18 exception of a few people who make the gambling business work,.

IG and that for most o us in fact winning an extra dollar is
.

20 ; not worth as much as losing a dollar.

:M ' Now there is evidence in work by Farrar and

22 ' Slessen that tha operaticas rasaarch centor at MIT for

23' an mnia that indicates if you ernmine accident experiones
t
.

W' that our society is risk avarso. It is not risk neutral.

23 If you just think about the chance occurrence of disastara,
i-
|

1 1 3 1
"' ' '

!
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tmpb10 whether they're natural disasters or transportation disasters

( 2
or building disasters or other disastars involving man-mado

3
facilities, that if you write an equation to express the

probability of those things occurring that what you would

5
i expect is an equation which has a square function in it.
I

OI When you look at natural disantors they in fact
'

I substantially occur with that kind of a frequency, that is

8
! the larger enos are infrequent, the smallor ones are more,

9|| frequent. And when you pin a line to it it's ccme squara
!

I0' function.

iI~ When you look at the disasters which involve

12- airplanes and trains and mines and buildings, what you find

13 is that in fact it's a cubic relationship with great consistanc(
14 ! and great consistency among those classes of accidents. And

15 | what they point out is that what's true in that our society
I

is ' doesn't behave as if it were risk neutral; it behaves as if

17 it were risk averse.

18 The DC-10 accident which caused our society,

19 great grieving has caused now probably the DC-10 to be

20 emerging as one of the safest reans of travel. It once
-

21 again illustratas how badly we fool about big accidents.

22 The same weekond the DC-10 accident occurred an

23 approximately ccamensurate number of people were killed in
i

24 ' automobilo accidents, in which we're doing something, but

25 nothing very large. We 4 = =f more safety for the 747 than

ll38 016'
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mpbil wa do of the 707 We * m.'cd more cafoty in a bus than no do

i2 '( in an automcbile. We demand mora alfaty for a large building I
4

. !)
i than a small building. f

' * ,|)
'

r ,

The oxoccted valuo of an accident chi:2ing a
i .

*t.. ,
'

i life given the way in which our society hahavec is lower in
II

q c.
H olenants involving larga numbers than it is in elarents i
:? );|-

>

' it involving smaller ensa. i
11

. ;I
', 18 Tharo's a certain enount c:. -~ r.ot a large ;p*

,,

'

@I amount -- a certain amount of a theory around why our i

"} i

D l society is risk avarse, but I'm a',mre of no one who a arguing8 /
q ,

., .. l a
ji that it is not. And in fact in the Rasants30- Report it was8-

il '

I2 | pointed out that one of the considerat'.c4 of the nuclear !

I

23 .i
~f

industry in that our society is -- there's a quoto I cculd
j.

I4 d pull out in which the authors point cut 5-5at our cociety
11
'l

IE P clearly is more averse to large accidents at low probability
k

16 than it is to snall accidonts with a high probability.

Jj 1000 persons killed is not equivalent to ten

!G accidents each killing 100 or 1000 accidenta each killing i.

!

29 tan. They are not equivalent.
!

~

9.0 And therefore two sites, one of which has a wholo
3,-

:I
21 1 lot of people in one sector and the other which distributes

ti
a

22 8 them uniformly are, from the point of view of risk, not :

9 4

23 i equivalent because wa are risk averse.
!.

?>. .' Q I undorstand your point, sir. Thank you,.

s
'

:25 ; DR. COLS: I have no furthur questions.
'l I

i*

'

!. 1138 017 |.
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Impbl2 DR. CALLIIIAt!: I have one, if I Ray return with
- o( -

apology.

3-

BY DR. CALLIEM:'

( 4 0 In your Testimony, particular3.y on page 4,

i

" l' you make raference to United Engirsera and Ccantructors'
!

D growth rata, estimated growth rata 6.ec parcent per year. And

7' I; in a footnote you make a statement that two percent growth
et

11oj rate per year is a sizeab~o thing, really. I
,

t

9 ji A Yes-
|IO Q And do you indicate by that that the study made i,

!

Ili of this area is an overestimats?
|

david flws 12 I
!.
n

1

310R)RIGIRR
"
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16 ' .

a:
l
I

10*

10 l
i
.

20 'm

;<

21 i.
I

22 i

23

#
!

25 I
.
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6 david
A Yes, sir; I wouldn't argue that. I think once

r ' avid 1
again that ww.s a gratuitous, contextual addition; when

take 16

People look at an annual rate like 2 partent and say that
i

is very, very small -- thnt's a very conservative

assumption - in reality. that's very higa. It isn't an

assunption. It's an annlysis.
.

We did review it; we used independent sources.

We're not quarreling'with the basic grow.h rata they projected.-

I'm not arguing it's_too high.

\
Justbywa{ofcontortitisnottoohigh,tutit

\
is a very substantial gewth rate. Sou h antern Itwaachusotts

is a very rapidly growing region.

DR. CALLIEAM: Thn* you.

MR. LEWALD: I hava one more question, if I ray.

CROSS ON BOARD EHAMINATION
.

SY MR. LEWALD: --
'

Q Could I put this hypothetical to you, doctor?

'

Asst 2 ming the site and the sits environ =ent h'. five permanent

residents throughout the year and 20,000 visitors which

all come on one day; that's site A..

And then take site B, which has 20,000 permanent

residents and five visitors during the year and they all

come on one day.

Are these sites equal innofar as the maximun

risk to the population? Is that the way you Icok at,this?
1l33 J11

*
. . - - .
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david 2
A If I ramamber your numbers cortrctly -

(
MR. WRIGHT: Zir. Chairnan, it's my understanding

.,
of the rules of this proceeding that questions can occur

' after the board has asked questionc only based on the

board's questions.

I don't think Mr. Lewald's question qualifies for
.

that.

MR. IE.QLD: I think this did arise from questions.

asked by the board.

CHAIRMAN GOODEOPE: %f you object to it, it's

ove;; ruled.

Go ahead: do you understand the question?

THE WITNESS: In one case va have five year

around residents and 20,000 day visitors and in the other -

CHAIRMAN GOODBCPE: All in one day.

THE WITNESS: All on ona day. And in the other

instance, we have 20,000 people who are living there year

around and five people who come and visit on one day.- '

And do those both expose the same m vi e populatica
-

at rish?
.

MR. LEWALD: Yes. ~~ "~

THE WITNESS: The answer to that would be yes.
.

MR. LEWALD: Thank you.

CHAIRMAN GOODEOPE: Anything further?

MR. SMITH: I have one.

1138 020
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david 3 BY MR. SMITH: 11dilIlL'

f Q Professor Herr, in reeponsa to a board question,

my understanding is what you would want for al' e tive
o sites is the sectoral analysis for the proposed sitas andt

all alternatives; is that correct?

A Sectoral analysis and unweighted population.
.

Q Okay.

And that's all you want? And --
.

A That's the thrust of what we're saying today,

,

Yes, sir.

Q It's my understanding you look at that and besad

on that decision alona, it's one input?

A Yes, yes.

Q You don't want to see meteorology?

A We"d love to n6 meteorology, but I don't think

that prerequisite to the other being useful.
E

O What is the use, then, of seeing the large
.

numbars, just tha fact that they are large numbers? That
,

! in and of itself is important?

!
~ A Sure it is, because that's useful for assessing

_

the magnitude of effort which may be involved in making
;

i

j emergency preparations and in assessing adequacy of
a

insurance arrangements and in assessing how big a chanca am

I taking, how much - once again, to use the gembling

analog, am I going to bet the house.

1138 021MR.-SMITH: One moment, ploace. .

,
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david 4 (Pause.)

(^ BY MR. SMITH:

O In this sectoral analycic, do you also want to

( know where the population is located with regard to distance

from the site?

A Can I give a layman's answer --

*
Q Ho, you --

A The answer would be yet. I uculd very much
.

like to see that, although I don't understand it all. I

surely believe that folks who are close to the site are in_.

a different circumstance relative to ha=ard rather than
,

people who are further away. So, like yourselves, I would

one way or the other give greater consideration to people

who are close in. So, yes, what for demographic anal'11s
.

would be useful would be the kind of forent that is now

developed in the PSAR it's reflected in he SER; it's

reflected in the ER, which is the population growth and

the population growth by distance.
.

'

It's been incredibly varfng;in order to get the

- population within a range, I'd have to subtract the outer

ring from -- you know - the other to get the difference, and

be utterly unable to disentangle seasonal from year arocad

once they've 'seen weighted and ammM.

So, you know, if I was able to writs the specs

for what would ideally be provided, it wculd be each of
,

those piaces sepa_mtaly.
-
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david 5 MR. SMITH: Excuse me a noment.

/ That's all the questions I have.

CHAIRMAN GOODHOP3: Thanit you for being here,

( Professor Herr. You're excused.

(Witness excuaud.)

What have .ee for tomorrew? Secauce we'ra going
.

to adjourn now.. .'
. .

23 the~o anything for temorrow corning?r,

MR. SMITH: We would like to put in our rebuttal

testimony.

CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: Well, we caly have - it's

4:30 and tho scanager has bsen patient here.
.

MR. SMITH: I'm wondoring if thoro'n crocs

avam4pation -

CHAIRMAN GOODBOPE: Of whou0
'

MR. WRIGHT: There'll be some, that3s the problem.

CHAIRMAN GOOpHOPE: Oh.

MR. SMITH: We'll wait until tomorrcm, because.

there will be cross.-

~

CHAIRMAN GOODHOP5: All right.;

MR. WRIGHT: Mr. '''haimu, apparently this; in the
\

', only thing that is left hora. This rebuttal tos+1mny , and --

j it's a shame to bring everybody back here just for. .what I
\ I

e intend to b<. soms very brief cross ma=4"ation.-

Under the circumstances, I will waive the cross

ayamination.

1138 023
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david 6 CHAIRMAN GOODHOPE: All right. .

MR. SMITE: I would like to atipulato it into the

c record and have it bom d and I'll give the requisito copies
,

to the reporter.

CHAIRMAN GOODHCPE: All right, tho staff's unbuttal

testimony to Phillip Herr will ba bound to the end fof today's

transcript.,

Mr. Lewald, do you have any cor= ant en it? Did you have-

~

300R ORGINil- ' - '

MR. I.EW.%D: We had no cross on the staff's

rebuttal testimony. No further cross of the witness.

CHAIPMAN GOODHOPE: All righc, It'll be bound in

at the end of today's transcript as tw.timony.

MR. SMITH: All right, I'm just trying to think of

all the procedura. That's fine.

CHAIRlmN GOODLPE: Is that what you want?

MR. SMITH: The witnesses are under oath, there's

no problem with this. I was just thinking in my mind whether'

there is any avidentiary problems. I don 8t think thuria are.

The witnesses are under oath, it's been accepted. Fine.

CHAIRMAU M orm 32: Well, they're here to testify

and will be here in the inoraing. That's the reco.rd. Well,

that's it.

MR. SMITH: If we're binding it in, we don't have to

come here ' m rrow.

.

1138 024
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david 7 CHAIRMAN GOODIIOPE: That's what I undarstand. We'r3

all through at this point. Now in there anything else, bes' dos

the testimony? The rebuttal testimony, that anybody has thats

will be presented tomorrow?

(No response)

CHAIRMAN GOODEOPE: Nobody has any then, so..

MR. LEWALD: The only thing we would lika to present

^

that we can do by way of writing is the briefing schedula. If

the board would entertain such, but we can do that in writing

rather than -

CHAIRMAN GOODEOPE: You'rs +a'M vg of precentation

of proposed findings?

MR. LEWALD: Yes, sir.

(Board conferring)

~

CHAIRMAN GOODEOPB:Let's discuss that after we get

off the record. The hearing will be adjourned suhfect to
- . . . . , . .

notice of the board.' ^^ -

-

(Nhereupon, at 4:52 p.m., the hearing was adjourned

-

subject to the call of the chair.)

1138 02G
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1 Q. Have you read the Testimony of Philip B. Herr on Pilgrim 2 population

2 density and other site characteristics?
'

3 A. Yes, we have.

4 Q. Do you have any general comments to make regarding Professor Herr's
~

.5 testimony?
-

6 A. (Mr. Kantor and Mr. Soffer)* Yes. We believe that Professor Herr's
,

7 testimony is very similar to the coments upon the Draft Supplement made
,

a by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts (See pages A-16 through A-30 of the

g Final Supplement to the FES). We therefore believe that the Staff responses

10 to these coments which appear on pages 5-6 through 5-11, inclusive, of
,

11 the Final Supplement apply to much of Professor Herr's testimony as well.

12 Q. Professor Herr has given his interpretation of NRC siting policy on

. 13 pages 1 and 2 of his testimony. Do you have any comments to make in this
,

14 regard?

,15 A. Professor Herr's interpretation of NRC siting policy is not c' ally

16 accurate or complete. The NRC relies primarily on a defense-in-depth
I~

17 approach to protect the public health and safety. Siting is one element '

18 in this apcroach. Nuclear power plants are required to be sited, designed,.

19 constructed, and operated on the basis' of conservative application of
*

20 sound and accepted engineering principles, on requirements of multiple

21 and redundant safety systems, and on a set of regulatory requirements that

22 are updated to reflect operating experience. The designers, builders, and

23 operators of these plants are required to have effective quality arsurance .

24 programs and their work is. subjected to a contin: ting licensing and

* The responses to these questions are joint responses of Mr. Kantor and I

- Mr. Soffer unless otherwise indicated.

1138 027 '
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1 inspection process t,y the NRC. However, even though the per6 ability of

2 large accidents is very small, there remains some residual risk and the
'

3 residual -isk to a surrounding population it higher when the proposed site

4 is in an area of relatively high population. Therefore the Commission
"

5 has had a consistent and long-standing policy of encouraging the siting

6 of reactors away from densely populated centers. As a further protective
,

7 measura, the Commission requires that emergency plans be developed which
A

8 provide reasonable assurance that appropriate measures can and will be

9 taken to reduce individual and population exposures in the event of an
.

10 accidental release of radioactive material.

11 Professai tierr has alleged that " emergency off-site measures will obviou' sly

12 be far more effective in sparsely populated areas." This statement is in-

13 correct in two ways. First, Part 100.3 (b) points out that""whetner a specific,

14 number of people can, for example, be evacuat'ed from a specific arca, or in-

15 structed to take shelter, on a timely basis will depend on many factors such.

16 as' location, number and size of highways, scope and extent of advance planning,
s

17 and actual distribution of residents within the area." Second, it does not

is conform to historical experience. The results of Ref.1 have indicated that,

19 evaculation has usually been accomplished more quickly in a relatively

20 densely populated area.*

21 Pr fessor Herr also states that " careful evaluation of the size and dis-

2' tribution of the population surrounding the reactor appears to have emerged

23 as the NRC's primary means of ensuring that the consequences of any acci-

24 dent more severe than design-basis events are mitigated as much as possible."
_

Ref. 1. " Evacuation Risks - An Evaluation," EPA-520/6-74-002.

'

1138 028
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F 1 This is not entirely correct. Requiring that nuclear power plants be

2 located away from densely popuTated centers as well as requiring that

3 emergency plans be developed both function as means of keeping the con-

4 sequences of accidents beyond the design basis low.

5 Q. In section II of his testimony, from page 2 to page 8, Professor

6 Herr makes the general statement that the methodology used by the Staff,

- 7 and the Applicant has relied upon " techniques that tend to understate

8 the final figures and obscure risk potential in the area surrounding the-

9 Rocky Point site." What cormlents do you have to make in response to

10 this?
. ,

11 A. In this section, Professor Herr appears to fault the Staff methodology

12 in three areas: treatment of daily recreational visitors, time weighting
'

13 of transients, and inclusion of the water area in calculating the average.

'
'

14 population density. We will respond to each of these.

15 First,asdiscussedinAppendixBoftheFinalSuppl~menttotheF5S,thee

16 guidance given in Regulatory Guide 4.7.was followed in determining the
,

17 cumulative population densities for the area surrounding the proposed Rocky d-.

18 Point site and each of the alternative sites. This guide indicates how
*

19 transients and water area around a site should be treated. However, as Re-

20 gulatory Guide 4.7 is silent on the matter of comparing the population dis-
.

21 tribution of an alternative site to that of the proposed site, we developed

22 additional guidance for use in alternative site evaluations which is also

23 discussed in Appendix B of the Final Supplement to the FES.

24

.

h
e
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/ 1 Second, daily recreational visitors as well as seasonal residents weighted

2 to reflect their occupancy on an annual basis were included in the popu-

3 lation total for the Rocky Point site. This is indicated in Section 4.1,

4 page 4-2, cf the Final Supplement (Section 4.1, page 30, of the Draft

5 Supplement) and discussed in more detail in pages 5-8 and 5-9 of the Final

6 Supplement in our response to the coments of the Comonwealth of f!assa-,

7 chusetts. As stated in our response, the number of visitors to the Ply--

8 mouth historical sites and environs was projected to be 942,000 in 1985*

g and 1,598,000 in 2020. These population values were weighted by a factor

10 of 0.0033 (approximately one day per year occupancy) and included in the
_

j) total population estimate. -

12 Third, the coments made by Professor Herr in regard to weighting of tran-

13 sients are similar to coments made by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts to
.

14 which we respor.ded in the Final Supplement. As discussed in our response

15 in Section 5.23 of the Final Supplement, transient populations; i.'e.,

16 seasonal residents and daily visitors, are. weighted according to the fraction

17 of time, on an annual basis, they are expected to be present. This is in l--

18 accordance with the guidance of Regulatory Guide 4.7 and, in effect, provides
.

19 an annual average of the population surrounding the site. The weighting of
.

'

20 transients is in keeping with the objective of an environmental review of
.

21 reaching a decision based on a realistic assessment of all factors rather

22 than on a worst-case analysis. An evaluation of the annual average popu-

23 lation distributions in an alternative site review provides the basis for
'

24 the staff's judgment as to whether an alternative site is preferable,
~

,

e $

-
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1 from a population standpoint, to a proposed site. However, it is impor-

2 tant to distingttish between an alternative site study and emergency planning.

3 For emergency planning purposes, the actual time-dependent populatien'

4 patterns including the peak transient populations are considered in the

development of the plans along with other site specific information such5

as the availability and character of local evacuation routes. Pro-*
s

fessor Herr has failed to make the distinction between an alternative
.

7
.

8 site study and emergency planning. -

,

_

9 Professor Herr's comment with respect to inclusion of the water area in

10 obtaining the average population density is similar to comments made by

11 the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. In our response to Section 5.23 of -

12 the Final Supplement, we indicated that the staff's consideration of

13. land and water areas in determining the population density at a radial
.

14 distance from a coastal site is consistent with the staff's concept of a

.15 risk analysis as employed in evaluating alternative sites. A basic assump-

16 tion in this approach is that .ypical coastal meteorology exists and that
t

17 roughly half the time the wi .is blowing offshore. An examination of -~

18 onsite ineteorological data f s.' the Rocky Point site indicates that this
.

19
is the case. To use only the land area in determining the population

density in an alternative site review, as Professor Herr would have us20-

do, would weigh against coastal sites in comparison with inland sites and
21

discount a distinct advantage of coastal sites in that no people are at
22

risk on one side of the site. (See responses below for further discussion
23

fstaffmethodology.) Again, it must be emphasized that for emergency
24

_

,

-
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l planning purposes the actual distribution of population is considered

2 rather than the average populations used in alternative site comparison

3 Q. Do you have any other comments in regard to this section?

4 A. Yes, there is a plotting error in Professor Herr's representation

5 of the 1985 cumulative population for the Pilgrim site in Figure 1 of his -

*
6 testimony. The 1985 cumulative population between 0 and 5 miles is higher than

.
-

7 depicted by Professor Herr. However, the 1985 cumulative population is still
A

8 below the 500 people per square mile curve as indicated by Professor Herr.

9 Q. Professor Herr has commented on page 8 that "there is no explicit

10 discussion in the staff's Draft Supplement dealing with comparison between

11 sites regarding the maximum number of persons potentially at risk in the
.

12 even of a major accident." What is your response to this?

13 A. The staff has observed (see page 5-10 of the Final Supplement to,

14 the FES) that an annual average population is appropriate in order _ to

15 make a realistic overall assessment of the environmental risk associated
16 with a site. The staff also noted that for emergency planning considera-

.f.
17 tions plans must be shown to be compatible with the maximum number of

18 persons that might be in the vicinity.
.

'19 The Conmission has proposed amending its regulations regarding Emergencyc

20 Planning (Appendix E to 10 C.F.R. Part.50). In the notice that accom-.

~

21 panfed the proposed Amendment and which appeared in the Federal Register
~

22 (FR, page 37473, August 23,- 1978), the Commission noted in the Supple-

23 mentary Information that:

24 The principal aspects of the NRC st6lf review for
_

m'

e
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I emergency planning includes the protections of persons'

2 within the exclusion area, the onsite emergency response

3 organization, the protection of the public beyond the

4 exclusion area and the connection between the facilities

S plan and that of' the offsite emergency response organi-

6 zation consisting of local, State and Federal agencies.,

7 These reviews are part of the safety review of each*

8 application. These matters may also be considered in*

g identifying any potential emergency planning advan-

10 tages or disadvantages of particular sites as part of

11
the NEPA cost / benefit analysis of alternate sites. ,

12 The staff has therefore prepared an analysis with the objective of iden--

.
13 tifying "any potential emergency planning advantages or disadvantages

14 of particular sites." This analysis will be. presented as a separate piece
'

15 of supplemental testimony at a later time in this. proceeding, and will

16 consider the maximum number of persons 'a the vicinity of each of the

l17 sites.-

18 Q. In order to illustrate the difference between the staff's " expected
.

19 value" analysis and his " maximum risk" analysis, Professor Herr has pre-

20 sented an a.xample in Figure 2 of his testimony of two hypothetical sites
,

2I having equal numbers of ponulation but different spatial configuration.

22 Do you have any comments on this illustration?

23 A. Professor Herr has shown two hypothetical sites,'one with the popu-

24 lation uniformly distributed (Site A) and one with all of the population

*

.
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r 1 concentrated in one western section (Site B). ?rofessor Herr states that
-

2 tne population risk would be identical in both cases using the staff's

3 method but in actuality the " maximum risk" is much greater for Site B in
. .

4 the event of a major accident coupled with a westward wind.

S We believe Professor Herr ha's confused risk with worst :ase consequences

6 and that his example can be used to illustrate the difference between risk

7 as defined by the staff (probability times consequences) and risk as en-,,

8 visioned by Professor Herr. For reference, the two hypothetical sites

9 are show below.

10
,

,

.

11 -

12 0

13 0 0
.

14
16

2 2 ,o ;

15 3

16
0

.

37 2 2 0 i.

2 0

18

*
19 SITE A SITE B

.POPULATI0ft =16e.
20 POPULATI0ft = 16

21
~

.

22 In Site A we have placed two units of population in each of eight sectors;

23 1.e. , distributed the population uniformly. In Site B we have placed

24 all 16 units of population in one western sector. (We haie changed the

.
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/ 1 population values slightly from Professor Herr's example for ease of com-
.

2 putation but basically our example is identical to professor Herr's.)

3 Now let us assume that (1) the probability of an accident occurring is
,

i

4 the same at both sites, (?) the population is all located at the same dis-

5 tance from the reactor, (3) the wind is uniformly distributed at both sites,

6 cnd (4) all other factors are equal. In our evaluation we would say that
,,

,.3 7 the risk of exposure to the population is equivalent at both sites. This

8 can te shown mathematically as follows:*

9

10 Risk = Probability x Consequences

11 where probability is represented by the annual frequency the wind blows -

12 toward a given sector (1/8 or .125) and consequences are represented by

13 the number of people in a given sector. For Site A, suming over all
.

14 eight sectors.
"

15 Risk A = (.125)(2) ' (.125)(2) + (.125)(2) t (.125)(2) + (.125)(2) +
~

(.1E5)(2) + (.125)(2) + (.125)(2)16 .

-

17 Risk A = 2 1

18

#

19 For Site B, suming over all eight sectors:

20 Risk B = (.125)(16) + (.125)(0) + (.125)(0) + (.125)(0) + (.125)(0) +.

21 (.125)(0) + (.125)(0) + ( 125)(0)
.

22 Risk B = 2

23 Therefore, the risk to the population of a serious accident at the two
%

24 sites, as defined by the staff, is equal.

- . .
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.' 1 Professor Herr would say that the " maximum risk" of an accident, assuming

2 a westward wind, is much greater _at Site B (.125 x 16 = 2) than it is

3 at Site A (.125 x 2 = .250). We submit that what Professor Herr has illus-7

4 trated is that the consecuences at Site B would be much worse than at

5 Site A f the accident occur' red with a westward wind. In this regard,
,

6 we agree with Professor Herr. However, the risk, as we have demonstrated,,

'T 7 is the same at both Sites A and B. The risk at Site B would only be

8 ' much greater than at Sita A if the wind blew toward the population con-*

g centration sector with a much greater frequency of occurrence than toward

- 10 the other seven sectors.
.

.11 0 .' Professor Herr states that the population distribution around the-

12 Rocky Point site is extraordinarily uneven by radial sector and that in

13 some sectors (e.g., the nnrthwest and equth%st sectors) the population
,

14 density is nearly four times higher than the population density guideline

15 values given in Regulatory Guide 4.7. Is this a proper app'.ication of the

16 population density guidelines?
s.

'

17 A. No. The population density guideline values given in Regulatory Guide

18 4.7 are intended to be used in conjunction with cumulative population density,
'

19 that is, average population density. They are not to be used to draw

20 conclusions regarding individual high population density sectors. The-

9

21 staf.f was aware in the development of the populaticn guidelines that there

22- would be sectors or concentrations of population within the radius of

23- interest that would have much higher densities than the average. If the

24 " objective was to examine the populations in these high density pockets,

.

~
'
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l dif'irent guideline criteria would have been developed."
,

2 Professor Herr also states that the consequences of a major accident in

3 the summertime with a wind toward the southeast would be to place at
,

4 risk a population more than doubla the population indicated by the guide-

S line values of Regulatory Gui'de 4.7. We would like to reiterate that the

6 population density guideline values of the guide are not intended to be used,

ya 7 for emergency planning purposes and that in developing emergency response-

8 procedures the actual population distribution is used.-

9 Q. Professor Herr has discussed traffic prob 1:fns associated with a

10 possible evacuation of the area around the plant together with a possible

11 evacu' tion of Cape Cod. Do you have any comments? ~

12 A. Yes, but they will be set forth in the Staff's testimony relating

13 to emergency planning.
.

14 Q. Does this complete your testimony?
.

15 A. Yes.

16

JL17.

18

'
19

-

-
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20

'

.
~

21
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23 .
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